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Milk

It •> time to look around
where these call be procured to
1 a.it antage. or at the cheapest
I
II th these requirements arc. or
kept in iiew : it will not do to
m seeds u ith either object in \ iew alone.
See 1 I- light al the best advantage are always oiio.sp.
They may cost a little more
at the outset,
mi :iev
yet may be the
As an instance, the
eapest.
experioi a m in in \\ stor
I'ii,
New Vork itm
addin d
v\ -hing t sow a little Ai~'i■■■■ e11 to,
-i•, d.
It, consulted the eatamo- l.i
ad\"rti-cmi-uts ol all theregud over.
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I‘rices ranged
dol, ir and
-il'i-:1'
iee;tier pound—tin- dillerii.i- pet pound, was enn-ider,-,i i.e
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-ceil at the lowest, prices.
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a ished. to .-ow more last
111. was at the trouble and ox-ioi t d.ing a journey id sixty miles
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Beef.

The

1

—that the milk must be “topped
when the animal is to be initiated—lops
itself, indeed, when latleniag. IJesidcs,
there is an aptitud. for milk or bat which
is bred.
We bread the one in tin Ayrshire, tlic other in the .Shorthorn. This
aptitude must consist in applying the loud
for the purpose intended either to produce. fal or milk. The stomach is the
means for currying out one or the other
of these purposes, to ontiverl all the food
it can. and the quantity caunol be made
sullicien: to carry both purposes to then
highest extent unless the digestive i-.iparFills, then,
iil is increased snllieituit !y
■t strike.' me. is the point.
Inert-use digcstii ii, and (lie two may in carried, aid< >r either
ed by breeding lot the two
the
may In
>m;sjnmdingl v extended
milk iiiera.i-sed in the milking strain, or
increase ot flesh and fal in lie oilier, as
mi nl r\ < lent leman.
now

tho be-t -eed and to
u i-« also to Imv
It
plett’ of it
i
I-.lion who hat can established
for at curacy, carefulness and
1 a
i.
Tii" reputation ot such is
lnon- than tin; profit- on a whole
-ah -, and "I course their goods
1 hoy also have a d.t.led upoi
di n ■-■; in Selling only the best seed,
tonally the. e-ult ol such sales are,
ding h ,i a! ni\ ei ti-ement" in oi erv

;

and

Fund is liu; support of the cow—that is,
her system, and the cult she carries, or
the milk afterward as a substitute. Sin- |
can
digest and use only a certain amount i
—no more.
Now. if their is much milk,
the food eaten and digested will mostly
go to form this—and it requires good
feeding to produce and keep up this large
flow of milk, as with the Ayrshire, the |
Jersey, ami, in many in-iances, the 11a- j
live cow.
Thi- is ovidi-iice against the
idea, entertained by some, that both milk
and flesh (including fat) can be Secured
at their maximum in the. sumo animal
To divide equally what is digested, so j
that the milk gets hall, and (he flesh, fat,
Ac the other half, ecnihl not possibly. il |
seems to me. atVord a maximum
quantity j
ol milk, and, al the same lime, a lull de- \
of
Il
is
true
ani- 1
beef.
some
velopment
mills, like some I the Shorthorns. allord ;
a
good carcass, and, in addition, a large
flow I milk, v-hen they are vigorous di
At the saute time these animals
gi s.tors.
never
get fat while producing largely ol
milk, it is a rule—is it not universally
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.inti: tin- -alt- are dissolved and
mingled wit! tlie soil witliin the reach ot
e
rod. oi tin re-ns. applications of any
i.,i a ol good fertilizer will give much
icttei re-nlts than it they are spread durAs a gening a long continued drougfh.
eral thing, lilies which will apply to the

yard

ol barn

application

g, will
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well to the

tpplv equal!v

ial tertiii a
it,
ter; ’iy.-r- art what is
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provided
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lor

t Mir
experiments in lop dressing grass
did-., during the past few years, have
not given us ful! confidence in 'he practice except noon damp soils and such as
to plow
■oe -lillieiilt
We have always
mud stable ncaiuri oe etieial wherever

has bicii

spread,

but have not

always

satisfied that it ha- been used in the
As the .season
mst economies manner.
a

oe

i;

tiie case were our own,
-huiild make a compost id such b -ft iwished to apply, using sevvs as wt
the I ilk oi absorbents to cue
eral t ec
or and let. it remain in a pile
part of ten
1 '. w.ini, winter, shoveling it over ocil-'.

geU ng

oi

to assist decomposition, and
,-hould ipply a portion this tall
and tin remainder next spring and note
ft tile 1 Cl’t i 1! /.Cl'S should be
1'eslliti lire mposled material, we should ex-

ea-iotn.ly
•lien

vve

...

.I to

see

but

slight

-ults, wliether

dill'erenee in the rein late tall or early

pplied

pring.

We have studied this subject with no
itle interest I'm- the past lew years, but
an
t
mien bat unsettled as ti;• tlie most
or

bail

e

course to

pui

sue.

[N.

T. Fanner.

i'll
in; i iiDlu i;.
The Tall Mail < > azette date that some cows like nothing
better than a lisii dinner ; and Vice-t lounsul
< 'rowc. in hij report on the Norwegian
ries lor the past year, just issued, men.mis that the cattle :n the fishing districts
i Norvvav consume about 10,000 000 of
ids heads aimually.
Indeed, the prac:,'-i
ol using lish heads as a substitute for
u nder toil let' is
assigned as a reason for
the scanty supply of these articles lor the
•ii

guano factories

sion

llesides the

conver-

1 tin- refuse ol the codfish into guano,
now

be<

o

ne

a

lucrative article

"I export, exceeding in value the export
ot as-packed lish t" Kngland, the Norwegians prepare another novel and remarkable article from the ocean—namely, lish
tb'ii!.
It,is flour is prepared from dried
tisli ol the first quality: it is thoroughly
desieated. and then ground in a mill.
An excellent dish ol preserved lish can in
short l ime be prepared from the coarse,
■■ bile tile liner Hour is used for lish
pudding—a dish highlv appreciated in Nor-

way.
tin

:l

l

inn

in Massachusetts owned for-

merly hy Daniel
"I alien!

Webster,there is a portion
which was manured heavily with
when the si itesman owned
it, twentyven years ago, and that
portion of field
plainly slewed the elVeets ol the drainin''
alter the lapse of twenty years. That is
the way with heavy manuring, the effects
loi many years.
Once get a field
i horoughly enriched and it remains
productive for a long time. The presence of a
large amount of decaying fertilizers in the
soil at once, sets up such a ferment of
chemical changes, that large quantities of
the hitherto insoluble mineral elements
are brought into condition lo furnish food
to the crops.
■

Ninety-live per cent, ol the California
lately received at the Westport,
Conn., trout ponds have been successfully
hatched. The little salmon will be ready
to go into the
large rivers about the midsalmon

dle of December, when fresh water fish
i hat
might otherwise devour them, \v ill be
in a state of
torpidity; and when the warm
weather comes will be acclimated and
able to take care ol themselves.

A gricul I uri-.l

Items.

The -n-ealled granger railway eases, in: a and Wisconst it tiled under the A! i nnc
sin statutes living pa- ciiger and Irieght
in tlio-v stales are being argued berata
fore the Lnitoil Slate- .supreme ('ourt.
These are test eases, and involve the
validity of the railroad laws enacted in
many ol the Western Slates during the

Kate, ami her eye-

are

the blackest, and

1

window

j

and

in

ale

his

proposal

again

over

m*vt r was on the dull, lame short*.
Hut 1 loved the great sea, more and more.
Ami backward llew to her billowy breast,
1 ike a bird that -eeketli it's mother's m-l :
\ml a mother she was, ami is to me:
For ! was horn on the open sea!

i
i

i
I

The w aves were white, ami red the morn.
In Hie noisy hour when I was horn:
And tile whale it whist led ,t he porpoise rolled.
j
A nd the dolphins hared their hacks of gold :
I
nor thoughts.
I
spikes, gathered
ought
Ami never was h- aid such ill outcry wild.
lord
otlie.•!> on their recent v isit to Tri.have been Dr. (iibson, loo, she could not
A- welcomed ft* life the ocean child.
and
inpoli.
neatly boxed and directed to the
help thinking; Imt that gentleman
i'\o lived sim e then, in calm and strife.
Full fifty -ummers.
j -lead o| lading ai her feet, as soon as lie .Navy Department, compose all the relies
sailor's lift*.
With wealth to -p •ml, ami power to range.
heard sin-was (roe paid her la m<»i• a- ! ol that noted 'hip. They bring lo mind
«
Hut inaer hn\ e.-ought, nor sighed for eliangi lention than before.
aited for him i her history. which was a strange one.
And IV iih. whenever he comes to me.
in growing womici and worry, an eternity The scene' in which the old Philadelphia
Shall coin-- on the wild unbounded -n
—two week-and then tool., measures to
played an important part were those that
developed the heroes ot the luture war
tiring him to his senses.
I
She employed only recognized and lady- j with Great H-itain.
was in Tripoli:
Who Malle tho Proposal?
like means, however, she began by dirt- that the Preb.es, Decatur.'. Hulls, Hum1
Dr. Hibson, having made an unpmies- ing a little with ditl'ei'ent gentlemen.
bridge' McDonoughs, Somer.~cs. Stew arts
sinnal visit to AI is. Kellieott. walked down
There was Will M11 is. This young gen- and other gallant ollieers displayed their
to the gate with her daughter .Matty
tleman had olVereu him.sell to our iieroine daring gall miry ami skill Unit gave to |
•Matty was twenty years old. and the on an average lour times a year, ever; the American Navy a world-wide reputa- I
doctor was thiity. Her eyes wore brown since she was lifleen. Sin had invariably 1 tiim, and established its position in the
She “had on'’a pink
and his were gray.
refused him. decidedly and emphatically : hearts of our people.
If will be remembered tl at the Philacalico dress, and a while muslin apron: hilt they were tin* best friends in the i
'•
lie wore (dean, cool looking linen clothes,
world. She now told him, in so many deiphia frigate, lliirty-eigbt gun-, under
the command ol
and a wide l’anania hat.
aptain llainbiidge,
words, that she would accept all the at-j
while pursuing a large Tripolitan vessel,
The gentleman admired the lady's Mow- lention lie would oiler her
during the j
ers very much, especially the w hite roses,
next week, taking care to remember that j ran on a reel oi rocks oil" I ripoli, Monone (d which, by the way, she had tucked
this singular deel: ration proceeded noi day. Get. til. iso:;. Her consorl, the I Inwas absent on a cruise
under her ear. She inquired with consid- from
up the |
any special regard for him. Imt was ! terprise,
erable show of interest, about the llnggles made in
Meditcnriiean, and the Philadelphia, was
pursuance ol -onie occult design
children, who had the measles lie told on her paid, forthwith the pair embark- alone o her blockading station. The
u
her gravely all about Tommy and l?en, ed
striking the rocks under a
upon what Seemed to tie the stormiest frigate,
Alice and kit ; and when he lead finished,
llii l.itio skimiersv die ever saw. In the pre.'S ol sail, rail well up and became
lived.
his ollieers
a silence fell upon them.
Captain
long morning they drov e or r iwed toMatty was leaning on the gale, looking gether; they dined at .Mrs Killie It's and and crew, did all in their power to extricate Inr trom her dangerous position.
down the village street. She thought how
immediately alter sallied forth on some: Gun', anchors,
chains, and such heavy
funny it was for Air. Scott to paint his new ! other excursion.
Doth wet'" excellent
house pea green, with lavender trimmings,
and Matty colored in gallop- articles : s could lie got at, were thrown
equestrians,
is iaboard, the toremast was
and was about to say so to Dr. Hilisim when
cutaway, the
ing over nil! ami dale, on one ol Will’s
In- stopped her.
handsome horses. (Will, by-the-hy, was wuerbutts started and the water pumped
lie said the very last thing she would the son ol a rich man.)
I hen they drank out, hut all in vain. The ship was immovable.
have expected to hear, lie said,
an early tea on the verandah, and spent
M.-anv liilc, a til-el nt' nine Tripolitan i
“.Matty. 1 love you, and want you to the evening at. the piano, or ill reading.
marry me 1"
At the hour ol nine. Matty always sent gllli-bnals Imtl collie mil anil opened lire
tin- unfortunate ship, to which she
The very look in the bright, brown eyes, Will home, without a
particle of cere-' np'Mi
would have told him, without a single
in; hid no gnus that could lie drought to bear
niony. or regret at ii
departure.
spoken word, how thoroughly unlocked short, what appeared to Skinner-ville a- t‘i re-poml, as she had heeled over to port
She had
for such a proposal had ln.cn.
a
serious courtship, was. in reality, a; Night was approaching, iho weather was
and additional gunboats weiv
never, in all the years she had known Dr.
purely business mailer, and ~o under- threatening,
< iibson, thought lot a moment of the posetiuiing out to aid in a liual alt.ai-U, when,
stood between the two parties to it.
...
with liis oilieers, the
sibility of liis loving tier. She was very
This state ot affairs
mtimied lor a upon
ot hauling down the ling
sorry, she told him, out she didn't love week or so,
which time tlie doctor imperious duty
during
But the
was left Id
him one bit, at least i.i that way
Captain liainbridgc. lietore
ignored Matty’s existence except a~ she this was done
tin; magazines were Hoodtears came into her eyes, as she saw the
was the daughter id his dear friend Mrs.
ed, holes were l.nred in tiie ship's bottom,
quiet face grow a tritie pale.
Kiilicott. And ail the tine the girl was
“1 hardly believed you did care for me,
pumps w av choked, and everything was
at her quamlam suitor.
he went on, alter a pause.
“But i hoped raging inward!;,
done that was thought would make sure
“Why doesn't he ask me mice again i1” the linn! loss of the vessel. At live o'clock
you might yet learn to do it.”
I am sure lie i
she queried, mentally
“But—but—” said Matty, w itli embarthe ling was hauled down and soon therelov es me. and any one might s.-e that I
aili-r the corsair gunboats came, alongrassment, “1 thought everv one knew I
i
1 shall
love him; but i e.ai.'l
was
side. and :!ic barbarians swarmed over the
engaged to my cousin Tom
!>e an oid maid.
•■Your cousin Torn!” echoed the Doc
i’hi.adclpiiia's bulwarks uni throm.rh the
il if
>\;i- 11' > t t
\
1 Hi!
ill*1 «I
It was impossible to mistake the ext.>r.
ship.
of tin* world would lia\ **
man
1 lici'c v, a .10 difference l)elWeen ollipression which passed over his lace. It through Matty's stratagem. but ho did
ci
was
not merely personal regret at the
all pluiHleied their \ ictinis
ad u.cu
was
that
she
cither
tr*la*t ; lie imagined
fact she announced but an impartial dis
with ill hi
lightest mercy. Oilieers were
t" drown h<r disappointincut. at losing
n
;
tin1 skin in many eases, and
pproval ol the match.
Tom. or had ivally de» ided ; marry tstripped
lie made no comment however, but di- ing
'apiain iicbrii|e-c had liis crav at torn
the (.•immoriMl vY i;!.
to i;
If- in
beside being stripped ot
rect lv said :
The truth occurred :■» Matty at last.
If- pan li 11. -s. i 11 it ton s and money. The
“Alaltv. I shall ncyer get over this- 1
She eoid<l loudly !m* 1 i»*\.■ such >ti’|»; lily
w.
Amerii-an
taken to Tripoli that
mean tiiat 1 shall always love you, and if
existed in ihe mind ot man; but. sin- den glit.
von no d a friend or protector, or- or any
pal nlcd before tin bashaw, and
termined t<» try what mod -g and reiiiiug
una
consigned to a building oiu-e oeeitone, you'll come to me, won't you'.1’'
behavior would cifeet. So >he di.-mi- d
I>v the i ailed States consul, where,
She promised and held out her hand to
pii'ii
to
Ml
outward
resemIH-eame
and
Will,
a
and unhappy captivity
him. He Shook it warmly, said “Hod
blance, a lilth- nun. Soil no advance on they jif lung
Favored by good vvoather, and aided by a
bless von !” and left her hurriedly.
e.nne
Went
lie
and
the doctor’- part.
Matty still leaning on the wooden gate, | eonstantls to the iiouse. however. Matty large lurcc .I gunboats and men, the 'I rialter a lew days’ labor, got the
watched the retiring figure out of sight.
all hope, liually, ol evr coming politans.
!
She was very quiet all day and in the gave ii})
! to a better understanding with him. when Irigali- at deep water, repaired her,
manned
in! mounted her guns, regained
evening propounded this absurd question : I somefliing hap})ened.
her annhi
ami chains and nth a heavy
“Tom, what would you do if 1 should
one morning,
l)r. (iibson -dropped ia
article-, and lowed her into the hay, anjilt you ?”
when Mrs. kcllieott sat -ew ing on the
J’oiu stroked his downy upper lip, and
choring iter about ball a mile nil' the
pleasant ver.r.'.da in the cool refreshing bashaw's cast le.
looked pensive.
breeze.
“Couldn’t sav,” he replied after some
1 here she was being filled out lor a
“You mustn't come here,” sin* called,
“A'mi might try
eruiwhen ('ummiidiii'ii Preble, oommoments of relleetion.
as he tied his horse to the hitching post.

■Sjqiose

1

1

and

see

“Perhaps I will,” she replied more soberly tli in the occasion seemed to warrant.
Tom stared very hard at her. hut

.t

1

in

\\

u.M T

Forney's

Press says:

>1 all timber trees, the black walnut is at
the present time believed to be the most

Prices have been so tempting
that in many localities no more of any
consequence are to he found. Ohio and
Indiana have of late years been the great
sources of supply.
From these states
large quantities have been sent to the furniture laeton'es east. Al present time Kentucky i- shipping timber largely. While,
however, most of the older Stales are being depleted ot this valuable wood, the
Slates that may be called the timber-planting ones, are rapidly coining up with a
supply. It is found to grow with great
vapidity in some of them, and especially
in Nebraska. In this State several acres
set out within the last ten yen's are already producing nuts in abundance, and
these, it is said, have already paid the expellee of planting and care. Many people
in view of the growing scarcity ol walnut,
fear its disappearance Imm market in a
It would be no matter for
short time.
alarm if the extensive western plantations
were better known.

profitable.

New York merchants have been warned
a new confidence
game, by which
a stalwart young man has been defrauding uptown tradesmen, lie asks change
for a $10 or £.'0 bill, walks a lew steps
toward the door, and then turns hack, politely explaining that a mistake has been
made, and that instead of a s.j Juis received a s 1 bill. Four times out of live
he has succeeded in
getting another So.

against

A traveller in
Norway informs us that
the long
days ol almost perpetual
sun the liens all went to
roost
about

during

just

clock p. m. all
through June,
though the sun was four or live hours
lngli.^ 1 hey teturned to the active duties
ol lile before three the next moriiin,r
seven

o

They have found a petrified Mormon in Utah
and from the number of dents in the head evil
dentlv made with a linker and Hat iron,’ it is
judged that lie lmd at least thirty-three wives.
A Brooklyn girl is engaged to he married to
Jtalian Count, and in the course ol four or
live years she may he looked for on the street
with a hand-organ playing the usual tunes.
an

Wooed

>

maiiding the frigate. Constitution and
| “My work requires m\ undivided atten- si|uadi'on, lea. acd ot tier loss. A Moortion; besides, you'll step oil the rubles. ish i i-t, h of
ills.tit. titty tmis had lieen capYou may g" and help Matty, i! you like.”
tured by l.icitti-nuiil Stephen Decatur, in
past live year.-.
Tin* young woman was making pics in
the schooner l-luterpri-o, and Commodore
immediately lorgnt the incident.
She saw t ie doctor coining
the kitchen.
imports Irom tin- I ur di -: riels ale to I lie
One day
Mrs.
a
Pi'.-ble at once determined to make use of
passed.
Nearly
year
;
ot
the
conna
mink
w
ill
lie
the
effect that
round
house, guv-*
plentiful this fall, Kcllieott's
tho prize to de.-in>y the Philadelphia.. De
“help” rushed Irantieally into hurried giauee at the bright bottom of
and some ol the skins w hich have been
Dr. Hibson's house, and breathlessly an■at nr asked ami received command of a
(in pan she was holding, found herself
A
brought ii already are of a large ,-i/e
nounced to the gentleman that “Air. Tom
volunteer party, and in company with the
and greeted him composed
fur buyer who <l< als largely with the trailpresentable,
wi ltld be deadcr'n a door nail long before
Siren, Lieutenant Charles Stewart,
ers and trappers ol the Ottawa Valiev savs
|y. She was \eiy glad to see him. she brig
Tor
he got there, if he didn't jtniip.''
afterwards -‘Old Ironsides," started Irom
lie
"omr in
be
ouldn't
/educed
will
from
ten
to
said.
\\
prices
twenty two seconds,
.-s', rseusc, '.In beadipnu'tei s ol the sipuulthinking ol him as his rival
per cent.
No, lie wouldn’t nmie in, t!ie day was aoi. f.ain Matty's affections, the doctor had hall
Tripoli.
lie would just stand on til-*
so beautiful,
a mind to consign him to the tender mer:t)n the Dili of February they arrived oil'
Never cm any colisideiation,
ivs the
the winnow,
under
brick
littie
but
pavement
old
Dr.
Wells:
of
lii'e
rt. but vvere- driven away by -i gale,
Wiseon-in llorticiiltural lieport. put im- ries
good, stupid,
and lean <>\er the sill.
ami did U"l return mitil Feb. i(>. the oiliperlcet or small lruit w it h larger or better, his better nature prevailed, and he startSo there he stood under tin* gra}>e vine eers ami men of tlm ketcl
now called the
a
it reduces the whole package to the grade ed for Airs. Kcllieott’s al the very heels of
trellis, with little ol golden sunshine tailof the poorest in il.
The strength of a lhe excited servant girl.
Intrepid, living on an allowance of bread
shoulders.
his
hair
and
over
Matty and water. On the cven'ng of the ltilli
W hen he arrived he lottnd Tom in high ing
chain is not that of the stoutest, hut of the
inid February. ISM, the intrepid sailed
weakest link, and so the worst specimens lever, and delirious, lie pronounced it a observed that he looked thoroughly
he
didn't
loverlike, and concluded that
in a package will drag all the rest down severe ease ot typhoid teyer. and privately
leisurely into lh.* harbor ot Fripoli. Deintend to propose. Sue also noticed a rip catur's lieutenants were Lawrence, afterto their level, and you with it m the final added a doubt that he would recover. He
who would
sent to his own house for changes ol cloth- in his coat, and wondered
ward killed mi the Chesapeake, and liaiureckoning.
to devote himself to the sick mend it tor him.
Thomas MeDonongh was one of
ing,
prepared
bridge
We must not, -ays the Western Kural,
the talk veered round fvm the
man.
midshipmen. Her crew consisted of
Matty, too, was unwearied in her I Someway,
attach too great importance to non-essen\Y
unan's
to
weather
the
;
Rights.
a pilot and .-ixty-two petty
dlieers and
work, and, being necessarily much in
tial and comparatively valueless peculiar- Tom’s
Matty, on this, spoke up.
seamen, and all souls numbered seventymom, consequently saw the doctor |
ities
I poultry
in
the
s.-.-ondFlesh ol good quality,
at
all
believe
didn't
She
I older the bright rays of the moon,
loin-.
constantly, lie anil his patient presented
eggs of good size and plenl iful in number, a marked contrast to each other; the lat- I hand intluenee which reached the ballot with a lair breeze and smooth sea, the
the agency of husbands and
early maturiiy, good size, hardiness, good ter was
captious and peevish to an un- : box through
Intrepid moved silently toward ‘he Phila1
“When 1 vote,1 she “'aid,
disposition-- these are more important heal’d of
Ali but twelve men were hidden
and talked incessantly ot i brothers
degree,
delphia.
than the color ol the leathers or legs, the
in m
On | want to march to tin* {>• »1 Is and pet
about the deck out ol v iew. When hailed
some unknown being named Kate.
size or shape of the comb or tail, or the
sell.
the other hand, Dr. Hibson was so patient | own vote my own
Iron) the Philadelphia the pilot responded
number of toes.
“What a pretty spoet?i<‘le you**! make, that she was a vessel from Morocco, disand gentle, so strong and lielplul, doing
in
with
that
youriiand, abled by the gale, without anchors, and
rolling pin
Matty,
so much for Tom, and yet not forgetting
<

Career.

■

I
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|

Highwayman's

William Hill, a patient in a private asy
lum near (ilasgow, Scotland, died a tew

| weeks ago.
Many years ago there lived
in Iredell County, North Carolina, a respected Treshyteria’i minister named CurThe Did Philadelphia.
ry, the pride id' whose life was an only
son, Nixon by name, in whose training
•''•ays ;lie Washington Chronicle—The the
good man took peculiar delight. The
historic ilag'hip Hartford, which, under
man won the alfeetions of a young
<
young
has
returned
front
Harmony,
apron
just
the same school, and so argirl
attending
a
and
eventliii
around
the
cruise
long
dent was their attachment that no rival
world, brought home a number of “cuwas suffered to come between them. When
rios," gathered in .Japan, China, the Hast,
Indie; and Alriea; and among them some the girl reached the age of fifteen her devotion to young Curry became so maniof exciting interest pertaining to a vessel
lest that her parents, wishing to .secure
that has its name permanently registered
for her what they viewed as a better allii:i the history ot the American Navy.
Small though they lie. worn and wasted ance, forbade luitlier intercourse between
the two.
As a natural consequence, clanby the :u i:.>n ol the elements, they repreprospect..
destine meetings were reset led to, and
sent all that is known to be left of the
In due time 1 "in was married. Matty
continued for three years.
At the expiral o.i ii> frigate Philadelphia, which, alter
nfliciaHng as first bridesmaid
tion ol that period, the hand ot the v oung
1
various
e\
ennui
and
unpleasant experiMatty alter the excitement ot Tom'
the sou ot one ot our
lady was
wedding' hethougiit In self what she 1 ences. dually laid away her charred skele- southern .-ought by
statesmen, and her parents tried
hostile waters of the Hay of
t here were her summer ton in Hi
should if>
to compel her acceptance, whereat -hr
dresses to be made up, her music scholT"ipo!i.
with young Curry. The couple;
A
s-iv-look ing, weather beaten knee eloped
ars to attend to, the sen eg circle and the :
were overtaken.
Then the young man i
(lowers: hilt tiles.' oeeupied neither all ot this id-torie craft, and a few corroded
turned and shot hi- rival, who led the !
lo the I larito boll.- and
her lime
There

J

j

A

“Dr. Gibson, 1 like you ever so much!”
-lie labored. bravely, but breathlessly.
1 he doctor jumped
through an open

|

liaffljbridgc.

.--

depend- upon
application. If j ingpay."
lows mmediately, and eon-

!
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il’ie: .hat follows their

Sea.

her cheek the ruilih si, and she sings T'u! tier the Stars’ with guitar
unjiarii me at,”
Tlu* sea! the sea ! the open sea !
rattled Matly. all in a bn ath.
The blue, the fresh, the. ever free!
It was Tom's turn to stare.
“Where
j
Without a mark, without a bound.
! did you limi all this nit ?” he asked.
If runneth tin* earth's wide regions round:
If plays with the clouds: it mocks the -kit-:
“My dem' little bird, etc i think I'll
M* like a cradled creature lies.
I go and write to my future cousin,” and
j oil' she ran. glad to escape the questions
I'm on tin* sea ! I m os: the sea !
which she feared he might, propound.
!
i am when* 1 would ever be:
“Hut you haven't told me—" he called
W iih the him above, and the blue below.
alter her.
Ami silence wheresoe'er J go;
If a storm should come and wake the d-*ep.
“And never shall, she 'elm tied, whiskWhat matter? I shall ride ami sleep-.
ing into her own room.
'In less than an hour she had ..neileil
1 love, oil how 1 love to ride
< Mi tin fierce,
her mother to Kate's decree; and written
foaming, bursting title.
When the mat I wave drowns the moon.
to Miss Kate Spencer ; and persuaded Toni
<n whi-tlc- aloft his tempe.-t tune.
to write also, and had done much toward
Ami tells how goeih I in* world below
Ami \vh\ the -oiithwi-t blasts do blow.
informing the w hole \ illage ol lie altered I
HAKKV

|
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-eelion w here sown.
o sow
i: ..-t-s.-ary
plenty of seed.
Franklin County Stock.
i- -;i ed in seed results usually in
'I'in Sprillglield lb publican say-—
.■
-.
tin- hat vest,.
No one has
Franklin minify lias long been lamoiis
n
.i ted that lie had sowed too mue1' 1
Ail error- have invariably been | loi il.- lot cattle, Flit the 17 liead now
11
standing in tins >l..hles ol (ieyvgv W.
o- lai' as known.
ti,,
t:..
wav.
Jones. at 1 loerlield. go a little ahead ol
w ,-e out poiuid t'Milish' eotirse
Im
id .- oi ing as lew pounds ol seed anything yet seen in tin- county, and are
donbtle-- lilt !ine-t lot oi eaitle. ltir so
ii."' i- loo wed. I tie Itav crop w ill
p
hi
and
winter
soon
large a lot. ever collected on one larm in
d,
i'i kly gathen
lust as lnueli seed must be this part ol the State. They are all Durham- tile lie ivie-t yoke weighing tillni.
very square inch ol
in and the whole
averaging
ground with a! least one growing the next. ! /
riiis will take more seed than over •ll,i'■ per voke.
'J'he.y wire mostly
-i
Hi" number el square inches of sur- bought in Franklin anil Hampshire coun!-■ iir or nTnro times this tie.-, in September, and pm a! once in
ae held.
tl ir stalls wliieli they will not leave nui.nt should lie provided, lor much is
i i let out lor slaughter
1 I; -ceil should be seatThey are fed
ilabiv k -t.
ighl quarts a day each ol meal and bran,
lv enough t" s'eeurc a stand,
1
take- a good led! huslic] of seed to and all the hay they want; water is supdown. [Country] plied in their mangers by pipes. 1 hose
"nil a* re pt be seeded
now in -till 1 will be taken to Hostel! about
> n id leman.
Christmas, when .Mr. Jones wiii “Slock
up" for the winter, his usual supply being
Senutr oi- Fall for Top Dressing. sii nr ini cattle, linn or 71.")
sheep and about
a dozen horses.
Last year, he cut about
Vo; h 1 ashes,
:
like pot asli
drv o. leached, plaster, lime, salt f..”1 Ion- of hay. all oi wliieli he fed nut
1 he eat lie are
oili ■: substance as would not be as 1 sonic 77 ions more.
!• I -it.
['fed b\ exposure to the atmosphere,
kept in a suh-ba-ement of the barn, wliieli
\
lie applied to grass a- a top-dressing i ha- to be well ventilated during the w inThe sooner they ter, else il would become oppressively
ii;v time i,i' the vear.
applied tin- soonei the grit will be warm Irom the number of rattle eoutined
l ie
an i,ted
i! benefited al all. but
those there
.-beep are kepi on the tloor
.Mr Jones also deals largely in
above.
substances which waste by exposure to
cattle bought at th West, brought. Last
tin suriact
sp aid
alive, and slaughtered and marketed in
shoo d Oe applied directlv previous to the
crowing season, i -r it they lie exposed Franklin comity and Huston, lii- busiiong time, while the plants remain ness has grown so large that he is arranging l build a large laughter house close
d< rum nl. some loss must result.
lie leriilizers relened t" above are by the "liiakeh hollow" till on 1 he tunnel
i.oUl
ubleei |o In'- and waste it spread line when- a switch track will lie built
itTaia
il grass laud, tor his com '■umneo Mr. Jones puts upon
his own laud, wl.n-li lie- along the west
we do not recommend
md
r i Ids r, as
no
I
-tie'
top-dressing gras- at any t bank ol tile ('mined lent lor half a mile,
■ ■ason.
are
amess thev
composted with all the. manure bom Id- stock, raising Id
,llie ent ipiantitic o| loam r dried muck to 11 acres ol heavy tobace.,. every year,
lor which lie get
and retain the ammonia, which
considerably
piic
above that paid ho tobacco grown by
l.e evolved iluruig tile process of dev.
Again, itl the use ol such patent fellilizer-. In (act. In: is one farmMinpo-ii am
the kind of er who lias found nut how !< “m il-.e farmi./.ers much
ivc

a happy groom with red
and maiden whiskers, and the third
was the bride’s mother.
They were at
the Grand Trunk Depot
yesterday m li ning to take the train West. The youu;,
man
clasped his young wile's tat hand,
rolled up his eyes, and
they seemed hap
py, while the mother-in-law paraded up
and down the
sitting room with inn!:
air, and seemed well satisfied. 1’ivtt'soon the groom went out, and when h,
returned he threw live pop-corn balls and
a big bar of
peanut candy into the bride’s
lap. and handed tiie old lady another She
turned up her nose, raised her -j><, tarand thus addressed the young man w’.tu
red ears:
“See here, Peter W hite, yon are mar
ried to Sabintha, ain’t yon !'
W hy, of course."
“And I have a right to feel at iutere t
in you ?”
euis

growers, lew tanners being so
situated as to grow all the grass seeds
needed for stocking down pastures and

dealets

Tour.

Bridal

There
bride, the other

Seed.

tartuer uses more or less seeds

lAery
,.|
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From the Detroit Fret rrcss.
were three of them.
One was a

of his accustomed duties, that Matty
her eyes in admiring astonishment.
One morning, as the doctor prepared a
sleeping draught for somebody, and dictated to Matty a prescription lor somebody else she said with real solicitude:

one

oped

••Dr. Hibson, you will certainly kill
yottrsidl, il you keep on at this rate, and
'lis my belief that you ai'e overworked,
and you ought to take a rest.”
“Do 1 appear to be. at death’s door?"
he inquired straightening up, and squaring his shoulders, as if proud of his proportions. “No, Matty,” he continued sol
cmnly, though yvith a merry twinkle m
the honest eyes, “work, as Airs. Bowers
is a
pannykay.”
him and colored crim-

frequently remarks,
Matty understood

son.

At lust lorn was pronounced outol danger, and now the doctor ielt that ho must
remove himsell and his belongings from
Mrs. KellicoU's bouse to bis own. Matty
hidden by the honeysuckle vines over the
piazza, watched him go and cried a little.
The morning after, Tom and Matty sat
on the piazza; lie reading, or pretending
lo
read, while she sewed diligently.
Neither uttered a word for more than
half an hour.
Presently Matty shook out tin' muslin
rap she was making, ami laid it on her
work box, put her little silver thimble
aside, and dropped her hands, one over
the other, into her lap. Then she looked

up.
l oin
colored
did he.

staring straight at her. She
violently, ami so, for that master,

was

Tom,” she began, “don't be angry.
Oh, do lorgive tne!—” She paused trying to think how she could tell him softly ;
hut she went

our

on

engagement."

bluntly,

“I want to end

“So do 1,” rejoined he, witli dillieulty
repressing a whistle. Then both burst
into a hearty laugh.
You see, Mat,” said Tom when he
could speak, “1 love some one else.”
“Matty appeared to be taken quite bysurprise at this declaration.
“Hut I couldn’t help it,indeed I couldn’t
She is—”
"She is a young lady whose name is

and—”

desired to tie to the Philadelphia’s chains.
“I’m not at all sure that I want lovote. I
1 nsuspicious ill the emit, the Mussul1
like
to
i‘>nt
would
she interrupted.
mans sent ;i hunt to help in towing the
make some laws, that's all.”
Intrepid to the proper point, and in a mo"Well, vou might, petition the Legisla- ment she was .ashed last, and Decatur.
ture," suggested the doctor, gravely.
Munis, Lawrence, llaiubridgo, and other
“Oil, they're not legal laws; only so- equally gallant men were soon streaming
I'll tell y on just over tiie
cial customs and usages.
Philadelphia's sides on lliu enewhat 1 mean.” Sin- laid the roiling pin my’s deck. The
surprise was complete.
her
an
with
aside,
emphatic hang, placed
Alterasliarp encounter the spar deck was
earnest
floury arms akimbo, looking very
cleared and the lighting had become seand determined, and ipiile regardless ol vere on the
gun duck, the barbarians
the fact that s|io and Dr. Hibson were in
lought well, but were forced at every
love with each other. "Now at a party,
when a lady sits alone in a stall' chair all

pursuit, killing him instantly flic young
Alter a
couple then renewed their flight
long and hunted chase (furry tool; refuge
with iiis betrothed in the Allcgham Alonetains, near the headwaters ol the Catawha. and there, outlawed from sovietv,
he became a highwayman, and
speedily
achieved t> dre; ded notoriety by the number : ml character of his daring
exploits,
the tiovcvu' >r of North Carolina offend
sA.iiiiii (or his arrest, and manv, lured lw
the tempting oiler, tried id hunt him
down.
Suddenly he was mi-sed ir.m
North Carolina. It was supposed that lie
had died, or that he had changed hi- ha -e

ot

j
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j
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One tiny, at lie timeol the lir-t .-eltlcnuuit ul the lertiir tleifa ot the St
Fiunris
ltiver, in what is notv Arkausa-. an immigrant appeared in the distriet calling htiitsell John Hill,
lie was a handsonn ami-

j

able

man.

and though

having only

but

not

Won.

There is no doubt that if I had won her
we should have been
happy, for she was—
nay, is—an angel, it ever there was one;
blit ours would never have been a love
match, i was undoubtedly attached to
iter; but beyond gratitude—and I flatter
myself a little esteem—there could have
been no warmer feeling on her part to-

wards me.
1 remember

well the Saturday afterwhich I lirst saw her. 1 hud ceased my week's work anil felt
light-hearted
in anticipation of that day of rest so mervouchsafed
to
cifully
laboring man and
beast.
A tap at my sanctum door—1 was manager ol a large lace and fancy warehouse
in the city—arrested me in the act of
pulting on my hat to leave the nllice.
•■( 'tune in !
1 growled impatiently.
Teg pardon, sir, a lady wants to see
.win,” explained the hoy, whose duty it
was to announce visitors.
"Show her in'” 1 answered, not over
noon

lint a glance at the pale, intellectual
face—not beautiful, but strikingly prepossessing—that presented itself a moment
alter at once disarmed my petulance
Tray, what can 1 do for you, ma iam ?”
i asked, putting down
my hat and placing a chair.
T—T have some embroidery designs I
wish you to look a:,-' the lady answered
timidly, producing a neatly folded packet.
I had the utter ot s < many things of that
kind and so f'ew t hem passed muster
that in my hurry to get away I might have
ivjis t* d these \\ith
hasty glance, or at
best have rei|iiested the lady to “all again,
hud not something in tier thin vorn features and laded black dress appealed to mv
let over sensitive—at ieast
in bn -mess

erate means, extended a generous ,m-pi- Could atVord. It was mo’-e than she
expect•ality to all who visited his beautihi! !i:i e ed apparently, lor n tear started to her
home, rendered doubly attractive hv the eye and Iter voice trutnbled as she thanked
presence ol a lovely wile. In a sh t time me warmly and took her leave.
he beeame the most, popular man in the I
from that time lorth Mrs. Vincent—not
.settlement. He was repeatedly eh eted to I her name, lor reasons to be made obvious
the Legislature, and there he was distinbecame one of my regular designers,
guished lor powerful and impas-i, rod elo- i hir business relations in time led to those
He became a leader in the ranks o* friendship, e- ipled \x itli a deep feeling
quence.
o! Ids party, was a membe' ot the
Con-j ol sympathy on my p. it when I learned
veiitnm that Iramed the state
onstitu- her story.
tion, and represented hi- di-triel n the
She and her infant child had been -avSenate ot Arkansas.
id lioin a shipwreck, in widen tier imsHill's most intimate acquaintances were banil had lieeu among the lost.
the Strongs, four brothers, men ol wealth !
A >1 ranger and triendless, she had apand ambition. A close intimacy -prang plied to me that Saturday afternoon, alter
tween them, and Hill, in an un- having been re bulled in many quarters,
up
guarded moment, made the eldest Strong to buy her work, the only means she had
conversant with his previous hislorv. tell- ot procuring sustenance for herself and
ing him that, lie was the notorious Nixon ! child, hit ••to beg she was ashamed.”
What i thenceforward paid Iter placed
Curry, of North Carolina. Strong then
requested Hill to resign his seal in tic! her out of want. I>ut lielore long bab•Senate, but Hill is I used, and the hrothers bling tongues began to couple her name
conspired to ruin him. sending to North I and mine in a way that determined me to
Carolina they procured a requisition tor put in end to the annoyance, i scarcely
his attest and a copy of the reward ol- think I loved her. I am quite sure now site
fered lor hi- capture.
The lour brotherdidn't love me. lint we respected each
powerful and determined as thev were, ether, she tell under obligations to me—
well knowing the character of the man groundless, it i.-true, for lcr designs were
with wlmm they were lo deal, -ceured the well worth tlrnir price: and 1 f it bound
us-istauce "I a do.-ceil men, and. -urioitiid- : in bonor to shield ber as la as lay in my
ing his house, attempted to effect hi- caw- ; power agamst those vexatious caused as
turn.
On approaching the main entrance! open through c-ireje-s as through maliand demanding Ids ,-tirivieler. one of in,a
cious [leaking.
was shot dead and this
other wsuv dan i
I thought the matter over carefully,
gerottsly wounded, and tic at lack w.a
though a bachelor of more than live and
abandoned.
thirty y ears' statidinc. 1 hail no previous
The Coventor of \rkan-a- puldi-ccd experience in love
1 might n, might not
an additional reward for Hill s arts- t. and
1 was entirely
he in that state of mind.
'tastily packing a few articles lie set out certain lav feelings were not those ascribwith Ills wife am! children bn1'ppci Ar- ed |,o lover- hv the books I had read ; but
kansas. vv lu-re he knew of the existence' might not such pictures be imaginary? 1
ot a baud oi desjii ratlors wie>-e members had no doubt but 1 .dd live happily u til
lie had reason to believe would
protect .Mrs \ iueetiJ, be a father to her little boy
him. He was ov et taken a! Convv v't -urt- 1 and never regret that destiny had thown
house, and hailing his wagon and admon- uj together. Wli.at more could be desired?
ishing his vviie and children to keep tin ii M >. mind w as made up, and I resolved to
place- lie stepped forth in the lace of Id- open t to Mrs. Vincent v hen next I should
pur.-iter-. and m a few eloquent wor t- see her.
tol I them why he quit North Carolina a!
In laid I
Yin inrasiiui cam came.
the same time assuring hi- ptir.-tter- that sought it
he would not be taken alivi
Is-* galI bee an a v rrv theoretical sort ol speech,
1 miry ol the action operated in In- five;-,
id got on p •etty well till I came to make
and the pursmt was abandoned.
Con- a ii uetical application of my theories—to
stant pursuit had already made him ttn,
now Ihat I ho v led directly to the proposrose and quarrelsome, and he be-'an to
al which 1 might as well have blunted lit
drink heavily and resort lo the irumliling a! in--t, I got woefully confuse I.
table as a means ot support,
■| respect von very much,’’ said Mrs.
One dnv .it
but 1 vie. not
September, IS If), while .eated at bretli.- \ lin en;, blushing vividly
last, he told his wife that lie had a |■ i,,ildilk I can ever love a second time.”
uiliim of death, and telf that he -h nld be
•■What, one lias done once one may do
killed that day but ire -tin w!. t ailing hi. again." I answered seutentiolisly.
son W Iliam, a brighl I
■•I am loth to pain you,'’ sliu replied.
my ol louro-en. Inmade him swear to kill the man vv ho
In not [ness me (or an answer at pressin Ullil kill his fat her.
old.."
'file Circuit Colllt ol Hope ( uutv in
! saul; a nmuul
I ;ii[i m no hurry,
1
ing iu session lie attended it with a voting 1 u hirli 1 cun mm* now proved me either nut
man named Howard, who was enga,rrd
"i :i wry cool-hearted one.
:i hw or.
to Ins el lest daughter.
As soon as thev
I took my leave, making ail appointreadied the village. Hill began to drink I ment tor
second call.
and exhibited an unusual disposition to:
I was prompt at the time fixed. I found
quarrel. He. insulted every one he met. Mi-. Vincent with her little hoy at her
and finally threatened to clean the Court- siil.', llei' arm clasped him closely, and
house t he dashed into the < 'curt-room, to -i,. -n iiiiil afraid lo take her eyes li mi
the consternation ot Judge, jury and law- I,is face. It was a bright. Ir ink face, reyers. Voting Howard tried to restrain sembling her own, lint also resembling,
him, 1 jut. glaring like a tiger, he turned perhaps, that ol another, whom she had
upon the youth and tidied him lo the iloor. delermined not to forget.
at the same time drawing a pistol lie ex“I have come to receive \ > ir answer,"
claimed : “Kill me, or I'll kill you !
I hr t -aid. wneii she had greeted me without
man, in a moment of extreme anguish,
renewing her eyes
drevv a knife and buried it in the bowels
She seemed to struggle wilh herself.
ol Hill.
He died mu after.
Wind she would have answered 1 can only
Howard quit Arkansas, and several
Had her child been out ol
njicturi
years later w as heard of in San Antonio, s i g It i, h:,;l siie not seen her lost husband's
i'cxas, where he joined the Confederate lineament repeated m his, respect, gratihirers under the command of Colonel 1 tude --1 believe 1 am not over Haltering
j
Long. At the close of tile war he was my sell—might have carried the day. Hut
met by William Hill, who, remembering her eyes remained lixed on the little tare,
the oath he had taken at his lather’s in- as she was -ilent.
The door bell rang.
stance, shot the former and lied to flu“A gentleman wishes to see you,” said
rope. He joined the French army anil
served through the Franco-lYus-dan war
tiie servant who had gone ti the door
but; was subject, to fits ot temporary inHut the gentleman did not wait to lie
sanity. Finally his case became hopclcs-, announced. Hushing aside the servant,
and he was placed bv his friends in tin in* clasped Mrs. Vincent in his arms.
I'he words “Charles!” “Mary!” exasylum near M lasgovv, Scot land, where he
reeent.lv died.
plained even thing.
Mrs. Vincent’s husband had not been
!
drowned, after all. He ami one or two
I
A I ’.iris paper says a gentleman was
companions, after many days of .sutlering,
a
Seated belore tin: (..'air Kiehe, u hei
had !iccii picked up trom a part ot a wreck
!
young artist passed with a companion.
After being again
bv a foreign vessel.
will bet yon,” said the artist to his trie ml.
and east away, he returned
T will drink that gentleman's eollee, and at last in time, to
prevent me the mortitihe will thank me for ih.ing it.”
■•Von I
cation nl a Hat refusal the only time 1 ever
"Von will see.”
are crazy.”
"Von know

j

—

J

[

|

siiip-wreeked

popped the >luestiou.
him, then.” “Come and see tin; proceed ]
(>1 course 1 kept iin secret, and 1 have
for
yourself.” Very solemnly they ] no doubt Mrs. Vincent did. It cured me.
ing
the evening, not dancing, simply because
l
sai
the
approached
gentleman. "Sir,”
she hasn't any partner, and can't ask any
i am an inspector ct the
the artist,
one.
Oh, von know. Dr. Hibson, you
A vtT\ ingenious trick ot dead heading
Hoard of Health, if I ask for eollee they
know—”
on the train was recently played by three
me without doubt a very good
will
give
he.
How it is myself:’' interpolated
who boarded it at Council Bluffs
cup, for they know me. Von, sir, whom sharpers
“How it was at Mrs Campbell's the
Iowa lor Chicago.
They had but one
are served like tin rest
do
not
they
know,
other night. It i had been Anna Uadticket. I >nc took a seat in trout, one in
ports
Will
me
to
the
world.
of
yon permit
elitle, or J)ora Coliard, I’d have asked
Deratur and his men were not on board taste
the middle, (lie other in the rear of the
your coder; ?" "Certainly,” said the
sonic of you men to dance with me.”
mine than
minutes, but they had
twenty
"This
is
The coach. No, 1, gave up his ticket, and regood.
really
gentleman.
“Then vou think women should have done their work in the most
dashing man- (lovernment has great care uvi r the peo- ceived a check, which ho tied to a string
the privilege of asking for whatever they ner, and before the enemy had recovered
run along outside the coach, which was
ple. The police cannot lie loo watehlu! towed
with
hall
a
smile.
r1”
he
wisli
retorted,
from their amazement the Intrepid was over
lo No.
who stuck the check in
The artist drank
health.”
the
public
that.
she
She answered that
thought just
and inout in the bay, under all sail, the
standing
it said po- Ins hat. The conductor passed it,
and
linished
eollee,
having
“Well, Matty. 1 i|iiitc agree with you. aided b\ powerful sweeps. Although the
it went kiting to No. :!, ami quickat, this
stantly
do
litely
“They
things
properly
I not only think they should have this shore batteries and the
irontis. At the
enemy’s gunboats
this is excellent eollee.” lie bowed, ie appeared over his own
right ia .such a case as you mention, but opened a terrific lire upon the escaping cafe;
end ol the trip No. 1, gave his check ; No.
to
the
left
the
for
eofand
gentleman
pay
also in more serious all’airs. For instance, craft, no one was
had lost his
was in tlu; saloon—No.
injured, anil by the time lee he had not had, but profoundly gratewomen
might with perfect propriety, the Intrepid was out of the harbor and lid for tilt! care ol the (lovernment
hat, and the check with it,—so he said.
make proposals of marriage.”
Decatur was on the Siren to report to
The joke was thought too good to keep,
Now, such an idea had never entered
foolish little head, and she seized
the sugar box with great embarrassment.
The doctor went on, with inue.lt gravity.
“1 am aware that it would lie a very
unconventional proceeding, and I am
afraid no woman will ever he wise
enough to take the initiative; and yet 1
am pursuadetl that in many instances it
would he the most natural and beautiful
thing she could do.”
lie was looking unconsciously up at the
blue sky shining through the lilagrec
work ol vine leaves about him. II was
evident ho was thinking of it in the abstract only, hut a faltering little “Dr.
Gibson” recalled him to the concrete.
And there stood Matty smiling blushes,
dimpling, ready to extinguish herself in
her brown gingham apron.

Matty’s

killed or seriously
wounded. Llie balance taking to the water
The tiring parties at once rushed to
their stations in the lower part of the
ship, and so effective were the preparations that the party from the lower hold
had barely time to reach the dock Indore
the Haines burst forth from the ship's

point, many being

Stewart lii.s brilliant success, the old Philadelphia was a mass of Hatties and her

broadside guns, heated by the llames,

were
tiring into the town. Soon thereafter the masts fell, the magazine explod-

ed and nothing but charred remains were
left of the frigate.
Thus ended the most brilliant exploit
in our naval annals.
Subsequently an
anchor and chain belonging to the illstarred craft were picked up by an American man-of-war, but nothing else was
ever found save fragments of her timbers.
This piece that the Hartford brings home
is the last sad relic of the historic ship,
and will be carefully treasured up in the

Navy Department

at

Washington,

to re-

call the splendid deeds of heroism of the
officers nl our navy in its young but brilliant days.

and one of the trio

Manchester market-man undertook
to fool “lloraee (ireeley,” a watch dog ot
the I'nited States & Canada Kxpress
Company, in Manchester, last week, by
taking his dime and neglecting to give
him some meat. Horace evidently didn't,
understand why his goods were not forthcoming, but waited patiently, keeping a
sharp eye on the young man all the while
and following his every movement. Alter
a lew minutes spent in this way he began
to comprehend, and decided to play a little joke in return. So he coolly walked
up to the bench, seized a quarter ol lamb,
and waltzed away with indignation and
triumph depicted in every wag ol his
tail; while the practical joker was left to
reflect sadly upon the uncertainty of all
things human and canine.
A

"squealed.”

on

\mir

In-

o

;

“Well, now, you've been
j11:in• I•• !
money all along. Peter. You took a hai l,
you bought oysters; you bought a i o l,
knife; and you’ve just thrown moot ',
away. I leei that it is my duty to t.
you to hold up before you mak a l
-•

yourself!”
“Whose money is this
he a ko!.
very red in the face
“It is your’s and what is ymirk is s
bintha's and it is my duty as her in.ithei
to speak out when I see y ou fooling oiiii
money away ."
“1 guess 1 rail take care ol my money
he retorted.
“Perhaps you can, Peter White, but
there are those iti your family who can’t

growing

blandly.

matters —disposition.
i looKed, therefore, very carefully at
the packet she placed in my hands, and
was agreeably surprised at the exquisite
beaut v id'the work. I accepted it unhesitatingly, and paid lor it the best price 1

mod-

“Ot course."
’’Au.l we are now
ain’t we Y"
Y es.’’

on

lie

struggled

with his

feelings

aside

bride shook her head at him and the
asked:
"1 tid 1 m:u ry you ?"
•‘No, sir you iliilu't, \ ui 1111 bowlegged apology for a man, hut 1 have
right to speak lor iy <laughter
Vou ean speak all you wan: to, but 1
an mawant you to umlerstaml. that 1
nge mv own alfairs, and that 1 dm h i-.u
tor your advice.”
“Peter White!” she slowly responded
waving the pea-nut candy close to in
I
nose, ••! see we’ve gut to have a lu-s. a
we might as well have it now !”
“Ma! ma!” whispered the I’rid• •. pa
ing at the old lady's shawl.
“Vou needn’t ma me, Sal;it th.t'
l'his
Peter White has deceived us both about
his temper, and Pm going to tel! him iu-i
what I think ot him! He e.miiu. ..cel
this fuss and we’ll see who'll end .1 !"
at
“Vou mind your business .eel I
tend to mine!" growled IVtei
“Oh! you hump-backed hvp.-i he'
she hissed, jahhing at his cm- with tinpea-nut bar. “Only a month a-j. -u
called me ‘Mother Hull,' and was
ig
to give me the best room in the : w
house !”
“You’ll never have a room in a It--,
of mine,” he exclaimed
“And 1 don’t want one you red-eared
■ ■

I

j
\

■

hypocrite!”

mb!,.-I tie“Don't. Peter -don't, Ma”
bride.
“It’s my duty, tiabiutlia ; it's your mother’s—!”
“Don’t cry, Suliby," he interrupted
“don’t mind what she say-!"
“Try to set ray daughter up agin no
will you?" hissed the old lady, as slobrought the pea-nnt-bar down on his no-,
“< >li! ma!’’
yelled the bride.
“Vou old wretch!" hissed Peter, ashclawed at her
“None of the Whites w 111 e\ .-r run e ei
me!” exclaimed the mother-in-law a- slegot hold ol his shirt-collar and li tilled in
around.
“I ll knock yimr old—
“Vmi can’t knock nothing!" he n o-i
riipted, hacking him against the tab!.■■Ma ! < Hi li It!” howled Sahintha
The do/.en other passengers in the nn m
who had been interested and amused !iletters, here interrupted and Peter was iv
leased from the old lady's grasp, hi
collar having been torn oft ami his rln-ei,
scratched.
“1 expected this and prepared
panted the mother-in-law. as she

!oi

il

ham-,
“This doesn’t end it, I

the wall.
m
T his bridal tower will
to a stop to-morrow and then wv'iwhether I've got any business to speak r;>
for Saliintlia or not."
As the train moved away the id
wore a grim smile, Sahintha \va-weepiie
and IVtei- was struggling w it It an.-i.o
paper collar.

against

any means.

A

■

Centennial

Krom the Ni

\v

Mill

in

Anecdote.

Jniirmil .uni

Soiue twenty years since that elinpien!
divine, the liev. Hr. I lawks, rector ol 1 i!
vary church, New York, was :ij>je>inle•!
to
the I'rotesiant K|dseu|>.i
historian
church in this country hi the genera!
convention ot' the church, in h it oll'ie d
capacity Hi Hawks had access t.> th.*
i th.
papers of the deceased bishops
ehureli, and in the journal or dian ! 1 '• i 11
t!
op White of l'ennsylvania lie t->mid

bit of curious

billowing

private hi-toiy.

yvhielt he imparted to a \seU-knoyvn ivHie good hi shop win:,
dent of this city
on a visitation, not long after the close ni
the Revolutionary war, stopped at a
erit in a remote country parish, and on
retiring for the night soon fell usie. p
About midnight he yvas awakened le. a
loud and excited eonversali m in the nex;
room, yvhieii yvas separated irom hi- y a
Not wishing I.
tiiin board partition
overhear a private conversation the tn~.ii
op coughed to inform his neighbors m
The voices sunk into
his presence.
but

whisper,

soon

broke out

again

under

violent excitement. The bishop coughed
again blit was obliged to listen to a lam
ot
ily- ipiarrel. the cause and sidista;
I’he pm
which yvas in effect as follows
ties in dispute were father and sou, mel
both were large real estate holders, li
appeared that on the breaking out ot the
revolutionary war. the two had deeded
each to the'other all the property stand
ing in his name, with the understanding
that the deeds were to lie .surrendered at
The son was to go
the close of the year.
to England as a royalist, the lather to remain and support the popular cause, in
this way each hoping to escape loss
The war had now been closed for son

e

time. The son had returned from England where he had received a royal grant
of land for his loyalty, and had met h
father by appointment to demand the re
I lie
titution of tiie property as agreed.
lather, who was n prudent man. concluded to keep the property, and hence the
The next morning bishop
i|uarrel.
White asked the landlord ot the hotel the
names ot the two gentlemen and yvas informed that they yvere—I- iijinnin l-'ruu
lin awl his sun !
~

the anecdotes that have been
ol the late John \ an ifureii.
but the following will be new to the
During his
readers of the Drawer:

Many

arc

published

father's Presidential term, “Prime John,'
then a very young man, indulged in
many playful perfonnauees that were mu
< hi
altogether a delight to the paternal.
one of his visits to Washington the Prince
stopped at Willard's, where his father
eauie, and, after a kindly greeting, said,
“John 1 had hoped you would some time

prove to be a worthy representative of
family, but I fear you never will; in
fact, 1 am convinced that you will bring
disgrace rather than reflect credit upon it.'
"Father,” said John, “you may think,
because you happen to be President of
the United States, that you are more than
an ordinary man, but permit me to say
that you will never be known in history
except as the father of John Van Huron.

our

squib oi Bunch represents Adas descending from his monA rat, which was caught and severely
ument, one morning, and, stepping into
bitten by a cat the other day in Detroit,
the Admiralty office, expressing a desire
that two of its com
A recent

miral’Nelson

model

ship

ot modern build. The

squealed

so

panions

came

piteously

out of a hole in the wall
obliging clerk hands him a list from which and attacked the common enemy with
I he cat, however,
lie selects one ship which had great savagoness.
to choose,
and with one paw on
untortunately been run ashore, lie selects stood her ground,
another whose boiler had burst, lie tin- her captive, made such a desperate light
she soon drove the assaulting party
ally settles down on tfie Vanguard, which that
and in confuthe chagrined official tells him is sunk in back to their hole, wounded
her meal.
the channel. “By God,” roars the Ad- sion. She then calmly finished
on
his
miral, turning
heel,” “England
at the bar seems to have a very
“The
has got a navy where she never had one smooth prisoner
face,” said a spectator to the jailor.
before, and that is at the bottom ol the “Yes,” replied the jailor:‘'be was ironed just
before be was brought in."
sea!”
to see

a

Caucus of tlio Democratic Congress*
men,

correspondent

Boston l’ost.

Washington, Dec. 5.
The

of the agon}- is over, ami
comparative <juiot lias been restored. Michael
Kerr, of Indiana, is to be Speaker "t the House ot
Representatives; Mr.
Adams, of Kentucky, is to be Clerk; Mr.
worst

lhompsou, ol Ohio, Sergeaut-at-Arms;
Stewart, of Virginia, Doorkeeper,
am! the low Dr. 'lownsend. of Connecti-

Cant.

is to he

cut.

Chaplain. Yesterday’s

represented

is

caucus

to have

bilitles. was achieved not alone by Democratic
votes, blit with the co-operating effects of independent patriots and unselfish men ol all
parties, who, wearied and alarmed by tlie unnecessary evils resulting from corruption anil
maladministration, chose to call ns to the duty
of rlieckiug these evils and clearing away these
corruptions. If we are wise we shall rule ourselves and -o serve our country as to retain the
confidence of these voters. Reforms are urge ntly needed. Let us wisely make them. A renewed prosperity is even where urgently desired. Lei u-, by removing unjust discrimination
by imposing a rigid economy, by restoring a
sound currency, by securing the equal rights ol
all the people, make the Democratir parly the
authors of a new prosperity, so we may begin
for our party a new and glorious career in
which its history shall be once more, as formerly, the story of the I'uiou’s greatest grandeur and the people's universal
happiness and
contentment. [Great applause.J

been one ol the
most orderly in which the
gentlemen composing it have ever participated, and this
is the more remarkable because of the
I t' ! that snrh disorder and
rumpus had
and still prevailed everywhere in public
Mr. Lamar was repeatedly and very
places; the hotels and other resorts were heartily applauded, and was afterwards
the scenes of perfect hurly-burly, uncomcongratulated on his masterly effort. The
fortably crowded with a mixture of all hall was then cleared of all but those who
-oris of people, embracing men who aswere entitled to be present.
A discussion
pire to the highest places in the land, and then ensued lasting an hour upon the
ranging down to the worn-out political question of voting viva voice or by ballot,
hack who is willing to serve in almost
resulting in a conclusion to vote by ballot.
any place which will afford means ol eking Three ballots were taken for
Speaker, in
out a miserable existence. For three hours
the first of which Kerr had seventy-one,
hclore the time for convening the caucus,
Randall fifty-nine and Cox thirty-one; in
•he hall ot the House ot
Representatives the second Kerr had ninety-seven, Ranwas
moderately tilled with a motley crowd. dall sixty-three, Cox twenty and Milton
Members began to arrive by I:.' o’clock,
Saylor one; and in the third Kerr had
but the greater number only put in an apninety, Randall sixty-three and Cox sevat
aranee
about
1
or
l'.
pi
Messrs. en. It
half-past
appearing that Kerr had a majorRandall and Cox entered the hall at about
ity, Mr. Randall arose and made a clever
• o’clock, and
spent the remainder of the
and moved that the
•into in conference with friends, each dis- conciliatory speech,
nomination of Mr. Kerr lie made unaniplaying considerable anxiety. Mr. Kerr mous, which was done amid shouts and
'•id not go to the Capitol at all, but was
intormed by bis friends ol eyery new applause.
T1IE CLERKSHIP AND OTHER Oi l ICES.
development as the contest progressed.
Six ballots were taken for Clerk of the
TIIK I .U lTS.
House, nine names being presented, as
At aiioiit halt-past
o’clock Mr. Wood follows: Adams, Crittenden, Ranks, Dustepped up to the Clerk’s desk and rapped bois, Shober, Whitehead, Calkins, Archer
o;dcr. lie then, alter a few
pertinent and Tyler. Adams led the list from the
'-•m irks, nominated Mr.
Lamar, of Missis- start, increased on each ballot, ami on tiie
i 1 11 •
be < haii-man of the caucus, which sixth received
eighty-nine of the one hunm tion was
unanimously carried. Mr. dred and sixty-two votes east. This nomiear
I'eeiided to the Speaker’s
place nation was also made unanimous, as was
1
d tie rations to order, and
spoke as that of Thompson for Sergeanl-at-Arms,
follows
Stewart for Postmaster, l it/. Hugh for
11 :.\n.i oi:\—In calling me to this
and Townsend as Chaplain.
Doorkeeper,
position
1 !
responsibility and distinction, you have con- Over each of the lirst three there was a
n " mi honor which I
appreciate must high- lively contest, which amounted to bitter:md l o' which i thahkynu most
cordially. ness in some instances. The crowds in
"
:in'
l)eri.nfronted with a eri-is in the hisl He i leinoeratie
the corridors eagerly awaited the result
and
of
the
counparty
v :
-ii bring- to our party a grand oppor- of each ballot, and as announcements were
but is. m tlie-ante time, freighted torus made of
u.'i
improvements in tlie chances of
'■■bli
mi i*' -poll sil lililjes. audit we do not
this or that candidate, a hurrah was set
'M'1'
unities.
and
rise
to
uppurt
the
The vic>f iii-se responsibilities, tlie fruits of up by his Iriends and partisans.
u i
revolution which has brought tors bear their honors rather gracefully,
'j11'teal
will be tor us like thefruit which while the scores ol defeated
aspirants genupon tiie areurse.i sea.
'i’lte people lit
the situation with commendu'untry. by overwlielming majorities of erally accept
able
Most
of the latter
'i n
and ina'ioritie- in States, have placed tlie
complacency.
I '"inoeraiie part >, alter a
long period of exelit- have packed up their things preparatory
!l'"ni I "wer. in possession of the most imto leaving this field of disaster and to re: tan'd partnietit ot tin- Federal
(iovermnent. tire to tlie shades ol private life in more
U lien I say
important I do not mean that tlie
congenial climes.
ndo ideal members are
■

invested with

inposing

fogative-or great personal distinction. Tin
1' 1 ue i:'- of
patronage, those which hold
"inmand tin- glittering prizes of tiovcni1
ai:.i honors, are the co-ordinate branches
..'eminent which are still under the
m:
"I "iir political
opponents. 'The mein"i in- II'.use ol
Kepresentatives have no
; uisa, wh.iltp er
beyond that of tlie appoillt1,1 ■' indiiarv or naval
cadet, and their
■ni!■"!!-:it;■ -n i- barely mlcijuate to a life of re1'1 n am
simplicilv and prudential ecoiloniv.
i in
I'I are many ollices in tin- gift ol tlie ExecuUir iii":v protilalde and in the
public esteem
dr more distinguished than that of a seat in
the
H1'"-1 "f Ucpivscntatives': but this branch is.
11—rili '; --. under our matclile-s svstem of
t iuii'-iit. I ii
ronuT-stoiu* of our fabric of
rn
1"•*:iu-■■ it i- ltic only department of the

TIIE SOVTHEKN

MEMl’.EHS.

The ex-Confederates are ill pleased with
the treatment they received in the caucus
yesterday. Actuated by sincere desire to
do nothing that would give color to the
assumption that they were disposed to
dictate, they co-operated heartily with
their Northern allies in the election. In
doing so, however, they found that they
had allowed themselves to be overeaehed
so that
they got no offices of any account.
They are a little sore over it, Imt will
probably regain their serenity by to-morrow inasmuch as
they appear more philoMr. Lamar was strongi
i r.. ...
directly responsible to sophical to-night.
ly blamed by them yesterday, as they
i" "id' of tin eoiiutrv, and receiving its
lirectlv from their Itamis. All the other charged that he had been a willing instru• ranclies ot
iIn-t ■overnment, are two or three ment to bring the result about.
He says,
1"M r- removed front the
people in the mode however, that the result was merely actie r responsibilities, lint while the House of
cidental, that no deliberation or consideraii pri.-eiitativcs i- thus
immediately responsi- tion of
>" Hie t.pea all tin other branches
geographical lines was had in the
of tlie
'■
ruuient an-responsible to this
caucus.
That the caucus acted and voted
body.
The people .if the
country have charged us, like any other caucus, and the selection
"hare d the I leinoeratie party in the House
of the minor offices was much more a matIi pre-entaiivcs. with the
important duty of
inning tin se co-ordinate branches of the (lov- ter ot accident than ot predetermination.
Of course, if the ex-Confederates had der incnt i" liieii
m-t responsibility. and thus
an unerring instinct, or
by a keen intelli- termined to do so they could have easily
■n
they i:;i\ iden led togetiicr our dutv, our controlled everything in the caucus; but
O
resi- and I-Iir jin-'inatiohs.
There has been on
this, as in all tilings, they arc display-"he
tiiii" ,n the I'lililic mind a conviction
'■"i"imd and ail-pervading that the civil ser- ing a commendable conservatism.
of tin country ha- not been directed from
TIIE EOltMATlOX Of COMMITTEES.
‘"-i'i-'ration- ol public good, but from those
With
I party profit, and tor
regard to Committees, it is concorrupt, sellish and uui'"t riotie designs. The people demand at our ceded that Messrs. Randall, Cox ami Wood
band- a sw eeping and thorough
reform, which will have the most important chairman-hall be conducted in a spirit that will secure
It has been a custom of courtesy
: h"
appointment to j daces of trust ami respon- ships.
to give the Chairmanship of the Ways and
honest, the
and the
sibility tieThere
experienced
i-. also, an imperative demand j Means Committee to the candidate second
"I'lddi
:tint a 1 igilant examination he made into the
in strengtn for the Speakership,
tinder
dtiiini-tralion of the public revenue of the this rule Mr. Randall would be
given
'untry both in its collection and disburseWays and Means Committee, but as lie is
nciit-. that ad the public accounts shall he
a
Protectionist
while
the
of
the
rutiui/ed l.y u-. as it i- the solemn privilege
majority
House are free-traders, it is argued that
■nd dutv ul thi- I louse to do. and that
corrup--n i" b-rre'.-d out. and
wrong-doers, no mat-j he wiil he assigned to the head ot the Aph"'\ high or how low, shall be
fearlessly propriations Committee, while either Cox
Mailed and fully exposed and punished,
or Wood will take Ways and Means Chairi n"j-" i- a growing and irresistible sentiment
Mr. Cox’s claim is of course
a
the country licit under tile specious theory manship.
pa'Pa--ing ami losteriiig particular industries second only to Mr. Randall, blit the gen.nd inn re-i-. a system ot miscalled revenue
eral voice lias it that he will lie put at the
ba- been in operation detrimental and
head of Foreign Adairs, and that Mr.
■la-ting to all the other gn at interests of the
Wood will be made (’hainnuu ot the W ays
mitry. and maintained at the expense of the
and Means Committee.
a
neral lvv-mie. and to tlie injury id tlie
great
majority of the people, and of those classes the
MU. UANDAI.L
••••
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■

■
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and laborer- who are least able to bear
e
.m-'l-n of oppressive laws. One of tlie
iabe-1 amt iiia-l pressing demands upon its
'ill
not only to insist on
bringing down
e
>
\peti-i s of tin- Government to the needs
nly of.momit-al aduiinistratiou, tint to perP
t and
do pi stieli a system of taxation aswili
na in tile required revenue with the fewest
-triebon- upon commerce and with tlie least
on to the people, and that burden
equitably
h-n-ihiiied and skilfully adjusted.
Owing to
a,
exigeneie- ot one ot those great internecine
■utliets incident to the life of almost
every
oiiutry, and al-o to a pernicious system of legl-iation, our people's imsiness investments, our
•••miin-t-'-. and all tlie diversified interests of
...
are suiVering from tlie evils of an
ri-'-lci-mabie currciiey. In meeting and grapling will; di tli'.-u It ie- of this vital and perplexing que-iion. it will be our
duty to take care
in :' noth; ig i- do-e
which would tinjiair tlie
go- '1 fabh of ''ie eounlry, or tarnish tile
public
'ir lower or disturb the credit of our
"ii"'
< ,o> ''riimeiit.
It tit we arc to remove those ob-b-ueiion- which bar tin' progress and cheek
ie pro* t" ritv of the Amen, an
Republic. It is
duty a- liemoerais. It is tlie duty and is
ill"
"t
a1
leinoeratie party while
"i'y
"drols ilii- H"ii-e to see that tlie National
: ipaid m full, and that the currency of
i leiuoerai ie republic is made equal with
p
I any nation on the face of the earth.
j .ii tic part ot thus' who have been investw itH
Hi political power and destiny of our
oiintry during the last ten or fifteen years, it
■- .. a If-'
qnoni remark tliat thueraol'Con-iilinional polities had dosed, that questions of
'.n-iitutional limitations and restrictions were
no
longer to hinder or delav tlie legislation of
lin- < biveriimenl in its dealings with financial.
oiiomieal. or social subjects, which were, it
wa- asserted, now tlie only matters
worthy of
n hi ie
attention: and yet, amid their grand
the
Forty-Third
'pasting-,
Congress found
i:n-tn—• ivlaced with the gravest questions of
oii-tiUitiun:d law reaching down to the fundamental principles ol' tlie system, and involving
no! only the relations of the State to the FedrsI Government, but tliat of tii people to their
In iin (iovernment.
The grandest aspiration of
be I leinoeratie party i- and its
crowning glory
will !«■ to restore the Constitution to its primli''
!i
and
and
to make it the
-b'engt
authority,
protector of every human being of every race,
ilor. and condition in tin: land.
I In- apprehension and distrust of one
part of
Ha nation that a portion of the Southern
people who were arrayed against the authority of
the federal Government in the late war would
he mi element of disturbance to the American
I nioii, lias
mainly disappeared, as is evidenced
bv your election, and in its stead lias
grown a
more fraternal feeling, which
regards us of the
.southern States :1s fellow-citizens of the same
On the other hand, the
great nation.
peeplc of
whom I speak, of whom I am one,|are here today ns their chosen representatives, ready to
honor any draft which the American nation
may draw upon their patriotism, or their faith
in the glory and the beneficent destiny of American institutions.
[Applause.] The experiment
which lias been introduced amongst us is based
upon confidence in the working of local selfgovernment, and intended to solve the difficulties connected with the recent social and
political transformation and shall have an open
lie id and fair plav.
No hindrance shall he
placed in the way of its vigorous development,
■md it- amplest success. [Applause.] It lias
•ecu said that, the
day of sentimental polities
ha- passed away; hut, gentlemen, there is one
part of the Inion—that part which I know
he-l—which asks for this great moral sentiment to a spirited and noble
people. We want
a
government that we can love, and revere, and
-erve. trom the motive of reverence and
love.
We hunger for a patriotism which shall knit all
the people together in a generous and
loving
brotherhood, and which shall he as broad as
the territory oxer which the National flag floats.
I.et me sav here that no government, no nation,
can prosper without this vital fire.
It is the
sentiment which, acting upon free institutions
and reacting through them upon a people, con■dilutos their publie spirit and political genius.
(icntlemen, vve are here as Democrats, members of a political party which lias a long and
glorious history. Let us. in our duties, this
winter recall and revive those principles, the
faithful maintenance of which by the fathers of
our party secured it, for so long a period, the
confidence and support ol the people. Let us
seek to renew the prosperity, to advance the
greatness and glory of our country. Let us resolve to win the confidence, the affection of the
whole American people for our party by showing them that we, its representatives, have
statesmansnip, patriotism and strength of purpose enough to deserve that confidence and affection. Let us not forget that the victory of
last Kail, which brought us here, and which
gives us those opportunities and great rospoiisi1

■

■

feels

gratelul

to the friends who stood

so

standby In- him, and while he appreciated
the weight of the influences that persuaded

gentlemen who had pledged their votes
to him to change their minds, he has a
grim satisfaction in reflecting that the virtuous ones who condemned him for taking the back pay jumped from the frying
pan into the lire when they elected Mr.
Adams for Clerk. Mr. Adams was a member of the Forty-second Congress, and advocated and took the back pay.
There
was a queer facility in making lish of one
and flesh of the other displayed by some
exceedingly proper statesmen. Mr. ltandall will ot course abate no jot nor tittle
ol his Democracy', nor of his determined
and powerful opposition to rings and jobbery. On the floor lie will be the leader
of the house, and prove the fact by deeds.
It is a question whether lie could have
been so uselul as Speaker as he will be as
the leader of the Democratic side
I!
makes no difference what Committee he
gets, he will be none the less tlie leader.
THE DEFEAT OF TIIE INFLATIONISTS.
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Appear Abroad.

We

to our national admin-

Disgrace clings

A

Youthful

an

Tiiomaston, Dec. 4.
years ot

A

boy

about 14

age, named Sam Shiblcs,

was

found

lying dead, Saturday morning about
a field near the (ieorges hotel,
Thomaston. He was lying face down-

7 o’clock in
in

vest and hat

oil', and a
lying about six feet distant,

told some of them -that he should
breathe his last that night. He had the
revolver with him then. They heard his
fire and became frightened, and ran, thinking he was shooting at them. He is supposed to have committed suicide. No
cause is assigned for the rash act.
His father and mother are both dead, and he
has been living with his grandfather Simon Shiblcs.

apparent

as soon as

he has

an

opportunity

Does any reasoning man believe that? Look at the case one moment.
Here are a band of distillers en-

testify,

to

in

gaged

nations.

While the scandalous transaction
in which money was paid to procure the
dismissal of the Darings, the old and tried
friends of the country, as its London bankers, is fresh in the public mind, the old
Emma mine scandal, involving Minister
Sehenck, becomes again prominent. It
will be remembered that our minister at
the London court gave his certificate as
to the productiveness of the mine, and

avoiding

the heavy taxes imposThe profits were so

that market.

It

was

a

transaction

utterly
brought

and that should have
the immediate recall of the minister—but

damning,
nothing

was

munication

false

over

signatures

with the

rogues. He was assuring them that they
were safe and could go on, and doubtless
received bis reward. This he says he can
make appear
perfectly innocent.’’ lie
must think he is dealing with a remarkverdant

The

dence had been closed.

Then lie wrote

the President, asking a court of inThe request has been granted,
and Gen. Hancock, Gen. Sheridan, and
to

quiry.

Gen. Henry ordered to compose the court.
This is not the proper tribunal before
which to try the case. There was no offence against military law. It is a case
ot conspiracy and fraud under the civil

in tlie

investigation

which the House will

make into this and other frauds, there
will lie vigor and rigor enough to probe
the

to

bottom, whatever the military

court may do. or fail to do.

done about it.

Minister Sehenek's official position protected him from the operation of the law,
but Mr. Dark, one ol the manipulators of

Machias

Republican

Congressman Kasson of Iowa,

a

prom-

It is with regret we
to muni the
fact that very little holies are entertained that
Mr. Drisko will recover from the ctl'crts of the
blow given by Johnson on the tilth of November. The broken arteries break out in bleeding at intervals, ri'uuiring the presence of a
physician at his house all the time; consequently great exhaustion results, still, while there
is life there is hope.

solicitor of the Company to the Chairman
Company. This let-

ter was forwarded

by

order of the Direc-

the shareholders, inclosed in a
communication to them from the Secretary, marked private. The Secretary was
intrusted by the Directors to acquaint the
tors

to

shareholders

that

tiie information

con-

tained in the solicitor's letter had been
obtained

each individual

lrom

on

oath,

and lrom the

party referred

signed depositions of each
to.
It saw the light in the

financial columns of the Hour, a conservative daily paper published in London,
by the remark: “We do
why this circular has been
sent out to the Emma shareholders marked private. This is not the sort of thing

accompanied

not understand

which ought to lie kept private.”
The
statement is made in the Hour that upon
evidence received on oath—besides other
persons named—“the American Minister
at the Court of St. James, upon the
strength ot whose name many English
families subscribed, has been bribed to
the extent of $50,000.”
This is indeed a beautiful condition ot

allairs, when

foreign

a

Minister will

en-

gage in transactions that would disgrace a
curb-stone broker. Mr Smalley, the New
York

Tribune’s

London

correspondent,

who is

disposed to let General Sehenck
lightly as possible, still regards his
conduct as anything but commendable.
In a recent letter on the subject of the
off

as

Emma Aline business, he says:
1 am far from meaning to adopt this as a correct description of the transactions in which
General .Sehenck was engaged. I repeat once

that, in such comments as I have had to
make most, reluctantly from time to time on
this unhappy business, I have desired to believe, and have assumed that the current reports about General Sehenck were untrue, or
exaggerated. The fact that there were such
reports, and that other people believed them,
was quite enough to make him unlit to represent the Dinted States as Minister.
The appearance ot the present statement, with such a
comment upon it. does not improve the situation.
General Sehenck is certainly entitled to
such credit as may be due to his voluntary appearance before the Commission to testify.
Ilis diplomatic position would have shielded
him, had lie preferred to refuse. 1 fear it must
he said that—judging by results—he would have
done better to refuse; better than to give evidence tending to create sueli an impression as
is quoted above. This is, so far as 1 know, the
lirst time that the accusation of bribery has
been brought against General Sclienek in an
English .newspaper, based on a solicitor’s letter, which itself purports to give the result of
more

newspaper—which takes

very ditferent view of the loan to him by Park.
It thinks Gen. Sehenck a “victim,” indeed

one

a

the chief victim among all those which
“the undertaking inclosed in its net.”
This is the Anglo-American Times. But
this—like the contrary view taken by the
Hour—is the statement oi
Mo

explanation

an

impression.
undisput-

is oll'ered ot the

ed facts.

M'o effort is made to meet the
inference drawn from the awkward cir-

for office and the transaction referred to
was part of his
public record. The evidence adduced, appeared to substantiate
tlie

charges. The Court, in its charge to
jury, held that tlie publication was

the

pri vileged, that an elector had the ight
to acquaint his fellow-electors with anything which lie knew, or had reason to
believe to be true, concerning a candidate
for office.
That is no doubt good law, and embodies sound public policy. If a man lias
been a knave in one public position, it is
excellent
hold another
an

reason

why lie should

not

one.
The mission of the
press is to expose knavery, and the
cause ol honest government would
be
grievously hurt by a verdict which should

public

silence tlie press in its exposure of such
candidates. If there are any aspirants to
Congress in the Filth District ot Main#,
who have records like Kasson’s, they will
do well

to

seriously ponder

his case.

Some weeks ago a prominent British
paper intimated that the occupation of

held by the kbedive, lor which lour millions pounds sterling were paid. By an
old arrangement no interest was to be paid
on his stock for nineteen years, but if is
now

stated that

one

of the terms ol the

that he should pay to the
bargain
British government five per cent, on the
was

purchase money for that time.

public
tion

But the

rest assured that the transac-

can

entered upon, not for commercial, but for political reasons. The usual
explanation offered is that John Bull looks
forward to the speedy expulsion < 1 the sulwas

tan from

Constantinople and the occupa-

tion of
the

in

Russia.

In

Turkey
Europe by
general wreck ol the Ottoman empire

protectorate over the land ol
the Ptolemies. The coming spring may

reveal to

a

the double-headed

eagle waving
city of Constantine and the royal standard of England
planted upon the pyramids of the Phaover

raohs.

us

the minarets of the

It

was

the sentiment of

a

former

added to her empire.
Tweed has

escaped

from the sheriff in

New York ard gone to parts unknown.
cumstance that Park was the vendor of
He was taken out from the jail Saturday
the mine; that he stands accused of effect- for a ride for his health and was allowed
ing its sale by a gigantic fraud ; that one to call at his house on Madison avenue.
means he used to
get the stock taken was The officer gave him permission to go up
to advertise Gen.Bchenck’s name as Unitstairs for a
interview with Mrs.

Sehenck in the business was a loan to him
of $50,000 and a secret guarantee to him
of IS per cent, interest on his stock.
The General signalized the first year ot
his residence in London by the production
of

a

book

men

will have

only American,

reason

but

to believe is not

that receives official sanction—that of using the position
and influence of a foreign minister to
one

bolster up worthless stocks. When the
trial comes on, and all the correspondence
is produced, there will be some revelations ol interest to the American

people.

a

>

the earth, and still other \ ai ions ••haraeteri'dics
ol American lile. >ueh as the “Pig
Ponanza,"

“(^ueen Cotton,"

At

of these American tables .Miss Couverncr, tin* great-granddaughter of President Monroe, is to appear, reetc.

one

presenting Mrs. Monroe, and dressed in her
distinguished ancestress' linen together with
tin* jewels worn by President Monroe at the
court ol France. What a charming little para| graph that last item makes for the newspapers.
I have seen it in a dozen or more alr«*adv.
How we all do hunger and thirst after such

re no wrinkled rose leaves in her
pathway, and
that her happiness is as real a- her jewels and
her ancestry. Hut very frequently there is a

'■verse

‘low

poor old loon that hadn't sense
to go south, was recently discovered in the river at Augusta, and fired at for
—A

enough

day with shot guns and lilies. Next
morning he was found with his teet frozen
in the ice, and captured. All this happened in front of the loonatie asylum.
—

1 lie

Bueksport railroad is looking
Bangor Whig of Tuesday s:i s :

up.

>

The Bueksport train was largely patronized
yesterday by person-going to Bo.-Pm by steam'flic freight train trom that place was verv
er.
heavily loaded. A large amount of freight is
being carried to Bueksport to be loaded on to

Congress,

—The Kennebec Journal records its bcliel that rebels and copperheads art1 in the
ascendency iu the House. What a pity!
But there’s no McDonald, or Averv. or
Babcock among

them,

is there

—The door-keeper (what mi insult to Pout
men) wits tornierly Sergeant-at.-Arms of ihe
(I 'oio/re.ss /
Ilis name i- I'ilzhugh, ot Texas. [Ken. Journal,

/■■>• that so?
Why, how sad Grant’s
bosom friends, the ever-loval Longstreet,
and Ackerman, and Mosby will feel !

—Augusta has
means

for

a

remove

your corns

consideration.
There are usually a
many of the tender footed about the
state house.
a

good

—Postmaster General Jewell reports in
lavor ot a reduction ot postage on transient newspapers, and other math r, without reference to the
feeliugsof 11. Hamlin,
—Sometime ago the radical jiapers were
inquiring why the Democratic coe \.-i didn't
crow.
U'e now call attention to a radical
cock knocked out of time—llaheock.
—A St. Louis

Camden, with a cargo of goods, was picked up near Thatcher's Island and towed
to Gloucester on Monday.
the radical

whiskey fraud,

im-

the President’s

retary, has been louml

private Secguilty on the in-

dictment.
—Blind Toni is in St. Johns. II. T.'s people
left Portland without purine their respects to
the Press counting room. I Portland Press.

Couldn't

sec

Cabcd

it, probably.

has told Spain that
this country doesn’t desire to annex Cuba,
and the Dons are feeling better.
—

—The

Cushing

Democracy

House like

men

take

charge

of that

who know what they

are

about.
CaUVKU'S IfAKliOK. Wo llUV«‘

il llOV«

l

WilV

Ol

lish were frozen into the ire. Now we go out
and cut them from the ice, getting a pail full in
a very short time.
Mur harbor also frozen over

as far down as the steamboat wharf..The
steamer Clara Clarita last week too 400 more ot
the discharged workmen from Mix Island to
Rockland.The llodwell (iranite Company
have got a large contract from New York parties for paving stones, and operations have al-

work underneath, thus making a shelter for
themselves from the cold of winter.Wo don't
tolerate thieves here. A man was recently detected stealing coal, and was ordered to leave
the island the next day. lie went.
Tire

at

There Inis been, perhaps, in late year-, no
striking ease, of this than in the life of
Kat“ ('base, afterwards Mrs. Sprague.
Kn-

more

dowed by nature with a more than ordinarily
active brain, with a bright, quick perception
character, and a courtier-like adaptation to
place and event-, assi.-ted by youth, beauty,
culture and position, she naturally took high
rank in otlbial society here at the eapitol, and

of

became at

Bates

Mill, Lewiston.

Lewiston, Dee. 3. It was four o’clock
this morning before the lire in Dates mill

el t he mo-t

courted, sought
Iluttered and envied of leaders.
And never
queen held willing subjects more legally or
once one

gracefully, with rarer tact or gentler
courtesy. Hut this was no more satisfying to
more

the restless ambition than is a seat in the National House of Representatives to a man of
like genius and aspirations. Once having tasted
the

intoxicating cup of power, hi- feverish
thirst can never more be quenched, but on, on,
the alluring goddess ever bids him. So Kate
Rha.se. fixing her eyes upon the White House,
longed with all the intentness of an intense nathe honors of the lirst lady of the
land, and to hold the oueenship of all American
society. And it is well known that the < hief
Justice, with all his desire- for the coveted poture to wear

-ltion, was far behind his daughter in her ambitious aspirations. One long and intimately
associated with Mr. (’base -a\- his tir-j mtcram e on being informed of hi- d* I. at
in the
Convention was, "Hoes Kate know it :" expressing far more feeling on her account than
his own, and remarking that his
disappointment

would be

nothing compared toilers.
His prediction proved true, and an accumulation of defeated hopes sent Mrs. Sprague to an
indefinite absence abroad, as embittered md

lady chiropodist, which disappointed

that she will

—Avery,
plicated with

1

as

a woman

as ever

lived.

.Succeed-

to tin* honors Mr-. .Sprague had
dropped as
I >ead Sea fruit, came another who, though not
“to the manor horn." was
yet gifted by nature

ing

to

just

extent and with even a more
wondrous power of beauty and personal
magnetism, and who went far up the social scab—
but >bort lived was the triumph and the
power.
Even now her star pales before newer light-—
the venomed shafts of malice rankle
deeply,
and '.lie poisoned dtvg- of envy have made bitter
the once sweet cup, though she bears it all with
as rare an

calmness and a courage that in a nobler
!ia- made martyrs of people before now.

a

Coming

cause

step down Hie ladder is to be found
a class of women who hear
comparison to these
royal leaders as a liftli-rate Congressman to a
Daniel Webster or a Ih nrv Clay. They are
within the shining ciivD, but only as attendant
satellites upon the central luminary.
Lacking
Ihe brain and the culture to shine by their own
light, they can only relleet in a feeble way the
glory ot others, lint their petty ambitions are
none the less irritating, for 'tis the small
things
a

life that do most afflict and annoy. Driven
oftentimes to the most desperate resorts to
maintain the slippery footing, the life tlu-\ lead

ot

thus

a

“peace

New** of tho

\va>

tranquilly rolled round
grand reception day that Mrs. Carpet-Bag-

a

■

City

p.nd

1 in* Methodist hell -omulcold.

ger was to have. Our Navy was solicit'd, nay
entreated to lend the splendor of her presence
in entertaining the beauty, fashion and wisdom

County.
though it had

as

4

Cue ol

our city doctor.prescribes dam watei
class ot hi- patients, and
they thrive wonderfully on it.

tor

of America’s eapitol that should he
gathered
there.
She consented. “And now won’t I
make her sutler,” said her amiable rival to a

a

The weekly Unitarian sociables for the m-:..
have begun. They arc held on Fridai
evenings at Peirce*- Halt.
son

discreet comidant—and she did. For that .vent
she had been preparing during all tlm-c weekof truce, and at the auspicious moment sailed
in arrayed as was neve r Solomon in all Ids

Somi-: (Tet miu:i:s.

was

cleverest humorists in Hie country.

though

One dar last week

before that the depre-sed -pirits had gotton into -noli a weakened, deplorable,
pitiable
condition as to be only able to reply in brief
monosyllables of ye- and no. < >m -imb | imi-h-

a

a victory hut oltcner
-utfering a <i,._
And thus the war wvr.t on through

cnthu-iasiu

of

rather than ashamed, I

was

met

with tin

the dresses for which 1 am mi much praised. I
should lose caste at once.” 'Chink of being
thus obliged to bury the one talent Hod has

given.

H
-tn. n- in > nav <|ii:intilit
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^ '"'k. I lity--o\oil hanvls Won -out aWas n

may now re-i in peace dial
tlu-ir represent at i re- will be hot 11 w !-. ml raut ions.

(hie of tiie many plea-ant additions to
iai
life hen* arc (o n. and Mrs. M- < l- llan. who
w ill be w
armly wvleoim-d by their many li.-inorrati-' Iricml-.
limy have taken a hou-r in
Baltimore, bin the two ritir- arc so intimaleh
eommeted that mu-ii \i iting between Hie two
is «"n i« d on.
l‘i:m if.

ook.

w

11 a/.'it inn a

Itakt'-nt an- putting in in: n
tlmir trris! mill at
IPs or. to* t!
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mill

1
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penitentiary.

11

l
are one l»v
It is very sad'.

•.»! 11«»() ip,

me

I lie San Frain i-e.) f.mr-inile rare f-r >:;o.lias been po-tpotied until < 'll i.-t mas.

0(10

i’ll'1 lions. «»1 Tliaxtcr Sjiaw. F><|., at Yam-ebon., was burned on IT'. * I
; i..-- >|u.noo, wiih
no in-urame.
i'll ).t>e!v is the lir-t. Olli.
win»-e r. pula!i«.n
publicly as-ailed.
("’11

m

the

1

t

anilv

iia-

of

!

Tw

i..

The t'a>t train Me-.|,og in it
yesterday, all-! threw the -.jin L a
distant. (Danbury New-.

•

nr

loot

<

think about him.

so

31 \i:ki

am!

oy-tor
(Pas

it.

ami

m

man

a

\T:w

,,

A

-h. aii'i

In

u:a

on
m

Anna F. Dickinson is so unwell her
phy -ieia;t
ha- ordered her mi a sea \o\ age and her ! ■< :nv
ngageinents are being canceled.

Kentucky has got the champion ea i.-t. lie
oilers to bel on eating fifteen quarts of «,\-iri
and on* pound of crackers at a -ilting.

s

A young lady named Wilhelmina Tonvu-. ml
while waltzing at a hall in
hclsea. Ma--..
Thursday iN.-ning, fell dead, from heart diease.

!*

to

Iius-ia is niueh excited oner Fugland'- pa
purehase the Suez ( anal, and it i- open
ly rumored that the occurrence will ha/ar I tie

Fumpe,

1 he otliee of Inspector of Lumber for the
Passa1na4uod.lv Customs Di-lri- t lias h. .11
abolished, :md one night oilieer in Calai- ha
been discharged.

a*Is. in

am*i

and the smuggling meiv.oe i!.
they are in eonneetioii.

11

i1

.11

-.

m!';

firm- vrii h

h

(ieorge Welch of Skowhegaii Wa- hadb. injured while at work on the Maine '■date Oiiarr\
in Madison. I h 11
r-*lay. by a large stone tailing
upon him. The injuries’ are -tippo-.-d 1" In
fatal.

The Democratic triumph in Mi--is-ippi iu\ol\es the cutting down of the Mate printing
bill from >' 100,000 a year to >p;.ooo, and ip
publican newspaper- i:i tic interior are \»rv

generally suspending.
I bury .). IIo\e\ on the charge of -m 11 a':: ling
inateij.--, and d. I.. ! lo\ e\. barged wii li
smuggled mat.-he-, were brought before I
< ’oimnissiotier Hamlin at
liaugor, I riday,
in default of bail were sent to jail.
■

-•

\

mmy
to

man

,i.

-m-

The Whig says that 00*2 vessels pa- d into
the stream through the draw in the railroad
bridge this season: oftlie-e.i were brig- and I
three-ma-ted schooners and <; -learner-. Thiis a falling off from la-t year of about -J0d.

loser\ iny
ip ..t t,;

llanoook (iazot'o. the Uiatorial of wbioli w
* I in
piiu iua tin < nrl\ i--U"> ot tin- lioj i,
in-ail -buirnal.
Al’tor -olliny hi- otlioo. Mi
am! booam
Sinii'-on a!.ami .no.! tlm bu-im
--

a
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burn,
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11. Siiial

Iarsvy

I

ho'
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ss

!"-t
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..nml.
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usual this season. Shipment- were made l>\
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hast Saturday three young men skated
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McDonald doe- not like hi- .piarter- i:i jail,
and -a\-. producing a packet of Idler- and
nodding signitieautly ■•If they don't let me it
of this place \erv quick, I will bli-hr a !.e .|
fellows higher in authority than I was."
o

Tames A. Cox, for thirly-live v.-ars pa-t a
prominent hoot and shoe d< aler in «ianl
Me., dled suddenly Wedne-dav evening of h< art
disea-e. lie retired early, apparently in hiii-uai health, and

was

found dead at 10 o’clock.

\ prolligate \oung man name I Chari.
pon..f I look set (, N. IF. Wednesday evening
ball room,
attempted to shoot his wife in
lie placed a seven-shooter within Inyo f.-.
f
her head, and snapped it Hi ve time-, hut it
ne\.

•vas

not

discharged.

The Fniled States Steamer \cr:»eua picked
on the Td iu-i.. :*.u mile- south of Sankerty
light, the schooner Fred Warren ot
Pueksport. Poth of her masts were gone No
one was on hoard.
A boat nvus banging t-> the
davits. The Verbena towed her into Ilyaunis.

eager answer—“Not lor world*! No indeed, it
would never do to have it known that 1 make

Vro/.

the nomination
of Mr. Kerr and the
prospect- of a -peek and
pleasant organization of the lion-' on Monday
without the anticipah-d row whirl* mi- hr. n
numb discus-.- I
|ate. Mr. l.aim r
and Mr.
Barnhill's spre.-bt
in the -aiwu- have -truck
the key note of t m w inter*- prom dii
and
the

in.

tii’<

whole sca-on, to the amusement of humbler
lookers on and to the creation of heart burning-, jealou-ics ami invective,- that a lone lit*
(»f prayer and devotion could not atone for.
I he Ih'lmu ratio portion of the city i- in ■
state ol

look

are

i he P.elfast, Uamden and P x kland -tagline ba\ e jnit upon the road a m w, i-v-ridiiu*
niin—rated light eoaeli from the manufaetoi
ot 'Vingate A Simmon.-. Union,
it i* no m:M
t amdeii lb raid.
wagon.

winning

the Parisian Worth, and which will l»- worn
such at some of the coming grand receptions. Hinting that it w:t* a work to be proud
as

to their want-, and lhr\
about for better quarter.-.

position.

high

»dd-Fel!ow- in 11*i~ «• i• \ ha\c beenim*
that their pre-rnt quarter-ar* inad-

<

equate

subdued Boston teacher of th
ynm-g id- a returned again and again to the attack, somethm

W. II. (iinn A 1 <>, of Pm k-p
a ship, to
he launched in ea-!y summer
NVaiited. of loOO ions, to I-- ra.e.i tir-i * (:i- for
or II years.
Peaslcv A Co are building a
schooner to irate with tie good la-' of \ —e!tliey are accustomed to build.

of

The

numerous

would bav'f sullieed for nio-t p.-r-oiis,
but with courage worthier of.; b*-U. r an--, ami
in the hopes of retrieving the lost
Un-

feat.

tired tlm*.

n

time- thi- year.

ment

taste, richness and elegance, told me a short
lime since that she had been locked up in her
rooms for two weeks, denied alike to friend
and stranger, producing a beautiful and artistic
robe that would do credit to the creative geniu-

to

building has b-*i

long

Some wicked hoy let -.mi mice loo-, in th
hall during the progress of an opera in IP.ekland
Monday evening. The peace of mind of the ladies was much disturbed then by. and a m< tuber of the Knox Co. Par slid-!- nl; found a
dent up his trow-er- leg,

anything but

1

mg

up

Head

Then* :m» in New York at tin* present tini
I<h0o0 men, clerks, book-keepers. >;ile>men. and
men of that rank, accustomed to earn a good
living', who are not only out of work, but most
of them in positive want.
They tramp from
>tore to store and from olliee to olliee, vainly
seeking something to do.
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the he-t niunT 11110*104 tin* iprl-. .ui«l IMde
Win lit ireti pi''« l that >tatioii amoim tlo* hoy.
soiu- of the Little Frown .In;
hy Fort!*-Meader ami Nellie Winslow. roreix«
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attended by ti%« pupil-,,
(iradiiallv it increased, olio r <jii trier- wen occupied. an intcre-t was awakened, and in»vv
there i-a n gular alien Ian.f Jilt l»oys and
i ri\ at-'

holi-i
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w

a-

girls. They are laugh! decorum, t In• primiples of morality and religion. it lias im T '* d
labor and -are. A t w < arm >| ( lei-tian ladihave lent helping iiamls.
Were destitute <*l -mi d

S-me .,|

tin children

d< ■!! dm:.

.ml

VV* r«

Testaments,-iuging hooks and
Sahhatii school paper- an provid'd from .Mr.
provided for.

Last SalTath afternoon vv
Hill's own m an-.
looked in at the school, which i- now held at tinhall of tin lb-form ( lub. The • -hildrt-n vveie
promptly on hand, m ally div-sed and well behaved. There Were among the boy.-soiin tin.

face- in vvllieh the rapabilitir- of self-respc. I,
and honorable lives were plain
The body of the woman taken from
barrel good purposes
at the ('hieago express olliee. has been iilmtily written, and forehead- that indicated intellieil as being that of .Mrs. Kmma (
Adams, lectual strength.
Vml limn* wen- ,-vveet faced
Vermont the other from Boston, had possessed wife of a hardware dealer in that city. Tin
little girls, from whose eye- there looked out
themselves of husbands—a thing which 1 may body was buried Nov. gMItli, and was >ub>e- j
queiitly taken tip for purposes <»f di>s. ,-tii.n, | ’.he beauty and ■_ race i online womanhood,
digress to say school inarms don't very fre- under the direction « f hr. Wilder, hist \\ \j ami the atfeetion that will sonn* day infuse it
quently do; so don't follow that profession, my nesday. Wilder i> to be arrested.
\\ !iat « an be high*
self in' happy lmne
young lady readers, if you would marry to
(>n the afternoon of Fridav last.
.Mrs.'f. nobler than the labor which devote- itself to
make some unfortunate man happy. But these d. Sargent and Mrs. liiehard Kent were returndirecting the untried footsteps of the-* little
school-marms had been among the lucky num- ing from Trenton, when within three miles »>f wanderers in the
paths of \i-t* .n / The ina large, hear made his appearance in
Kllsworth,
bers in the grand lottery, and by a combination
the road in front of them. 'Their horses being fluence of even one life reclaimed may bo inof fortunate circumstances arrived in Washing- frightened so that thev could not pass, thev
< hildren
will go util from tin
calculable.
ton—the Vermont teacher as the wife of a ear- turned to take another road, when the hear folschool, ami carry with them the memo! i* s «>l
lowed
them
a distance.
quite
pet-bagger from the sunny South, the other as
its preeet»ts, prayers ami iiijumTon- as guardthe better half of an inferior ollicerin our wonAt Whitehall, X. Y.. recently, after a wed- ians In temptation, and make the promptingderful Navy. By chance they were domiciled ding, the bridegroom handed the clergyman of
good lives felt by others. I'he -e* d tlma ten dollar, but which
in the same beading house, and then and what lie supposed was
sown way blossom far ami wide into lives fi
(Hi the folwas really a hundred dollar bill.
there arose a question that for some time sc; mlowing day lie discovered his mistake and tele- grant and precious with goodness. A- we lised likely to create as much trouble as in the do- graphed the fact to the clergyman, who, how
tened to these children -mging the by lull “We
mestic. relations of Queen Victoria on the advent ever, was unable to rectify liie error, as lie had
hastened as soon as he had received will Wele«>llie till— beautillll >abbath «.[ re-t,
joyously
of the Duchess of Edinburgh, when the Danhis fee to liquidate a long-standing debt.
ami lb,
reverently kneeling to repeal the
bury News man insists that he was sent for to
'There is a large Newfoundland dog, on Hear Lord*-- praver—w< thought of the never-tailing
invent a patent spring that should cause her
<>f (lie Son of Mary towards childIsland, belonging to the keeper of* the light- temh rm
and the Princess Alexandria to appear and dis- house, who alway s harks from the time lie lir-t ! ren. ami I he declaration that
whoso reeeiveth
isthe steamer Lew
appear at the same instant—thus quieting the hears the paddle-wheels of
little child in my name, reeeiveth me."
ton, until the engineer salutes him with the one such
family jar and saving the world from an inglo- whistle, (’aptain Deering says lie is invalua- Mr. Hill is embarrassed for lack of funds to
rious war. The proud spouse of the navy olli- ble, especially in foggy weather when the light
prosecute his work. II** has expended a large
The dog harks, and listens lor
ccr, having in her mind, no doubt, the vast su- I cannot bo seen.
li is own means, and much more ii the salute, and when the three whittles are amount of
periority of Boston school-marms over all oth- given, walks oil* with ail air of inten**. >atb- called for. lYrsjns who have money to spare,
ers of the learned profession, but on the ground faction.
which they wish to contribute to a truly good
of her husband’s rank being equal to that of the
purpose, cannot do better than to aid his labors.
Navy,vh*med precedence. No sooner was
'Wreck in Penobscot Bay,
We will guarantee that it will all be accounted
Mrs. Carpet-Bagger informed of this attitude of
for. His desire is to build a suitable chapel,

An amusing incident in this vacillating, dickering, undesirable society life happened here
last winter.
one from
Two school-marms
—

■

-.

—

County.

—

1

be coveted by one desiring
peace of mind and comfort of body.
A lady
whose husband does not pos>oss the purse of
1‘ ortunatas. but whose dressing is a marvel of

is

under control so the ollicers felt that
it would be confined to the building where
it caught. The lire started in the north
private
end of the dye house, containing also cloth
Tweed, and when enquiry was made for hall, machine and carpenter shop. It workhim the prisoner was not to bo found. ed gradually south, against the full torce
ot the lire department and lire apparatus
The police arc of the opinion that he
ol the mill, till it reached the brick partislipped out of the front basement door tion wall separating the dry house from
and was taken to the East river, where he the woolen mill. Here a desperate conembarked on a small steam vessel. It is test ot several hours occurred, to save the
woolen mill. Men were nearly frozen, so
our navy, than, closing her teeth with that gensuspected that Tweed’s money had somerepeated alarms were sounded lor help, tle snap only acquired by an angry woman in a
to
do
with
the
convenient blindness as
thing
they beearno exhausted, and the pipes
murmured softly—“I'll be
of the sheriff. Gov. Tilden will have to had to be tied lor want ot men to direct long experience, she
Now Byron has taught that—
revenged.”
A
amount
them.
ot
was
great
look into the matter.
suffering
“Revenge is sweet, especially to women,”
experienced. Tho ollicers and men of the
And perhaps you arc imagining that she then
been
on duty all night and are
mill have
The Supreme Court, on application of
in so
nearly worn out. The force pumps ot the and there “went for” our Navy, pouring
the Governor, has decided that votes cast mill are still at work
the topextinguishing the destructive a broadside as to shiver
for a candidate with the first name in full, remains ol the fire. Work will be resum- lights and damage the hull. Oil, no—that isn’t
the
and others having only the initials, can- ed, in parts of the mill not injured, at the sweet, civilized, polished way of doing
once.
Hough estimate ol loss, $100,000. business. She instantly paid all deference to
not be counted for the same person. This
Cause unknown.
our Navy
acquiescing in her proudly put
defeats the Democratic candidates for
was so sweet or so enchanting.
claim—nobody
Among the members of the present Congress
treasurer and commissioner, in Washingis .1. Proctor Knott, of Kentucky, one of the Our Navy capitulated to the charming flattery
ton

of the situation
and the weeks

so

thwarted ambitions—for too much ambition has
killed as many (;e-ar- in the fcinirm world as
in the rougher ranks of the masculines.

a

The

side to these attractive pictures that

easily from the seductive pen- of bright
correspondents—a reverse that is provokingl)
suggestive of the price one pays for greatness,
and aggravating! v remindful of tin*
homely old
adage about a “contented mind" keeping one
in a perpetual performance of gastronomic
teats. A reverse that is sometimes grotesque
in it* ridiculous aspirations and attempts, am!
sometimes sadly eloquent of ruined hopes and

tary Babcock is bound.

premier of Great Britain that she had ceas- ready commenced. In quarrying paving stones
ed to be a European and had become an the workmen tunnel out a
large hole, and then

Asiatic power. We may live to see a very
large share of the African peninsula also

best essential
contented, peaceful mind. Then* are to be
tallies representing the ditl'erent nationalitit of

have been the St. Louis
jail, where Grant's bosom friend Mel humid
languishes, and whither his private Secre-

Great Britain proposes to make sure of
catcliingiish at this place. The salt pond ubovt;
the control of her highway to Indii at the
bridge; is usually frequented in the. fall by
least, and perhaps to make assurance large numbers of young herring and other fish.
doubly sure, anil as well to secure an oft- The point froze over so rapidly during the reset to the czar’s increase of power, by es- cent cold weather that large ipianlities of Hie

tablishing

and more devotional modes of life. Among the.
first to ‘Mead oil'" in this alluring round of festivities are the ladies of St. Paul and Epiphany

1 hat couldn't

come a

Suez canal. The purchase consistsof 177,000 shares of the canal company’s stock

to

session, but which projnises ail unusual amount
dancing, dressing, visiting and merry-making
during the coming winter, or until the somber
Lenten season shall compel to quieter colors
j

—The Gardiner Journal says: One of our
well known citizens has rcociitlv served out a
term in jail tor drunkenness.
He says he had
"a foine time.
There were twenty folly Inns
there and not adivil of a dliirlv black
republican among them."

despatch says that babeock has been indicted. Now the question is which tribunal shall have him, the
upon this hint comes the recent action of court or court martial ?
tlie English government in relation to the
—Schr. Mary Hawes from boston for
Egypt by Great Britain would one day bepolitical necessity for the preservation of British India. Following hard

sworn

line of descent, that their posterity
might j personal knowledge. Wandering up and down
the length and breadth of the land, how many
be some say overtaken—but t!ic\
escape j
bright eyes will linger over its enchantment.
I
wonderfully.
I how many rosy tip- murmur for die greatness,
—\\ e notice that Bishop Haven and two how many heart* sigh for the glare and the
glaI
hundred Methodist ministers, in session at | mour. unmindful of the poet's injunction that
“Kind hearts are more than coronets
Boston, have nominated Grant for a third
And simple faith than Norman blood.*’
term.
Let us see, wasn’t there in Judea
or if they are, willing to risk the faith and
once the poor sou of a Jewish
carpenter I break the hearts for just a taste of the enticing
who, when solicited to take part in strife, whirl ol power and pleasure that lingers around
said “My kingdom is not of this world"? tin- presence of a successful woman of fashion
Are these men wiser and better than their ! and society. Miss (Jouvcrncr is doubtless \ «rv
nice individual; at least, it i- to In* hoped there
Master ?

—

and Directors of the

moiit

Journal.

of

to

Republican member of the House, vessels.
I he aifair. lets
in
its
meshes,
ihe oiliciul count ot the Hancock
brought suit some time since against the
got caught
and through his trial the facts are coming Iowa State Register lor an alieged libel County votes,
by the Governor and Counto light
It seems that Mr. Dark, vendor upon him in last year’s Congressional elec- cil, elect
Tolman, Democrat, and probaof the Emma Mine, lent Gen. Sehenck, tion.
It appears that the Register which
bly Hinckley. Republican, as senators, inAmerican Minister and trustee tor the was printed in his District, published an stead of
Hinckley and Heath, as before revendees, Sbo.boo, ;lnd guaranteed him in open letter charging Kasson with having ported.
writing, unknown to his colleagues, IS accepted bribes from a railroad company
—If any ruddy hues are perceived in the
per cent, on his stock, was one ot a num- in relation to matters pending before Con- northern
sky, let it not be thought that
ber of facts which were stated officially gress.
The Register pleaded the truth of
they proceed trom the aurora borealis. It’s
the charges, and that the publication was
to the shareholders ot the Emma Mine.
the Bangor Whig shaking the bloody
are
contained
in
a
letter
from
the
They
privileged, since Kasson was a candidate shirt over the organization of
inent

the

Washington, Dec. 4th, is To.
Now has the accepted time of balls, bazars,
parties and receptions arrived, of which Washington has ever its till during the Congressional

says—
are obliged

that enter into the daily frieasee thereof.
It would seem as though,
lolhiwing the

chief clerk of the treasury. And now it
appears that the President’s most trusted
and confidential officer was in secret com-

Washington.

<

ed the eyes and mouth of the officer appointed to watch them. They bought the

their business.

from

Correspondence of

car load of pickled cucumber*, -U
barrels, warepresents,
glo- sent from Unity by M. Steven*.
none more determined that the
just exOur
had
ry.
sic
-he
was
Navy
conic,
-aw,
churches, in a grand festival to be held during
Large quantities of leather, and new machinpectations ol the hi ends both of the party the
opening week of Congress in aid of their conquered. Her sweet friend had outwitted ery at tin* shoe
and the country shall not fail. Wo confactory, betoken plenty of work
as well as outdressed her.
She
saw at a glance
are
societies.
the
respective
Already
papers
at that institution thi- winter.
that
she
was to play the
our
of
triends
foil,
on
tilled
with glowing accounts ot the many rich,
the disappointsoothing part
gratulate
I he water j ip< lias been laid from the sbo*
and her spirits fell like a weather affected barment ot our enemies.
rare, and racy things that are to be seen and
beard, and long lists ot attractive articles of ometer. In equal proportion rose those of her factory to Field’- -pi ing. and that in-titutiou i—Fears ot a fatal result to Mr. Drisko, sale calculated to largely deplete the pockets of rival, until she fairly sparkled and scintillated now well -applied w ith water.
the purchasers, but increase the fund lor dis- with happiiic--. To beat an ignominious reW hen .ui alarm, of tire i- given in this it.
of the Machias 1 ,'nion, from the murderous
pensing more of that “true religion" wl.i-h treat. was not to be thought of. so the galling everybody run* toward- tin* New Knglai d
assault upon him, are expressed. The
-•■file was braved out to the bitter end,
Pvron ronsidered as the second
1 fou*c.
'Flint

very great that they could afford to pay
and did pay enormous bribes. They clos-

on

law, and should be tried beiore civil tribunal. It is very certain, however, that
large

that upon the strength thereof a
quantity of worthless stock was sold in

Letter

gentleman

—The railroad restaurant at Brunswick
is a pretty good one, but it is wonderful
where the proprietor gets all the old liens

And

containing rules for playing the
American game of poker, which was
revolver was
from him. He was out in the field on the widely circulated, lie now takes a hand
ice Friday night with some other boys, in another game which our
Knglish kinsand

ward, with coat,

Babcock says these telegrams were perfectly innocent, and that he can make it

unseaworthy ably

It is loaded down with it.

ship.

ed States Minister. Director and Trustee,
and that the means he used to enlist Gen.

Suicide.

telegraphed from St. Louis to Babcock,
“lias the Secretary or Commissioner ordered anybody here?’’ Two days afterward Babcock replied, “Cannot hear that
any one has gone or is going.” A week
later McDonald received a despatch from
Washington, written by Batieock and
signed “Sylph,” saying, “1 succeeded.
They will not go.”

public.
production ot the secret telegrams
the worst of the bad business is that this in Babcock’s writing seriously disturbed
sort ot reputation is not kept at home, that distinguished official, lie demanded
where it might be in some degree smoth- to be heard on the stand in the trial ot
it was too late, as the eviered, but is Haunted in the iacesof foreign Avery—but
istration like barnacles to

The Democrats have made an auspicious beginning in their first return to
power. Mr. Kerr, the new Speaker, is a

with peculiar litness tor the position of third officer of the
government,
lie is an honest, able and
courageous man.
Babcock—and Babcock’s trial will impli- None better than himself know the power
cate, the Lord knows whom. The guilt of and responsibility of the position he asthe Private Secretary of the President ap- sumes—none have a clearer comprehension ol the demands ol the
pears to be beyond doubt.
country upon
On the 3d of December, 187 i, Joyce the great party that he
and

of bricks, one in his fall topples
over another. McDonald’s trial unearthed
Avery. Avery’s trial fixes complicity on
row

ed

The extreme inflationists from Ohio
and other States ot the West and South
are very much east down at the election
of Kerr.
Gen. Tom Ewing is here, and
his utterances are taken as expressing the
feelings of his party, of which lie seems
to be the acknowledged head,
lie says,
in speaking of the manner in which the
new Speaker will shape legislation, that
the committees will be organized and all
the Speaker’s influence used in behalf of
tin moneyed interest of the East, which
in reality controlled the organization of
tiie House. Taking a look into the future
he says that the result indicates the purpose of the “moneyed interest” to nominate either Tilden or .Bayard tor President
legal proceedings.
compelling the West to be content with a
Mr. Smalley also says further that it is
sop in the way of the Speaker, Scrgeantdue also to Gen. Sehenck to state that
at-Arms and Clerk.
there are people—or, at any rate, there is
SATISFACTION AT THE KESLT.T.
Now that the nominations are decided
upon, they are regarded as, upon the
whole, tlie best that could have been made,
The new deal is ot course unsatisfactory
to individuals who entertained hopes of
being beuelited in some way or other by
the selection of some one or more of the
defeated candidates.
Rut the trouble is
that there are not enough places by many
hundred with which to satisfy the eager
office-seekers. Mr. Lamar, in his opening
speech, significantly alluded to the tact
that the Democrats, although in control of
the House of Representatives, have only
a few hundred offices at their
disposal, including military and naval cadetships,
while the President has in his hands many
places of more importance and more lucrative than that of a member of Congress.

Babeoek.

The list ol the whiskey swindlers bids
fair to stretch to the crack of doom. Like
a

-'

farm-rs

’

i and

dipped

her colors

a

trille in

acknowledge-

-s

Uot'Ki.AN'K, Dec.The schooner Non-

pareil, Captain Timmons, about forty tons,
left here lor Sedgwick at two o’clock yesterday morning, and about live o’clock

on tin; rocks at Saddle Island and
became a total wreck. There was a fresh
gale and dense vapor at the time. The
Captain and crew ot two men escaped
with difficulty to the shore where they
succeeded in kindling a lire. About 10

struck

o’clock they were taken off by a small
schooner and landed at Dyer’s Island from
whence they walked to Carver’s Harbor
and thence were brought here by Steamer
Clara Clarita this morning and will go to
their homes on the steamer Ulysses.

which would cost perhaps a thousand dollars;
and it would seem as though a place with the
wealth ot lie 1 fast, and with such a need of missionary work, should aid his labors to tin* exIt is much cheaper to
a proper edilice.
ot childprevent crime by the proper training

tent of
ren,

than to correct vicious habits when

are once

they

formed.

Skarsmoxt.

The

planing

mill

and

sash

village,
shop of Morse & Dickey,
The
totally destroyed by tire Friday evening.
entire contents, including the books of the firm,
The origin of the tire is unwere consumed.
known. Insured with Fox A Field for J^J.nOO
near

the

was

Tin late Opt. John Toothnker hail
of >'2,.‘*00 on his lit'-.

ClIALLKXtiE ACCEPTED. In the
Ago Ol‘Sept.
j.»d Rev. W m. fcord challenges the
Spiritualists
to meet him on tlie discussion ol’ the

insur-

an

ance

'rin- larger portion of the hay coining into
market goes into the store houses.
whose home is in the city is wanted
tbi- uttico, to learn the business.
\ box

following

at

l

scho-ds

ei«\

a

I liei

lenge, and will meet him on Sunday, I>
idth,
at 0110 o'clock p. M. in tia- Swuiivilh*
meeting
house.
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Fi’o<> Street.
Notice o:«t< red of a healing oil
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The subject. however, ends with
Ijiisted and paid >m ! an intimation like this
v

on

1 Vrs ii a* i r( 1, however, that a
proper regard for t tic
interests ol tin I'uilcd States ami it- citizens cinitb- us t" relict from the strain to which it has b.<m
subjected by the dillicullies ot the tjiiestions and the
wrong-am! losses which arise Iroin tin* contest .11
< uba. and that the interests of
humanity itself Mi
maml the cessation of the strife before* the whole
l-laml shall be laid waste and larger sacrifices ot
life be made, 1 shall feel it
inyduty, should my hope»l a satisfactory adjustment and of tin*
early restor
aiion ol peace and the removal of future cau-es of
•
•gmplaint. he unhappily disappointed, to make a
turther communication to Congress at some
period
mu tar remote and
during the present session, rec
oiniueinling what iua\ then seem to me to he necessary.

of !<■-- being SMs.' !.Several Iramps
«* on
were
our j * 1
Thursday and Kridav "I
iast w. ek, i^egging tor food and clothing.
A
night's lodging was funii.-iie.l them at the home
lor lie poor. < lothiug wa-giv en them by some
amount

in

known ship-
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long illness. He will he
t'n u, rniiy Ihi- (Thurs-
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iiaL xouug man

bo"lhakii\. die<I
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either the recognition of Cuban independence or the according of belligerent

V»v. L’f.ih.was prompts a
Thursdav. Dee Jd. by Mr. Hilliard, p n val
agent f*r the Kina In-, t o. of Hartford, tie

s11!'i)-!11 saloon
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loss ot

j

large

pelt ion o| the message. The civil strife
.'ii
('uba i- deplored, but tin President
«i.»e> not think the time has arrived lor

M IP Simpson. ( all-e
V» insurance.Tin-

or,

the lire unknown.
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.e-l

burden* and expense.- of same, will not bi looked
uj 'ii acquie.-cently by those who have to puv taxes.
In a growing country where teal estate enhances so
rapidly with time a- in the l'nited States, there is
scarcely a limit to the wealth that may be acquired
by corporations, religious or otherwise, if allowed
to retain real estate without taxation.
I he con
Implanon ot so vast a property as here alluded to.
and the whole was lo-l.
without taxation may lead to sequestration without
constitutional authority, and through blood.
1
< »n Krih.iv evening the store-! would
Si: \ iispoii j.
suggot the taxation ol all property equailv.
house ot 1 Ion. Wm. Metiilverv. on tin vvhail whether church or corporal ion, exemj ting otd\ t he
hi't re-ting place of (he dead and
possibly, with
at hi- shipyard, was tutallv destroyed bv lire,
proper restrictions, church editices.
together uiih all th- contents consisting ot
ami (’uban affairs occupy a
about ten tons of pressed hay. -hip moulds,

trenails and other vessel slock, a- also some
choice lumber for cabinet work belonging to 1 >•
S. Simp-on. Totol lo-s from g I bon to sgooo. «.f

■

I'-

l-y ’-'"'h without check, ii :- safe to say 1111^ prop
v..!l reach a sum exceeding &:!,000,000,000. so
.1 -um
ric-ejving alljlie protection and benefits
°t gov ernment without bearing its
proportion of the
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'd reels. Philadelphia, and for -*:»l.• by all drug- I
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gist- and dealer-. Id ice *d i-enls per box.
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particulars of
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strike- you at all. lie strikes \ on lorcibly. too.
Francis was sitting on a seat in l nion xpiare.
He
a llied
to be in a deep study.
He looked
as if In- was trying to think of some iail m the

part
(!■ shnllled up to us and
out through tie- slip
said, '‘See heah, < ap'n, giv' u the price of a
drink, will yeT’ W e told him that we didn't

re-

believe v. could ae.ommodale him in Uial \\ \.
but would try to get liima- anl >o !i<- eonhl
visit the Young Men's Christian Association,
when' lie would be able to obtain a little spirit
—ual refreshment, but with a look of disgust
Ihal Would have weighed halt a pound, lie

simply said.

*•< >li cheese it, Johnny. pull do\\ n
your vest." Next to a bee-hive iu full operation, the !*u>i« st place we have seen 1:11 I\ was
>•

Washington Market,on the Saturday afternoon
before Thanksgiving. A person can spend a
whole day here, provided he has a had cold in
hi> le ad, and then hardly see all there is to be
seen.
One would think it was that, happy land
where
we meat to part no more.'’
Everything that is eatable, that this country .-illords
can be Jound here.
Game, ti-h. poultry, meat
of all kinds, vegetables, butler. diet se and dirt,
Thirty men standing at a counter, from morning
till night, enticing the fat and juicy oyster out of

sail

afternoon lust

bis shell, will convey some idea of the number
of oysters that are necessary h> |j|| the maw of
the American people. For anything as slow as
an oyster, it is wonderful how they can grow

French.
young man about 22
ii'b-rtook to blast a lire woo* 1 log

ii

id.

I'

they are wanted. Then tin butter.
Gutter is a strong point in this market. Here

as

i'

the big to take it Up,
Mooping
supposed that a .•'park lleW and ignited the
I h'- plug, whieii was one ami a
<juarim

h.

probing.
■

4*1

aeiine

over

N. Y.

scarcely

bis surviving.

ex-

probability

11

At»4»nt tlirei* \earsa‘'0
Kelley, then Principal of the
Fast port, formed an attachment.
Mi-- Mv a Gifford, a very intelligent
young
lady living 111 Winslow, in this State. Miss
Gilford reciprocated his attachment, and their
low ran smoothly until last summer, when Mr.
K«*lle.v transferred his affections to Miss Julia
I Ber, of Fast port anil married her. Mr. Kelley is now teaidier of the High School in Bella-1. at a Hhi;ral -alary.
Miss Gifford sued Mr.
Kelley in a breach of promise suit, and recovered $5000 damages. Mr. Kelley is allowed to
re Pi in $J0 a month by tin* Court.
The balance
4.t his salary lias ti> he pant as damages till the
line of $5000 is paid.
;.

The above cannot be correct. Such a suit
might have been brought in Washington County.‘luring Mr. Kelley’s residence, hut the latest
term of the Court in that county was in October, and there has been no previous report of
sm h a trial.
The alleged plaintiff resides in
Kennebec, but no such ease lias been reported
at Augusta where the Court is now in session.
Besides that, it is absurd to say that any Judge
has assumed to
apportion Mr. K’s salary by
in order of Court.

we

passed along between the

rows

Sampson marked on the cover. We asked if
they named it Sampson because it was so
strong, and lie said—‘‘Not exactly, but because
its strength laid in its hair." And then the tur-

:

l-‘ Jil
Mi:.,
Mi. August us
lli-b s-l.04,1 in

As

wanted any butter, and lie said—uIfe didn't
know unless it was because we looked like a
well bred young man." Wo saw one lot with

'I’be Boston Post of Satur.lax has tl»4* follow-

ing di-spaleh

as

of tubs, kegs, ai.d tirkins. at least two hundred
men looked at us and inquired if we wanted to
buy any butter. We asked one of tln*ni what
there was about us that made him think \vv

ni

By gri*at effort b«* siu*eee4l»Ml in
d, but there is
a

fast

is pure Goshen butter with the letters Y-e-rin-o-n-t stenciled on tin* tub. so there ran be
no doubt but that it was made in Goshen < <».,

size, -truck him just below the
!• ;; «\c.- omplet. lv destroying it ami
entirely
btir\ ing itself in bi- bead. It was about four
In*- long, ami
they only ilisroyered it by
t

NOTICES.

e

hi' latbt-rN tloor.
lb bad barged the log
i'ule lu •. il\ ami w a- about to apply a lire 4*oal
" ba b lie bad in tie*
tongs. But just as lm got
tii- log the coal slipped out ami fell down l>\
tie-

\\
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U adlni, Kockpurr, !o !i.:i.; for Jack n. ill,-.
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Commissioners' Notice.

We have the
we

I 1 N 1 >1 I IS I < N I. i» ha v i ug been app« -inf ed !»\
the iIon. Judge nf I'robate liir the I ounr\ t»l
on the second T uesday of November, 1
commissioners to r.n i\ e and < xamiue In- claims of
creditors against tin "State of DAVID IX 'lit.IN.
late of Belfast, iri said County of Waldo, d<-c»-a-ed.
represented insolvent, In rehv gi\< lint. that -i\
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been concluded, the Clerk
announced lhal di im mocr- had ansu ret 1 i,»
their names, the absentees being Dobbins ol
N. .1., l ight rt of Pa.. (\v ho •! nrin-d lionie i his
morning on recount of a *|. ain in hi- l.iiuily )
Stephens oi (.a., ami < *!i\ i* *1 Iow a, The-,-,
willi lhe two \a.•alien
Irom lh,
Di-triet of
New 'l ork ami tin li !i Di-triet f I Ihuoi-. make
Hie lMi;; member- ,,t w hich Ihe lloii-e i- com-

G H E A T

.,

11 months.

cheaper.

called lo order by Fens of Michigan.
Andrew dolllisoll’s sUrrc- (O' was sW'Ol'11 in.
I'lie death of the \ i< '-President Wa- annouu-

Washington.

Ill North Iluvcn, Nov.do, of diphtheria, Bllngton
Carver, aged tt years.
In Belmont, Dec. d, Bctsev Sauuders, aged JV> vr

Mg' d 07 years, -i mos. and l't davs.
In Monroe, Dec. t, Olive A. Kendall, asred IS yrs.
All who suffer from coughs, coMs, irritation
and 0 mos.
o! the bronchia! tubes or
tendency to con.~umpIn Freedom, Dec. ‘tnd, Judith F. Banton,
aged ds
lion will find in Ifr. Wistarb Jinbaui of Wild
years and 7 months.
('Itrrrtf a remedy as agreeable to the palate as
In North Bllsworth. Nov. td, Mrs. Butli McDown,
etfeetual in remo\ mg disease. The balsam is a aged fd yrs.
In Trenton, Nov. tith, Mrs. ^Catherine (.Tipnen,
pleasant, sale and powerful remedy; it acts,
promptly and seldom fails to elleet a cure. f>0 aged 7<- > ears, d mos.
In
< i-.
Camden, Dec. ‘t, Fred I.. Crosby, son of II. and
and fcd a bottle, large bottles much the
M. A. Crosby aged 7 years, 1! month.- and 7 days.
In So. fiiomaston, Nov. .if h. Woodburv D.,onl\
ehild of Archibald and Cora Syvo* timid, aged o n„).-.'.
>cm \< Vs 31 avdkakk Pills
0 days.
M iii he fouihl to possess those qualities neecsIn sc <ieorge, Nov. *jsth, Jal»e/Hooper, ageii
months, f.» day s.
years.
m tin- total eradication of all billious atIn Rockland, Nov. ye. Fvelvn M.. daughter of tli
hieks, prompt to start the secretions of the late »ieorge and Susan 1. Boudin, aged 7 years. i)
and 10 days.
liv*T, and give a healtliy tone to the entire sy— months
In C tmdei., Nov. yrtli. Cora A., daugliter of John
'"i".
link' d, it is no
and I.y ilia Cook, aged 10 v*
in
:: montlis, ‘tl days.
In I hoiiiastoii. Nov. y.'itli, Ida Buui.-i daugliter of
medical .-rimee to have invente 1 a reined) for
Frank F and Clara F. O’Brien, aged 7 mo-., rda\>.
these stubborn complaints, which develop ail
In Camden, Nov. yo, Sally
wife of John W hit
tie results produced hy a heretofore free use of more, aged 07* years, t months and t.s ilays.
In I nity, Nov. 'tl. .lames (i. Varnev, aged yd vrs
"dome!, a miuerai justly dreaded by mankind, Nov yu, Sarah, widow o| the late Jonathan Stone,
and acknowledged to be destructive in the e\> aged oy years. Dec ‘t, Flizabeth, wife. : ( harle- jj
Miireli, aged 7*1 years.
lii tU'-t.» the human s\ sp.ni.
That the proper-

wa-

in

A lady purchasing a pair of shoes objected to
tin* thickness of the soles. *T- that the only obmadam r” inquired the salesman. The
lady said it was. **Then 1 can assure you,
madam,” said he, -that it will soon wear away.”

jection,

part thereof, either by

legislative, municipal,or other authority, for the benetii, or in aid directly or indirectly, of any religions
ert <<r denomination, or in aid or for the bem-tP ol

\V I iilbe i. Of
II. (till Ihdfast ! p, .or in-trm ti.'d to employ counsel in I lie Camphas resigned. An election of the I bell pauper case. R. 'ignaiion of A. i>. P.can
do; .11)
in
.do d. lo choose hi- successor. a* City Liquor Agon! a. » pled to take ctf.-cl a!
niipae \\
tin* next i- gulai incciinx.
ll uui-iui filial 1. >>i Moeklmi. take- a hand in
ity Trri-urcr ri’am
H«* -laugliter'-d a May pig Nov. qUestcd to stale the ta\<- unpaid for 1*74 To.
><
h
-i
! :
:lll,| \N ;l,it- M, < rilli- p. j and the amount paid and in Hi-- hand' of the
< 'ollector.
again.
II
Mo\ rvii.i.j
David N.»ri»*n. i• rn:• -»i\ .if
1
’•
went into xvinti r
!
'la
b\ moo! ing below the lower ! this town, nwt wills a mi-fortune at Hie uv.t.
! ilM'b a- though thi*
banket W Is f i e 1.
busi- | Ml* deposit.-.1 sJbOO With
!

1

|

While we won- constructing tin. leirv,
young man named Waller Dumont, ol'
West Park, approached us with a small
boat, and worked heroically, takingtwelve
ing more than a synopsis in our columns persons IVom the wreck and
landing them
to-day. i lie opening portion of the doc- safely, lie was the only person who succeeded
in reaching u 1mm the shore
ument is devoted to a review of the adthough many tried to do so.”
vancement of tin* l'nited States up to the
A dispatch from the scene ol the wreck
< "’-v* of tiie first
century of its existence. -ays ihe whole blame id' upsetting the life1 lie need of the
general education of the boat is cat on the three men who jumped
into it. One was a burly (lerman passenmasses is then discussed, and an amendger, who even when safely housed, conment to the Constitution suggested.
The
tinued to cry out “Oh 1 am going in die
President says—
and 1 loose all
my silver sp, ons loo!'’
As 1 ho primary step, therefore, to our advance
Ihe rescued people are loud in their
iH-nt in all that ha> mark'd our progress in the past
ol the kdalia
and hospitality ol
century. 1 suggest l'or your earnest consideration praises
and most earnestly recommend that a constitutional
the tanners in tin vicinity of the disa ;
amendment be submitted to the Legislatures of the
1 hey litre".'
opt a tiled' if ors to them,
ra! States for ratification, making it tin* duo of
a ml set
*d the several States to establish and forever
gave them id. n| and -hep
apart
maintain tree public schools,
their own private rooms lor the sull'crers.
adequate to the eduea
ol
all
the
children in the rudimentary branches
tuyi
within their respective limits,
irrespective of .-ex,
cidor, birthplace, or religion; forbidding the teach
Congress.
ing in -aid schools ol religious, atheistic, or pagan
t'o. -ts, and
prohibiting the granting of any school
llie S' liak- met at 11! oY|,.« !v Monday. and

question: ‘‘Resolved that modern Spiritualism
does not come so near the
teachings of Jesus
as
some other ism.**
Professor (ieorge C.
Waite of Chicopee, Ma-..
accepts the chal-

A dollar a day has been knocked oil* from tlie
pa1, oft In ustom house force in this city.
1

President’s Message.

1 lie Lite hour at which the President’s
message reaches this cilice, precludes giv-

keys.

|

As we

gazed

at

the stacks of them

we

could not help wondering what would have become of them it it were not for Thanksgiving;
and if a person cannot feel thankful when eat-

ing

have the mumps
on both sides of his face at once and live on
steak.
Some of t he beef hanging up here
tough
almost tempts one to wish that he might sutler
the tortures ol the steak.
So fat, so juicy, so
tender, tender as the tenderest portions of a
love letter. Hut our nose toils us that we must
away, and we drift out into West street, take
the ferry boat tor Jersey, and in a few minutes
are under another tlag, or rather another
flag is
under us, the blue stone flag of New
Jersey,
harder than sleighing in summer time, and’
bluer than the Presbyterian creed. The soil of
this state is red, everybody has read about it,
but it is very rich. Its* chief products are railroads, goats, geese, and paving stones. The
geese are raised from the seed, the goats grow
wild,the paving stones are planted on high dryland, and are raised iu drills with a black powder as a fertilizer, and are sold by the yard like
calico.
roast

turkey. lie ought

to

I'lie captain makes the

billowing

state-

ment

ordered all the passengers on the
bo w ai d promenade deck, and one ol the
liremen helped them up. Next I passed
"I

(’hath*:-

Valuable

C'tiiiu, T, I Im ciiiincnt

York la.sy ft, lie
I Im I rial oi

at

thr pnint

Piper

in C.
Her. hr-gan
°

Ion

.*|

l»*r tin*

<>n

Nov

death.

Imllry

mu

Alondaw
v

three women into the lile-hoat, when
Mr.
iia-.
Murray, editor of the Morning
a
number ol men jumped into the ID raK1. at S >ulh P'-ml. hid., published an arti| quite
slat
\\
cle,
lhal
A Palmer, a just ice of the
boat
also.
1
Iried
to
them
ing
back,
;
keep
female compeace, ha<l been too intimate w ah
| but they were panic-stricken. i then positor
in Hie oilier, whereupon Palmer shot
yelled to the mate to shove the boat to Murray and Ic* will die.
P alm r was arrested.
.the shore. AH this time the steamer was

Niaice ;; hereby given that all officers, -aiior-,
ami -ol.li. -, wounded, rupture 1, or injured .11 tlie
late rebellion, llOVVeV ef Eighth, are entitled to a
j, 11 ion, and tlioii-amls ot pens in iers are etii ith-.l to
tn ihit* ..'I'd rate.
Apply imim daitely through
l»K. 1. IL 1 \CKSO.N,
Late Suigi on, l
S. Nav \
1
<
I
rs
ban
N•
St., New \ ork.
i>r'.»

•'

last, and the water came up to
the pilot house.
The mate had not got over 20 feet Irom
the steamer with the lile-hoat lull ol people, before it capsized. A terrible scene
Tin ve must have been IS perensued
1 lie mate, swam ashore
sons in the boat.
and the others Unit were saved swam
back to Ihe steamer.
J’robably all that
Were lost were drowned trcm the capsizing ol the lile-hoat. Their shouts and
cries lor help must have been heard a

settling

long distance.
As quickly

boat
look
possible
from the starboard side and tried to gel
around to the people in the water, bul
the heavy iee prevented.
The cries for
I

as

help continued about
then all was still.

ten

a

minutes, and

We dually launched the big boat from
Ihe upper deck which was even with dewater, and reached the capsized boat.
She was bottom up, and a man lay on the
bottom with his feet in the water, and
nearly dead. We look him on hoard the
steamer ami covered him with blankets in
the pilot’s room.
I lien 1 heard a noise on the outside ol
our port wheel-house, which was only two
loot out of water.
We worked the boat
to tho spot and found an elderly lady
groaning. She was lying on the ice live
feet irom the wheel-house, her body partly in the water. It was with the greatest
liillieulty we got her into the boat, look
her to the steamer, put her in the wheel
mail's room and covered her with blankShe died about two hours after.
ets.
We then constructed a rope lorry from
the steamer to the shore, about 200 feet
distant. A! this time sixty persons were
crowded together on the hurricane deck
alt, the wind blowing, and the air bitter
cold.
We succeeded in getting all oil' in safety. by placing them in the large boat and
pulling it along by the rope ferry to the
shore.
On reaching the shore, they clambered
up the rocks and made their way to the
bum-houses in the vicinity, where every
attention was given them.
15y this time 1 was nearly exhausted
and was attacked with cramps and had to
be assisted to a house near by.
From the
time I was first called till the steamer
sank, lil'teen minutes’ time was not consumed.
We saw a tow-boat going down on the
east shore, arid tried to make them hear.
Our bell kept tolling and our whistle kept
blowing, till the water quenched the lire,
and lib persons were shouting, but no attention was paid to us
Then wo sighted the steamer Walter
l.rett, coming north on the east shore.
She landed at Hyde l’ark dock and again
we signalled in every way for aid, but after lying at the dock 10 or 15 minutes, she
passed on without noticing us, although
she must have heard us,

1 Hiring tin* severe gale Monday afternoon. Hie
North I nlenn .hale amt Primary school building at Watemllc w a- unroofed. Alt hough the
seliool- were in se-sion. none of the children
W ere set-

oilsly illjlll

•!.

At

>
v- a
WAiiMMi and for tin; heiietit ot
an !» oiin.i-s who suiter from NLK\
.Mi
.M > ULlilLUL. LOSS UK M A NIK.) )D, etc., giving his rules of St'lf-Curv, after undergoing much
sulforing and xpense, and mailed free on r» c. is ing
a
post-paid directed envelope, vddress N \ I II \ N
ILL M V'l FA IK, l‘. (J Bov lad, Brookhu, N. Y.
siitima d

.a

1

Y.'i

.1

»11:1

CONSUMPTIVES,

TAKE

Pills, Potions uml Pungencies.
old Trov liiv. r man -ax s lie is disgusted
hear people nowadays talk of low water on
lie remarks that In can rememthe Hudson,
ber well, years ago, wlnn tin* river was low.
lie a.ssi-rverates that at one time all the passenger-. on the New York boat, had to close their
windows during their passage down, because
Hi. steamer's wheels made such :t dust.
An

to

Never

Known

to

The Forest Tar Co., ol Fori land, Me., are
sole proprietors of a new invention by which
the medical properties of the Fine Tree tar are
separated from the black and worthless subTheir
stances and secured in a pure form.
prepartions of “Forest Tar,” “Forest 'far Solution," “Forest Tar Troches,” “Forest Tar
Salve" and “Forest Tar Soap" must work radical changes in treating diseases of the Lungs,
Kidneys, the Skin and all Catarrhal ulleet.ions
of the mucous membranes. The “The Forest
Tar Book" explains their use and application.
A clergyman, reading a chapter in the Bible
for bis congregation, found himself at the bottom of the page with the words—“And the Lord
gave Noah a wife;” then turning over two pages
instead of one, lit* continued, “and he pitched
her within and without with pitch.”
persons suffering from
dropsy, Bright’s disease, kidney, bladder and
glandular maladies, diabetes, gravel, mental
are

M ATtlUED.

Fail.

i:
of Tar, Wild CmiRRV
Du. Morris'
ami lloRiMior.so hn< ncxer been known to fail
in |KTinain‘tly curing obstinate Coughs, Colds,
Croup. Whooping Cough, nor an\ disuses ol tin
respiratory organs—and it do it too •>/ nur<
It l> not liecc>sa\ to take it tor a long linn- before you can discover its beneticial citeds. Its
sale in this eoumuniitv i- iinnieiisi*, and its popuiarity universal. It is pot.it icily guarranteed
to he composed of the purest and best materials,
and prepared in a >< ientitie maimer and to alIt will not and cannot
ways give satisfaction.
A»k for Dr.
disappoint you. Ti\\ it otn-e.
Morris' Syrup of 'far. Wild Cherry and I lorehound, and take no other. Trial si/e, 10 cents.
W. <>. Foot: A Son. sole agents for Belfast. A.
id. Jordan, agent for inland. II. B. Stover,
I agent for Bncksporl.

Delays

cured.
hr. Schenck will he at th* Quincy House, Boston,
on the following Wednesdays, from *.» to 1 o'clock
dan. Pith and Ath, Feb. 1‘Hh and 'ltli.au I Alar .-h
loth and -Jlth. <'onsultatioi.s free ; hut for a thorough
examination of the lungs, with the Kespironu t. r,
the price is $5.
hr. Schenck is professionally at his principal office, ( oilier Sixth and Arch St vets, Philadelphia,
every Monday, where all letters of udv in mast he
adilr* used.

dangerous,

and physical debility, retention and incontinence
of urine, female irregularities, and in fact all
atleetion of the urino-genital organs should at
once partake of IInut's lt< uit'fly. It is the Balm
of Gilead for such distressing complaints.

In this city, Di e. 4,bv Rev. .1. A. Ross, Mr. Hud
sou C. Drown and .Miss Clara A. Yeatoii, both id
.North port.
In this eitv, Dec. 4th, Mr. Osear I'. A Hen wood ol‘
Deliuont, and Miss Laura A. iritlin of Lowell, Muss.
In Unity, Nov. 25th, Mr. Ralph Derry and Miss
1-vii (
l\
Iiol h of t
In Montviile, Nov. *271! i, Mr I o. Carter and Miss
\ iola I,. I rench, both ot M.
Jit fhorndike, Nov. 7. Mr. W. R. Dessey and Miss
t’loyd .1. Edwards, both of .Jacksen.
In Lineolnville, Dec. 2, by .1. D. fucker, Esq., Mr.
John D. Sylvester and Mrs. Eannie I
Wadsworth.
In Roekport, Nov. 25th, Mr. W illiam D. Woltz of
of
A.
Easton
Camden.
Union, and Mrs. Angie
In Mutin'ieiD, Nov. 20, Capt. <leo. Smith and Miss
Evelyn L. Ames, both of Matinicus.
In Ellsworth, Nov. 25, Alanson A. K. Richardson
oi Alt. Desert, and Etta Hodgkins of Lanioine.
In Ellsworth, Nov. 28, David N. Harden and Lu
cretin Sargent, both of E.
In Ellsworth, Nov. 27th, Mr. Michael Lovett and
Miss Mary A. Abram, both of K.
In Surry, Nov. T, Capt. Miron (.L Curtis of Ells
worth, anil Miss Lizzie II. Mace of Surry.
In (iouldsboro, Nov. 20, Mr. Allen \V. Spurlin and
Miss Miss Leretta E. Decker, both of C.
In Eranklin, Nov. 28th, Mr. Lysander Hooper and
Mrs. Sarah E. Means, both of E.
In Castine, Nov. 13, Mr. lieo. II. Cotton and Miss
Nov. 18, Capt. Win.
Cardine Webster, both of C.
O. Hatch and Miss Maria 1\ (ireene, both of c.
In Dhiehill, Nov. 25th, William 11. Bowden and
(I race I). Macomher, both of D.
At the Searsport House, in Searsport, Nov. 27th,
by Emery Sawyer, Esq., Mr. Andrew ,J. Marston
and Caroline H. Sawyer, both of Searsport.
«

■

*

Smokers’
J;

'all

a

ml

<

\amim*

Setts;!

our

W M.

stork.
<

>.

I'OOU A St >N.

I

FARMERS

<

Improve your breed of Hogs by using the «'olumbia
t'ouniv Hoar at the American Hotel Slabh*.
Belfast, Dec. <i, Is::,. :;w j::

ulice «'linrch

the

Date, Name and Aye

bepaidfor. J
In this city, Dec. <i, Capt. .John Toothacker, aged

45 years and 11 months.
In this city, Nov. 21, .Julia E. Elms, aged 34 yrs.,
11 mos., and 14 days. (Bangor and Portland papers

please copy.)
In this city, Dec. 4, Miss Margaret Small,daughter
of Joel and Sarah H. Small, aged 27 yrs., 4 mos.
In Stockton, Nov. 30, Paulina E., wife of Cassius
('. Roberts, and daughter of Josiah A. and Martha
J. Coleord of Stockton, aged 27 years, 2 month' and
10 days.

-t.,

M *>

tin.I

9

A

Hard

John S. Caldwell.

Rubber

I

T

E

Sheeting !

For Sale at
U. F. WELLS’.

*®

AXD SEUJXil MW!
JAPANESE

Baskets, Jewel Boxes, &o., &c.,
.In 1 R<?oeivt‘il.

WM. »>. POoR ,v SON

Boot!

1

Tini(‘H

1

Prions,

KINKS, I K A V 1. 1. 1.1 N <. B.V< i>, II
•oustantly on hand.

\

I li

W. T. COLBURN.

BOOTS, SHOES,

RUBBERS

£

©

Ft) U-

®

Fall and Winter Wear!

B

©

®

The Best Plat

p-

e

to Buv

-IS AT-

THE

CURE

OF

H. H. FORBES’,

RHEUMATISM & NEURALGIA

No. 13 MAIN STREET,
hand a large stock of Hoofs, Shoos and
Rubbers, direct from the Manufacturers, suited t.»
Fall and Winter Wear, among which are l.adi**>’
and Misses’ (’loth, Kid and iioat Hutton Hoots ot al
Who has

I his remedy i< the result of the research of one of
tin- Proprietors who had been a gn at sufferer for
.'ears and who had tried all the advertised remedies
and 'kill *»t many physicians without obtaining relift- A radical cure was obtained ami numerous similar cures oilVeted among his friends and acquaint
anees without an exception, induced him to put it
I hat it will cure the most severe
I*.-lore the public.
eases of Klu-umutism we ha\ e abundant testimony
to show, which may be found in our circulars. Allot*
which proof i> bona tide and from those who have
lit li h.-nelited bv its list*.
2> A. HOWES & CO., Agent*,

Belfast, Maine.

i or sale by till Druggists, price one dollar per
bottle
l.iht fa! di-count to the trade.
PIKIK’K BBoTIII’.BS,
Manufacturers ami Proprietors,
•'•ni'j
Bangor, Maine.
Gai.yis
Pluenix

II1

American

and

Watchmaker

i:v i*.

Bow, has

on

Swiss

hand

and

Jeweller

very large stock ot
watches, Gold and Silver,

on

grades, including the celebrated
K 1) W I N ('
HI

For

Ladies

wear.

The BLST IN Mil. WnRI.I)
Al.SO

Ladies’ Woolen Boots
|

Foxed, for Winter, the warmest hoot out
Pegged Leather Work of all kinds at low prices.
Mens’, Hoys’ and Youths’ Hoot' of al! kinds,
thick, kip and calf. Also

<iout
Also

Custom Work
IMINK TO

OKDKK AT

NO T I C I:

SHORT

which lie is

selling at greatly reduced prices. Also
large lot of second hand watches, Gobi and Silver.
Now is your chance for a good bargain.

Ill’S

French Kid & Goat Button Biots

a

ALL FOR

a

HOLIDAY GOODS IlOLIDAY GOODS
NKfv

\

l',K \ FIN DIN»is

I

BY

It;

t

>—*

FOR

SALE

i»

in l hi* Sinn- line lmm

Max's Thick

P
P

O

&

II

Ltn>'<’ Stork ni tin-din.\;tri it-It
L« !i>i
than
Min*; i,,u

n»

►3

•H

W

A

Ladies' French Kid'

e+
®

d

BOOKS

TOR

s,

Evfiwthin^

V)

o,r:

I

P

-p

■

HOLIDAYS

\

(01 Bi BYS

M

THE-

\ N

Block Shoe Store

City

Pro Bono Publico.

The undeisi^n d ben by cautions ill per-on.from purchasing certain not« s, -tob n from hi- n 1
deuce at Searsport,recently,us follows Not.- ..r \\ n
her & Nickel-, of »<»o,gi\ en Aug. hi, is; ; t• 11r noteol Bob. rt Morrow of .* li»• • acb. go m .1 ul\ In, Is;
< Union-, of Xd-l<», gi\eu Aug. II, 1".
note of Ik \
Also a Ladv’s gold watch and chain.
rapt. .It )SK.|*| 1 l*A III\.
S ar-port. Dec.
Is;;,. ;;u

-FOR

NOW

\> till

T.

Also

ily.

Obituary notices, beyond

IV.

V. MILLER,
Belfast, Me.. Box 1$5.
under the dourual Office.

AUTION!

DIED.
must

/ mi

Parian ¥ases
j

AS Li »W

<

MAJOLICA, GLASS,

v

e

s

GOODS
:

Boots & Shoes

1 in v :.r> -u|u-r--i ding all others in tin- market, and
ev
I'.utinni/ing the whole sewing machine trade
oinpeh 1.1 iudgi ol the various machines agree that
W ! if eh
die i,i
\ Wilson Sewing .Machines are
lb-member the)
-iii" iior to all others now in use.
:ilthe I ock Stitch and n-r no shut t le, t hus oh\ iate
id* ii'f of a clattering shuttle, and does aw ay the
b: '-akin -' ol t lima I and in edli s so much experienced
in ! In u
■>! diutl le machine-.
And here I wish to state that a great many per
inwing maching without tin knowledge
hii) :t
or cons' met ion of any and they are afterw ards s,>i ry
lor it ; and for the protection of those who are about
to purclui-t a maciiine, should not be governed h)
what agents for other machines tel! you that their
maeiiine is tin best. Tbe idea that this <-r that mu
i- nothing to do w ith tin* true merchine is th< In
its of a -ewing maeiiine.
I'herefore examine the
mw productions ol' tbe
Wheeler A Wi|s..n Mann
inclining ( ompaii) and thru you will hi convinced
v, hi*-!:
is tin
best sowing machine.
I'lie work runs
•itIiei way "it these inacli lies,
l'liey 'm any kind
of thread and sews from the tine>t muslin to heavy
I neks. Itimls,
bather, a f ells, 11 enis. Itrnids, ( '<>rd
and make' beautiful linn >titching aid Puffing.
Macinne:-1 up .a trial on application at this oilier.
Marlon"- sold
it
old
easy monthly installments,
;oa. iiiiii s i.ik'-ii ii, i»uij pay meiii for in-w ours,
l
keep mi hand in Hi and attachm-nts l'.»r all kindot
machines.
1 keep a Ilperior '[Uantily of needle-, which 1 sel
u.
at.'iOcl-. per do
Orders for needles tilled In
mail w hen the c i-li accompanies^! le* order. All
goods warranled to !.<• {It. be-t ipialiiy, or money
ret urinal.
fall on or addles

wi.u.s'

i

.\/ar a.\/> s/'/.i. i \

NOTICE.

Kverv moment of delay mikes your cure more
hoped ss, and much 1 epends on the judicious choice
I >r. P. \ Pierce, of I’ itf.ilo, ili-iiimnisin-,| in ol a remedy. The amount ef testimony in favor of
hr. Scliemk s Pulmonic Syrup, as a cure 1 >r con
urgery, and tin- genera! practice in fin* profestar excei ds all that can he brought to
sion he honors.ha> made valuable contribution sumption,
See
support the pretensions of any other medicim
to the medical literature of I lie day, in a com
hr. Schenck’s Alnniuac, containing the certificates
prehensivc work entitled "The people's Com- of many persons of the high -.-t respectability, who
mon Sense Medical Advi-er."
While scientific have been restored t o healt h, after being pronounced
throughout, it i- singularly five from technical incurable by physicians of acknowledged ability.
Schenck’s Pulmonic Syrup alone has cured many, as
and stilled terms. It conies right down loti*,
I >r. Pierce is these ev ideiices will sh »vv ; bur the cure is often procommon sense of every-day lib
moted by the employment of two other reme ties
a noble spe. imen of American niauhoed.
lb- which hr.
Schenck prov ides for t lie purpose. T< ese
|
lias sprung from the people; and, with many additional remedies are Schenck’s Sea Weed Tonic
sympathies in common with the uia^es, lets and .Mandrake Pills. 15y tin timely use of these
sought to render them a substantial service in medicines, according to directi ms, hr. Schenck iertities that most any case of iLn-umptiou may be
this great work of bis life.

r.

CAN 1.1' I

WOOLEN & JJUBBEfl, and
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I I’roni tie- Lafayette l*ail\ Courier.!
A Valuable Work.

1.1
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OVERSHOES,

WHEELER & WILSON

mOTTons

1

a
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For- Giri*istm«is.

dll

WHIN

HAVE YOU SEEN THE NEW

!

li

ll'

COLD FEET I

Machines

Sewing

Sale.

for

The siib.-rriiM r oiler.1
11;,
house and land know u a- i•• | .,,-k"
lion-." -iiuati din ! In- eenfer ..| In
-city, mail) ojijjo-Iie 1111* .N<w I ng
land Home. ,.n High In t.
I hidouble t. neue nt, t w *-!.•:
propertv consists of
house, and staid. about !-; an acre id bind w Vi.
tmit trees, and a lie er failing w ll of
Said
11 I i
place is situated on three streets, and
available mr house* lots, -ton
and sle-;,-.
\
.1,
chmieo for u (rood investment.
.1. I
| nckl
I
liellu-t, 1 >. e. u, I-:.,.

PERSONAL NOTICE,

< y

Property

.VA’ir .l.\7) SELL!XU LOW!
Knglisli Oak, llosewood and Black Walnut

Writing Desks!
&c.,
Mantel Thermometers,

&e.

wm. •». root: \ son.

Prices that Cannot be Heat
—

O

FOR

A

—

S

K !

Pi'RE ME MB EH THE PEACE,,* *
And call before you

PP.

PP.

buy, at

FORBES’,

No. HI Main Street.
Nov.

1st, lS7f».—k’ml>

Belfast, Muiue.
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Sign of the Cross.

1 he

i.n::n:\wT
kxitx>rin<*
j'KDiii<>.n. n vn:\i, amkkh

i:.\-

v,;!*!)!*.]

heaving our*ship-

in the bay.
We adduced (clearing our pathway

day)

l

day by

;
ilit* |11r<■ -1s and jungles of ConAmeriea.

>

tra i

A! w t- t >ward nightfall).
la; ini
\ fb ;• a l ing day ’- journey,
day "f !•»:! and danger, of hope

and forlorn

hopes.

‘b

rti'lii
in

:

r-

V:'i
< '■! v

atinah.
urn
-aw sign-of life and of man.

:i

\

irred a group of Indian-.
1 1 an.-ien; ,-.-d native, wild and naked.
Vn
l,e\ it \.
bad -een the white man’s face.
\ ho Unyw m>t of his ways or power:
1 h- white man. whose
mysterious apparition
»’ e
d w oudei, if not fear.
r.imu.g

idle group aiivaneed to meetus :
i«!i ii one who looked the*eiiief, proud, tho*
a savage.

0

lie led his side. I mine,
I.a■ -11 gazing forward with keen inquest,
!'
it t!i«‘ intent were hostile,
di-eern the nature, each of each, the
spirit
and the purpose.

A

drew

w

m ar.

-•■■■

f

;f

lit-

weapons—.pear, and bow and

w ar

arrow -:

I
!

11is head
i'—e.ai i'ed

'la
11'

broiigh

^

him

f

■

rose

leathers:

were

his face
--),

and breast (s«*en

gla
strange, bearded and

air

w ere

w

hite.

it fin due range of vi-ilde signal.
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Ifed, doubtful, wary.
oe-i tow aid it-, and then, with
question-
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uIi

w

a
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ing mien,
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of the < ros- :
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mg a oft In- w arlike -pear and bow.
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"--iug iii- bow upon hi- -pear.
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quickly hi- inquiry.
inquiry I gave—
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•

man 1<T

ing

»

a

forward, lie
high sign

ai-

;

his tents,
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1-*

: a

hand.
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irieiid'hip. brotherhood.humniiitv
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i-
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mu.
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i

Ii.iiiiIkio

two
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on

strange game and

-ing guarded through the night.
w wi re sped upon our w
ay

a

d

!:-id never know n of Christ,
! ot !’» i!i|, hiuii. tlie Man of
Calvary,
ai
!
-■!. w ho it at (bid’s right ham I;
A' ia
of reilemption through the Cross,
dm life through Christ's heart’s
,,j.
unknown gods ini Imid or Sun.
<

•11*

-•.me
'■

way,
•a.
oti
I" 1 tile

lim tradition.

urn-

ro--

amity, of peace.
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go

age.
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live- were mivo.I.
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rovoal'Mi now mvstio pnw<-rits IiIV- to s;uaw a- to saint.
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Harper's.

of Eighteen.
■

iglii.-'ii:
Yo. I heard her.
tele d «>! ! thing, with her sneer:
tie mood tor a murder.
la j i It'd her Ii»-s on The ear
«•;. ni". ~ir Atitlmny \ ere.
;

■

i

Chit

r

i!io11ght. 'hough it capital sport i'
j‘:
V'-ung girls when first seen,
midi I'ortie> may >pit aquafortiA,
!' -*s r \ en-e for a chit of eighteen.

\.umv imi'oed not a trammel
ip e >!.«r >he chose ior her hair—
J r< member, ‘twas lair,
in her arrogant languor,
:
-t;;n t weiiiy couutcv«r>' mien.
1:
ii: t:i extinguish, ill anger.
r little chit of
i
eighteen.

f

■

1

>*•

p

i !•
I
ii

\

1

■

1 apfepted jjer splendor.
tie* great heave of her breast:
n.
>i\ homage 1 render
'Vlmn in diamonds and laee it is dre<'*d.
I look "ii its doings wit!i zesj.
.i..a\ not I also be
merry,
i >. »pde thi' \ oluptuous queen,
'omeb<»dy \ ow> am very.
\
r\ nipp for a chic of
eighteen?
Immw iiiat she* thinks me a baby
"ppw.»rih any notice at all:
I
and !■;. i i a 11 trouble her, maybe,
ii" t• rr:i>i»* tilings will befall,
i tlie lo-er will swearer will
squall,
i* ’iis of midnight she whips me,
\
»"i* insignilieant
queen.
I *i*1 «-an slip at midnight
eclipse me
In tic waltz, though a chit of
eighteen ?
A iiig’i'. wiem I sing a gav carol,
lb"! :ired. a' Em tripping up stair'
'■
-i
* 'h
"if my dainty apparel.
■' u
l | ""iI.h give myself airs—
I’p'-i
"pift ldrg«.*t saying my prayers.
■»
1
ibiuk. though iii" poiinless i> fatter.
’p
'.up w
it Id say 1 was lean,
I
ln.nee Imre and there—but no mat:

--w

■

1

1

■

let—
! may d<> f»r
•nd"ii Wurld.

i

a

chit of

eighteen.
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Detroit Court.

1" sobbed Mrs. Mills, as she
«lock: “how can 1 ever live
'n-i'iigh litis?*’
1'
\oii led bad?" asked the
court, as
i un!.
i through his pockets fora harvest
rl
1 ’■ •’
-ii'—i'll, -ill—dear sir—oh!
>
4

■

<>w

;

ibi-di,

may go in and prepare
and water and a mustard
master.' observed the court,
mi

'-.mipliMr

mm'

'll'-

u

1

ol the robbers.

recent hold hank
Mich., reveal an ex-

ol

daring

on

the

du l—lie shan't! sliw exclanicd,
b-elings. niv heart whjcli feels

ii
mv
i-! r
Ami i Jia\<-■ no doubt, Mrs. Mills, that
i will stand
right there in you tracks
el Oil me that you didn't run alter Mrs.
•
ii"uip-"'n mu the street and tear her bonl "11
b ninet which cost her
eight doli ir>. and hadn't a
patch on it.”
i won't lie—no. I won’t—I did tear
Ii r bonnet otT.”
■

handcuffed the watchman, and unceremoniously conveved him to the cellar, where
one of the rascals mounted guard over
him. An old man who happened to emne
down the street was seized, handeulled,
l’lie
gagged, and put into the bank.
night was cold, and the bank watchman,
stripped to hi- shin, was chilled through
and through and seemed to sutler considerably. The rufli in who guarded him,
seeing the state of the case, cautioned the
watchman to keep still, but said they did
not propose to allow him to freeze to
death. Then he went up stairs, got the
watchman’s pantaloons and stockings, and
put them on him. Having got everything
ready the burglars went to work. The
men did not seem to be in any hurry, or
to be at all careful in regard to making a
noise. They threw their tools on the floor,
and with sledges went to wotk at the
hinges ol the vault. A very short time
was necessary to give them access to the
inside of tiie sale, and to give them rjUd,000 in currency and about sdOO'.i jn bonds.
They then left the hank, fust, however,
releasing one Hand of the hank watchman
anil blowing up the stove, probably with
the idea of burning the building and getting a better start with their booty while
the people were lighting the lire
1'lie
lire, however, did no particular damage.
A livery stable was their next point of attack. Here was a man sleeping, and him
they overpowered, gagged and tied. They
then took a horse and buggy, and part
Iff t in the vehicle, the balance of the party stealing a band-car and taking the radAs soon as the bank watchroad track.
man thought it sale to do so. he gave the
alarm and the police started in pursuit.
On tin* track the locomotive struck the
hand-car which flic burglars had abandoned. The horse and buggy were (bund by
a man coming into Monroe,
showing signs
of very hard driving No further tr n-es ol
the burglars had been discovered at last
accounts.
A Hi; rt i:\i.ii W A mu:i;i.k. Willi am I'.u-khurst ul' Eouisvillc. Kv.. who strangely
disappeared thirty-live years age, lias as
strangely turned up again. One morning
he left home alone with a wagon hud ol
That
produce for tin- Louisville market
day lie was seen on tin; streets ol' Louisville; not a word has been heard from
him since, and his wife could only suppose that he had been murdered for the
Last Wednesmoney he had about him
day an old. decrepit and shabbily clad
man entered the store of William Kendrick. an old triced ot the rarkhur.s! I.imiiy, and inquired of him, as it dreading
the answer to his question.
i>o you
know ot anybody in this countrv by the
name of 1’arkhurst“Yes, sir,’’ replied
Mr. Kendrick. “I know an old l.id\ lethat name living some distance i,i tincountry, ami 1 used to know her husband, David l’arkhurst, many years ag
And where is lie now?” inquired t oman.
“It is supposed he is dead
He
rears

ago, and has not since been seen or heard
lrom.” “Hilly, don't you know me!’"
cried the oid man. as lie quickly raise '.
Ills eyes, which sparkled with excitement, and rushing Ibnvard.
-k Mr.
Kendrick by both his hands
A -. -.Ml
Mr. Kendrick, “I do.
You a
David
rarkhurst.”
And it was the long-h-t w tun. r -r. who
went away in the prime of lib and had
returned eighty year- oi l.
We u told
that his wife was st-iI on the earth, he
was gratified.
A short time altcrwards.
however, he showed a great deal ol anxiety. and was so impatient t get home
that he could not lie prevailed up-m to
rest over night.
Without giving auv reason for leaving home, or
refusing to give
information of his whereabouts, Mr. rarkhurst stated that lie wont Iron: Kentucky
to Mexico, where he lived a number of
years, and was a soldier in the Mexican
After the
war, under the Lnited Stales.
war he went to Oalilorma, and thence to
Nevada, where lie spent several rears in
the mines, l-'rom Nevada, lie wandered
in several States and Territories, and. a
few years ago, went to Wisconsin, where
lie has lived until within the past lew
weeks, when he resolved to return to
Kentucky, and see if his people were still
living, lie did not appear to observe tingreat improvements which have been
made since ids departure, and seemed to
take no interest in anything nor anybody
but lbs own people.
A London special says the opinion there
is very general that the return of the
Prince of Wales has been determined upon. and it is stated that the cabinet tele
graphed him, ad\ Ding him to return home.
Although it is stated that the cholera will
be given as tiie reason tor this return, tinreal one is the unsatisfactory attitude <d
the native princes. Not a single reception
was pm lie red by any one ol these in the
Madras and Hengal presidencies. All the
entertainments thus far have been bv the
English, and there is no concealing the
tact that the native princes regard the vi
it unfavorably.

j
ii
a
•'.instant sneeze, >neeze, sneeze, until
>on i.ead -eeius ready to lly oil', until your nose and
.i;- Large exc essive quantities of mucus, thin,
■>'
acrid, and poisonous, until, untit for business or
plea-ure. .on number yourself among the most aflli' ted ot mortals, destined to sutler periodically the
greatest di-tre-s without relief or consolation. Every draught, every breath of air seems an enemy in
disguise. This i< properly called Acute Catarrh, and
commonly. Cold in the Head. Its constant recurrent e is due to
constitutionally weak or diseased
nasal organs an
enfeebled action of the perspiratory glanus. in the permanent cure of this distressing malady Sanioi:i>’s Kadhwi, Cliik kuk Ca
\t:i:
i- a never-failing specific. Instant relief follows lie lirst dose.
Its use destroys that morbid
.-t-nsitiveness to atmospheric changes which predispo-e people to this disease, and is sure to prevent an
attack of Chronic or Ulcerative Catarrh.

CHRONIC
CATARRH.

■■Von did ?”
I did : !mt wliat did she do to me. She
"led over my gate, shook her list like
icd. suck up her nose just so, and
says
'*
‘-'dr- Mills, how many cow hides did
tak>‘ t" make you shoes !J‘ Would 1 stand
licit, \our honorC
POSITIVELY CURED.
:i
tull—ii
till)',” nursed the court, Tile worst eases of the longest st»ni]hi;r. bv u.-ii."
ml
u
inight to bear and forbear. That
DR. HEBBARD S CURE.
■
:
IV.-s- man attacks Bijah's once a IT HAS CURED THOUSANDS
nii the year round, but
si,000 lor a ease it will not benetit. A
Bijali lor* and will givefree
to all addressing .1. K. DIPi5I.Fi;
liim. 1’eople have hurled slurs at bottle sent
Chemist, Office: F5.V> Proadway, New York.
time and again, but 1 never talk
CIO a day ;«t home. Agents wanted, Outfit ami
wk
1 "had have to line vou live dollars, v,£terms free. TKL'E & CO., Augusta, .Maine.
Mrs. Mills.”
AGENTS. Canvassers should seWANTED
¥W
■'iie had tin cash,and she handed it over,
cure territory at once for The Lite and Public
walked out and remarked to a small bov Services of Henry Wilson, b\ Kev. F.lia> Nason,
For Terms, address the Publish* r, 15. 15. Pi <SFFF,
at tin- door
55 Cornhill, Poston, Mass.
1 in one who is
going to stand up for QRnnn ,or a Cil!?e of Cough, fold or Asthma
i'p ba t if I never have
money enough to VvlUUU that ADAMSON’S 15. <’. PAI.SAM will
cunSold I»y Druggists at
cts.
n !1,ot
huy another embroidered pair of silk stock- HOI
UULU
Circular

tteixr 3^bcrtiscmcnts.

of

mptoms.

one

■

_

on

A Mii:a( ri.ous Ks< ah:. J lie Calais Aderliser tells this story :
Robert Crossnian, of Milltown, is
iligg.ng a well on .Mr. Hale's farm, oil Tomah
.'stream.
To aid him in
getting the dirt
"Hi lie had a
pork barrel rigged with a
block and tackle, and a horse to haul it
ip, managed by a small boy. On Saturday last as the horse was hauling up a
barrel lull ol gravel and
rocks, the boy
killed to swing the barrel on to the land
when it came to the surface, and it commenced to run back. To prevent which
he ran to the horse's head and tried to
hold him from backing, but without effect.
The barrel had got such momentum as to
draw the horse back in spite of himself,
and when ho arrived at the mouth of flic
well the earth gave way under his feet,
and horse, barrel and all were
precipitated to the bottom,
a distance of some
twenty-one feet, where Mr. Crossman was
at work.
And strange to say, although
the well is only five lcet across at the bottom, Mr. Crossnian was but
slightly injuivd in one of his logs by the mishap.
.\'or was the horse much
injured, and
man and horse are all
right again. If any

CURED.

—

—

Address DOMESTIC SEWING MACHINE CC.
Auests Wii-TED. “(j.9
J_W V XUJ XUlto
TOTWU1?X^^A1?C

H
M
M
am

C< ).,
s

Kliiv YORK.

No Charges for obtaining
l’atent.8 unless successful.
Pamphlet free. C. A..Shaw,
Trcmont Street, Boston.

HH PER WEEK GUARANI BED to
M Agents, Male and Female,in their
M own locality.
Terms and Outfit
free. Address 1*. O. VICK FRY &
M

Augusta,

Maine.

Stinson &

Co., Portland.. Me.

il
Inont,h t0 energetic men and women
everywhere. Business honorable. EXCELSIOR M-FM, CO., 1 1 Michigan ave., Chicago.

OR SOUL CHARMING.”
How either 6ex may fascinate and gain tinX
love and affections of any person they choose, instantly. This art all can possess, free, by mail, for Jo cts;
together with a Marriage Guide, Egyptian Oracle,
Dreams, Hints to Ladies, etc. l,oo< ,ooo sold. A
queer book. Address T. WILLIAM & CO., Pub's,

tougher story than this, we Philadelphia.
should like to hear it,—and it is
true,
can

fell a

every word ot it.
Mr. Crossnian must have a charmed life
or he would have been killed
long ago.
lie came near having his head sawed off'
while at work in a saw mill some years
ago. He was running a single saw and
having something to do at the lront of the
saw, instead of going round the slide
frame, he set out to go through under the
head stock while the saw was going at a
very rapid rate. The result was, it struck
him on the head and knocked him senseless across the log in front of the saw, and
before the men could get to him and drag
him away, it had cut quite a deep gash in
his neck and shoulder. It was about three
months before he got over it, and was
able to resume work. Indeed he never
got entirely over it, for he had never been
able to raise one arm to his head since;
and he will carry the scars to his grave.

DEVOS’S

—Brilliant—
OIL,
ECONOMICAL, LEST,

FOR SALE RY All
SAFE,
Li ROGERS. SA FE. ECONOMICAL- It ES I'.

THE FRENCH PILL
The

“L’EMPERATRICE.’

“EMPRESS” l’ILL will prove ail infallible
for most of the ailments of the human system,
ami is an unfailing specilic for “Female
Irregularities.”
»Send lor box ($1.50 each) and further instructions
Sole Agent and Importer,
248 East Thirtieth Street, New York.

©’ALBERT,

~~

WANTED.

Agents for the best household article out. Itran new.
Jt sells like full.
Strike while the cream is on it.
Sample mailed lor 20 eta. and two stamps. ( ircular
free.
T. H, Stayni;n &
(105 Eddy St., I'rovi.
deuce, K. I.

Harbor’

and Carvers' Harbor
Fall Arrangement.
rpii

THOMBS

A
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Sheriffs
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and
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W ai,i><»,>s. Taken
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A N !■

•:

i'- lici

>ns

<

oil

or

lb 1*75, when the same
writ, of redeeming his

attached on Hie original
in Knox, in said
ouuty, containing one hundred acres, more or less,
mortgaged by said Brown to Philander Pitman, on
the fourth day of May, A. I). H7J, by his deed of
mortgage of that date, recorded in the Waldo Registry. vol. 57, page Ms, and to W. P. liarriuian, on
the twentieth day of .June, A. J). 1x71, bv his deed
of mortgage of tliai date, recorded in said Registry,
vol. 1(>5, page 45. to which and the deeds therein
referred to, reference is hereby bad for a particular
description of said premises.
SAMI LL NORTON, Sheriff.
Bellast, Nov. 27, 1*75.

»lil
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Family Medicine.

CINCKK, the
-lw-0

ARABIAN

OINTMENT
CURES

SCRATCHES
HORSE-FLESH!
HiKS OX ALL

Si

JUST THE PLACE

Bu

Ibis

—TO BFV VOI R

—

GROCERIES!
And tlie many

things

wanted in

family, at

a

v'.’d door from .Journal Office.

3. llayford, Ksip, Kx-Mayor,
Belfast, Me.
I-raei Cox, (ieu’l Ins. Agent,
Harrison llayford, Farmer,
!'. 31. Moody, Horse Trainer,
-..!. Den;, prop, of Livery .Stable, Dockland
!-•». ■! \\ .Si-avey. Hotel Keeper, No S.-arsport,
Kobert < i. Ames, Teamster,
d. \\
Black, Deputy Sheri tf,
d. M. Male N Co.. Mage Drops., Kllswortli,
Nt
b.> 'b
Drop of Liv. Stable Stockton,
'.Mi

MANY

OT1 IKKS.

IdlEilV S UV IE,

iVquml liy

Pro'p.

SHAiiSPORT, ME.
RICHARD U. MOODY.
Drur ri-t ami A pot becarv
tf

<««>iMkral 4g«*iit,
Ili;i.! ast, Me

BOOTS,
—

Church Street,

testify

SHOES,
A \ i>-

Here is

a

list oi

some

W.

J.

Successor to N.
1-

<'o.)

of the best

Griven

A. way.

FURNITURE,

w

s«•

11

ELLIS & GINN.

Every Instrument sold by us is fully warranted and
satisfaction guaranteed to the purchaser.
The tuning and repairing of an Organ should bo
done by a person, that by constant practice and connection with organs, understands them perfectly.
< 'unset
,-utly wo shall have a it .N i: i: from the factory visit us regularly and keep our Organs in
t i/xi-: and nm tut.
Come and examine these Organs for yourself and
bo convinced that they are as <■«>«,i> and m t. \ i*li:
han any you cv< r saw, and if you want one we are
«*\t
toucii us in
bound To'slli. as wo shall let

prices.

1_\

and

BEFORE

&c,

.1. 1>. Ti

!

k> i:.

I’.. P. Tr,

COME AND REE MY STOCK OF

Gr.

onsBt

(Successor to C. D. Field),
\\ oukl inform the public that lie hits just received a
uetv addition to his stock of
Furniture, whichhe proposes to sell cheap for cu-h.
Among the genertil assortment ofgoods in his line,
are l-.IHI.OI: SUITS, CHAMBER SETS, SIDE
HOARDS, ETA GE/llES, IT HA T-XOTS. CHAIRS,
TABLES, BED STEADS, TEAPOYS, COMMODES, MIRRORS, FEATHERS, MATTRESSES, SPRIXri REDS, BRACKETS, PICTURE
■

paint

In all its branches at the old stand of Treadwell & Mansfield.
Carriages repaired at
short notice.
Horse Shoeing promptly attended to. All work warranted to give satis-

J.

With

COFFINS &
notice.

CASKETS28“?*®

An ire casket furnished when required.
ami repairing by unexperienced work-

Upholstering
•

r,

L.

LOCKE,

xo. ii rim:m.\ row,
iiept. 2-J, 1x75.—am 12

I

has this
tinue

to

copartnership of SARGENT & BABCOCK
day been dissolved. The business will conbe carried on by the undersigned. All per-

^TOTICE!
I ais
to

forbid all persons from harboring or
tiM-iiog Amos .Murray, a pauper of the town of
1 alermo.
! have made suitable
provisions for his
support, as by mv contract with said Palermo. I
shall pay no debts of his contracting after this date.
AUGUSTUS MARK.
Palermo, Nov. 12, 1x75.—3wl2*

JpREEDQM
I RUFl'S K.

NOTICE!

RHOADES, do this day give my
minor son, Edward B. Rhoades, his time to trade
and transact business for himself, as I claim none of
his earnings nor pay any debts of his contracting
after this date.
RUFUS K. RHOADES.
Witness, F. 11. Kxowi/rox.
Xorthport, Nov. 1'.*, 1«75.—3w21*

\

-o:tlm nt
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For Mon

a

Hosiery, Sns
Shirts, &c\,

Scarfs,

Collars,

Fine

ponders,

And invite you till

to

call and examine.

Recently,

The
property and

near

E

is the best known remedy for Burns,
Sc(*lds, Frost
Bites, Chilblains, and all Sores on human flesh. It
is also excellent for Bruises on flesh or hoof.
Broken Knees, Called Backs, Cracked [[eels, etc., on
horses. Try one box, and you will never wish to be
without it.
Price 25 cfs. per box, or five boxes for
$1. Sent by mail, post-paid, on receipt of price.
Address the proprietor, J. FRANK RENOU, Lawrence, Mass.
4w2l

MAIN

Belfast

$4 90

to

$19.60.

tlie Bluff' in Northport,

owner can

have the

paying charges, by calling

W. G. CLARK
Annouces that he has taken the store on Church
street, lately occupied by tin* late David Durgin,
where he will keep a lirst-cluss fruit ami confectionery store. Also

a
same on
on

striped
proving

SAMUEL ROBBINS.

Northport, Nov. 17, 1875.—3\v20

Fresh from the Shell !

Oysters

It will be in every particulara strictlv temperance
saloon,—a place to suit the most fastidious.

W.
Be careful of your

Eyes. Calvin IIruy ky makes
specialty of fftting glasses to all conditions of the
eyes. Always on hand the best stock in this section
of the State, of superior lenses, in gold, silver, steel,

G.

CLARK, Belfast.

Second

1st!

Mode]
Imt (,un-

!■•
.*

Knight
IN-

Musical Notice.

MISS

a

Lard, Beef, Fish & Groceries

For Christmas.

a

choice lot of

Tobacco A Cigars

Patterns!

4Hy Don’t

can be bought cheap for cash.
forget the place, Church Street, opposite

At U. F. WELLS’.

BppWBBBuSkSHS?:
Mass.

N. 1*.—All who are indebted to the firm of Knowlton & Nash, are requested to settle within .‘todays,
or their accounts will he left for collection.

Belfast, Sept. 8,1875.

GKO. VV. KNOW LTON.
ADKLItKKT KNIGHT.
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lind (ieneral II ARDNY A UK, PAINTS, OILS
and V A RN I Si! LS,
NAILS, (i LASS, and
FARMER'S IDOLS, constantly on hand and
for stile at LOW ITT PRILLS. Don't forget
the place, ANtilKR’S, No. 1 Phenix Row.
tH2
April ^0, 1870.
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MORRISON S DENTAL ENGINE!
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and tedious than by the old met In ids.
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First Class Work. Reasonable Prices

HAVENER’S

TERMS
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Lunch Rooms
FOOT OF MMX STHEET,

MAINE.

BELFAST,
OF

Cold Corned Beef,
Chun

Boiled Eggs,
Hum and Eggs,
Beef Steak,
Brown Bread and Milk,
Crackers and Milk,
Mince Pie per quarter,

Apple
Pumpkin
Coflee,

Chjars and Tobacco,
Confectionery, Fruit,
A

Bond's

LARGE VARIETY OF

Cakes

.U

and

Crackers!

M.VM'KACTntl-:i>

98 North
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St., Boston, Mass.
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200 QTIjS. CODFISH!
R. F. Clark, Belfast,
Wholewell cured,
Light,
to be sold at
A. P. MANSFIELD & CO.,
Foot of Main St.
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Orders can bo filled at once
for any PATTERN which is in
tlio Catalogue.

Catalogues Free
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Milk,
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Baked Beans,

the Court House.

Goods Delivered to all parts of the City
FREE of CHARGE!

From 02 cents up.
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BITTERS!
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few
pupils for instruction upon the Piano and Cabinet Organ. Special care taken with beginners. For
terms inquire at H.'5 Main Street.
Nov. &>, 1875—tffil
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MASON & llllli IN

building south of Court House.
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tirst day- of dune. .July. Augu-t and >» pf-mb-T, and
December, January, lu bniury am! .March
Interest
being computed on -aim tin* !ir-t Monday s t June
and December.
Deposits reeeivcd daily, exce|d on Sunday-- and
Legal Holidays,' from b to 1J A. M., and : to I l*. M
'■-ui unlays Funk closes at lv, noon.
.I«»nx if < )ri,M r.v. Treas.
ASA FUG\< F. Fre<t.
t i‘
Felfast, .June stli DM.
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and rubber bows.

THE VVHISKF.RS.

Belfast Hardware Store
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Renou's French Salve
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LORD, CALL BEFORE
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shawl.

No.

Williamson Block, Belfast.

Beaver Sacks
From

1‘articular attention given
and Sevving .Maeliim lb pairing.
ed and Fored to shoot clo-i

and
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a rn

elegant pppara' ion
t lie color

•<(dd

line Assortment of

Underwear!

Gents

kingh

Wliii'b will neither nib

ATTACHMENTS.

and Hoys W« ar,

B AHCtAIN S !

A it e

AND

Allot wl.irli I will SFLL, ( l TorMAM I A< 1 1 KK
to < »rder in as 11< )<)I» S 1A i.l and Warrant' d IV
feet Satislaetion as can ho had elsewhere lor the
money.

just received

•lu-t publish. d. n in w edition ol
»l»e» nidi <• t (>lfl>ral«‘<l INon tin
/"'// n> rum
without
,.f
u.«-diriu.
1■ i. i:
\ 11 i: i: 1111 v
.u
Seminal \\
k n • -. J u\oiuntary seminal
I Al! <»l I \< \, .Mental and Physical I in apucit y, I m
pediments to .Marriage, etc., also, 'ua-i %! i* i•» n
* '' 11 *
v and III
indued t >\
el I indulgence «.i
e\ !i:ii
vtra\ again .-, \c.
i\-j Pi in. in a < ai«-d i-m elope, on!' i.\ cents.
I in celebrated author. in tins admirable l -m.,
clearly a-in on-irate- from a thirty years’ >ucc« "till
!:e ::
ill illg cun>e.pieuces of sell
l'l'a. t ic.e.
atm-, nia'
rade ,idy cared wit bout the dangerous
ui11 in.' :i.-Ilathe application el the
m:
m- d
•*< cii'a-at "iu-e simph
knife, poimi:and eileri'ia! I", iiiean-ot u hid. m n -iillerer, in.
mail-,
wha; hi con in am urn
in.i
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cheaply, pi h. -,l< i- and
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C
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nr*- -Inadd h> in t
,v
yout-i and every man m Hi. laud.
>ellt unit-!ill a p! ill eii'
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dr.---, in,■< '>!, on >•■«••,}.[ of -is. c. nt-, or wo
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SOLICITOR

SUITINGS!

H. H. Johnson & Co

indebted to said firm must make immediate
payment to
CHARLES II. SARGENT.
Belfast, Nov. 17, Js75.—:',w21
sons

tine

1ST

Belfast

^OTICE!
The

a

MassaelniM-tts,

/ir>inirat"»// for it-

\ All
XL

Felfast, July \!<>, K

G. DAMON.

HAVE FITTED UP a Carriage Shop in the
rear of the old Treadwell & Mansfield stand,
where I am ready to attend to all kinds of Carriage
and Sleigh repairing. New work made to order,
tfcl
H. W. TRUNDY.

B I Gr

Doe-

eflectmil.

No. 7-3 State St., opposite

Worsted Coat-

skins, Pantaloon Goods,

New Carriage Shop
LOCKE,

DooD YAK1E1 ) of

a

Broadcloths,

and

Bioknell

wants of those requiring work iu their line.
Carriage and Sleigh Painting and Trimming is our
and trim new carriages or
specialty. We will
varnish old ones and repair trimmings at reasonable
rates on short notice, guarranteeing satisfaction in
all cases.
WALES & BiCKNELL.

faction.

I,.

of

Ovorcoaling-s,

I have also

T
'J •

ing

so

MACHINIST!

WOFK that

Fine Goods

wr.ipp* r.
50 cts. and $1
l.,r
bottles much the
clu liper.
>1.111 \\ FuWI
>' (i N -.
Prop’ i'-toi>, I tost on*
Ma>s. Sold hy (b ah r-*.• uerali-.
lyrou

R. E AD,

T

lir.-t-e.a
u-ually
machine sho]> promptly attended to.
VLL

Have removed

_

Hlr

Clothing

n-ort fo this standard remedy, a.1* is
proved by linn in d- of r■•.-!iimmial- it has received.
None genuine unles- -ig.r-d *1. Ill ITS” on the

....

Coiiolii s to cimvi'y j.a~-. nyc.
to :iml Iruni
nrand boats.
Sample Booms free to yut sis.
! K ery and Hoarding Sy.ble connectt d with tieI I Oil -f,
is;:..- tty.
Helfast, s. j.t,

Fai iru’.ar attention
artificial teet h.

YOUR

of

'-aver

easily applied. !•- b, in
ipfipkly and efl‘« dually produce.*

ki:i;.

1ST E W

Fall

ings

theirbm iness, car
riage ]>ainting and trimming, to
Ww!tJ the shops over Damon’s, in rear
the American House, and
would invite their old friends and patrons to call
upon them at this popular old stand, where they
may he found at all times ready to attei d to the

PURCHASE

YOU

REM O V A L !
Wales

r.'n

m. r woodcock & son.

<

Carriage Making. Painting,
Blacksmithing.

quality.

jiairs «»f the OLD ST(l( li h it to be almost

!ew

which

Read it carefully and then give us a call and let us
prove it.
We have Flour of all grades.
Corn, Heal.
Ailiort*, Feed, Beef. Pork. Lard iu 1’aiN
and Tierces, Kujrar of all kinds, !Tlola'**«*j* of different grades, ftyru|», Kero»ene, (iralum
Flour. Crutilied HEieat, llomiuv, Out
Heal. Rye Heal. U Iieat Heal.
Among our line of Coffer* may he found
Hodia. Hale Kerry. O. (f Java and Rio
which we roast and grind ourselves and know tin
are STRICTLY PURE.
We have a choice '•.•lection of TEAS of different
grades lrotn .T>e to SI.to per ll».
tf<pCll<)('DEALE, Cl{.\( K EJ)-(’<)('< >A, < uCO \
SHELLS, It IK )M A, RAISINS, CITRON, Cl R
KANTS, Nl. IS, CANDY and IRE IT.
S<>APS from a cheap laundry to a nice toilet
snap.
< >ur SLICES are STRICTLY
PURE, and our E.\
I'RACTS are of the BEST QUALITY.
In our line of WOODEN WARE may he found
IT ItS, KAILS, BROOMS, W ASJl-lto A EDS, BAIL
and NEST BOXES, BASKETS, STOVE, SHOE and
SCRUB BRUSHES, BOWLS, TRAYS, Rol.LINO
KINS, CLOTHES KINS, CATTLE CORDS; also
BED CORDS,_ CLOTHES LINES and HALI ER
IK >KE, and many other things too numerous to mention.
DON’T FORGET THE KLACE.
tfl'J

receiving daily MAY (iUODS in all tin* Fall

styleA

CLARK,

Prescott &

things

Cheap for Cash!

RUBBERS!
MB.

of the

utsr

s, and wherever thev have been
introduced, tin y have, bv their merit alone, won
their w ay into the admiration ami confidence of the

people.

DOMESTIC ANIMALS. ELLIS &
GINN’S,
t'i} -Witnes- the names of (ieutleinen who
to its extraordinary merits

sign, Finish and Durability which constitute

CONSUMPTION CAN BE CURED

TUCKER BROTHERS, Proprietors

Physician

class in-rut M i;n

ha- been found

ough,

by a timely

thick and strong.

It is

Hotel,

DR. JOHN

They are built from the best material, in tin* most
thorough manner, and it i- generally conceded that
they possess all the ijnalities of l one, Action, De-

dundrulf:

and

vigor, preventing baldness,

Have.*, Stat* A

undesirable shade,

and Metal.

CELEBRATED

ORGANS!

c

change

R. H. MOODY, Druggist.
High Sts., Fellas!, Ale.

SMALL Sl KNIGHT

youthful odor.

white and clean.

becomes

use

the hair grow

FOR

tDtuCorner of Alain and
AND EXAMINE THE

it.*

to

*‘I consider it //•• hr at

it

hombs.

The best SiMtixi; TJirrKr-t in the market.
Its peculiar m -dical properties gives it a precedent
above all other.- for loss of Appetite, Imbilitv, Indigestion, Jaundice, and all kindred di.-eases which
people are subject to in the spring and Summer. It
is an excellent tonic, and used in connection with
iron, builds up the system, and makes well the -ick
and -uifering. For sale wholesale and retail by

Upon

a*

,^

—

ILLS OF

AND Drill.K

AND

Don't Fail to Cali

was

homestead,

>•.

iiat• aided ptirpix*

Belfast. Me.

DR. R.

(

fad. d hair

eruptions, itching

M \ M I

Main Street,

i•

desirable.
l)r. A. A.

ORGANS! VEGETABLE BITTERS

j

or

all

dressing nothing

a

says of

execution in favorofi barb- j

F.lliot, against William Brown, and will be sold at
public auction, to tin* highest bidder, on Saturday,
the first day of .January, A. 1). lx?i», at ten o’clock.
A. 31., at the otfiee of .Joseph Williamson, in Belfast,
in said County, all the right in equity which tinsaid Brown had on the thirtieth day of 3Iai« h, A.

gray

wonderful and -.iti-fjn

their normal

making

As

Sails made ami
at >hort notice.
J,olt on
Swan it Sibley's wharf, foot of Main street.
• < > 11 \ I;. THUMBS.
CKO T. OSIItllLM.,
Is?:.— fmiO'i
Heilast, duly

ORGANS!

Sale.

as

scalp by its

glands to

\.

American

'‘oiupnmuled will; tin*

lly its tonic properties it restores the capillary

MAKERS

—ami

are

removes

OSBORNE

Suceessors to the late ( has.

BAIL

n .'tor*

It

are

Maine Central Railroad.

ORGANS!

cure

£

OKI.(HE,

I «.r Bock hind, Camden, Belfast,
Senrsport, Mucks,
poll, Castim-, Dear 1 sir. Sedgwick, So. \\
Ml. Desert, Millbridge, Jonesport and
Machiasport.
Metm ning will leave Machiasport every
Monday
morning at
o'clock, touching at the above named
landings, except Muck-port amt Sear-pott, arriving in Portland -aim- night.
CYKL'S PA T ! 1-1,'SOX. Agent.

powers.

utteid. laid "i'S\nk.uni’s Uadicai. (Ti:i:, arc ate-t ed bv 111 oil and' who
gratefully recommend it to
;i
idere!'.
.No statement is made regarding
b ait cannot 1
sub-tantiated by t lie most, respect
b and reliable rei'. ;vuc
It is a great and good
ni'dic; a* .and worthy all confidence.
Much package
•a';da
Treati.-e on Catarrh and L)r. Sanford’s
I;.ipi'o\ I Inhaling Tube.
•'iD-’s Kadd vl <
i- sold by all Drug•- -I-L
sLo
Sent pre paid jo anv part of
be I
:.
bi'torsd.,.
W'F.KKS x I’O'l I’KK,
< ctr a! A muts, Boston.

$^00

«1>SYCII0MAXCY,

AT HI

.■

man.

tn Si?flI,or day Jd home. Samples worth $1
Lee.

i: K ■>

•.

Liberal Terms of Ex-

Patterns made. Send Sets, for Catalogue.

!•;

Thursday Eve., commencing Dec. 2,

Supt.

changefor Second-hand
The Best

It

prepared to do SHIP and HOUSF
PAINTING i« all its brandies—both ph.iTi and
ornamental—at prices that will suit the times.
< >11 r
Ion# experience in the business, ami our pa<t
labors with the citizens of .Belfast, will, we think,
be a sufficient guaranty that wotk entrusted to u<
will be faithfully done. Consult us before a-oiiur
elsewhere. Shop over the Marble Woiks, Hi-'h
*
Street.
JOHN II. |'ui)|{.
Belfast, March IS, Is;.*;, tf MATTWKI.SH.

Kailroad Wliai-l. Portland

7:55pm-

MACHINES.
“DOMESTIC”

We

>•

ever.

POOR & WELSH

WILL I.K.W I.

iti*t?<■].■

More

VI hooping
HoarM'iiowi

roiiji,

1-iM‘i
Coinglaint.
B*ain« or Moreneum
in tie- < ln‘«( or Mitle.
■* 1 e e <1 i n g- at tin
lungs, ami every aHY-c
1 ion of the
n k oa t,
id M.s and ciiK.vr, are
speedily and permanently cured by the use of bn.
Wisrut’s ItAISA.M Ol Wll.h ( HKlfltY, which does
not dry up a cough and leave the cause behind, as is
lie ra-e with most reined ie-, but loosens it, cleanses
the 1 ur:gs and allays irritation, thu- removing the
cause of t lie complaint.

car*'.

Its effects

of Richmond, PAINTERS!
CityCAPTAIN
C. KILBY,

j

SEW1MC

cription.
PAPER FASHIONS.

greatest

iftyAlI business enfrusteil to him will receive
rompt attention.

PERMANENTLY

EST1G

Machines of every des-

at Law!

HAHIDES BLOCK, Belfast, He,

S T !•: A i\l ]•: H

<
t

EENEWER.
Ibis standard

Collin

Throat, Influenza,

HAIR

WALLACE,

Attorney

!

pgr

at Law!

< o II sr ll ft,
B5 roneliiliw,

VEGETABLE SICILIAN

STREET, BELFAST.
formerly occupied by K. K. Hoyle.

GEO. E.

\yj;i;k!

HALL’S

Sheriffs Saie.

BLACKSMITHING!

|\

THE

T’i; n

||

i

/i

Jjj&C‘

you every

[Free

Til ii-

JOHNSON,

Isleslioro,' uastine mid Broolcsville. Paper Stock, Old Iron, Mi
repaired

free. Address Da. F. \V. KINS-

money

one

Belfast

MAN, Augusta, Maine.

admiring boy.

Office

ULCERATIVE

■

“And I'll plank
ini-'. replied the
Tress.

14

Penobscot. Mt. Desert & Machias

Sheriff's Sale.

or

■

mgs.”

ARRANGEMENT!
FOR

E.

Attorney
MAIN

FURTHER NOTICE.

IM IL

j

FITS & EPILEPSY !

--

W INTER'

tel Company, and will be sold at public auction to
the highest bidder, on Saturday, the first day of
.January, A. i>. 1870, at ten o’clock, A. M., at the
store of C. S. Fletcher, in said Stockton, all tinright in equity whiclr said; Hotel Company had on
the eighth day of April, A. 1). 1871, at one o’clock,
P. M., when the same was attached on the original
writ, of redeeming a certain lotxof land situate in
said Stockton, at the place known as Fort Point,
and adjoining to government land of the United
States, on which is erected the light house, being
the lot on which the hotel stands, and bounded afollows, viz.: beginning at 'the north-east corner ot
said government lot at a granite monument ; thence
south 22 deg.*20 min. eastfhy said lot, 271 2 12 feet to
a granite monument; tlienee, north, »>:> deg. hi min.
east, llUfeet togi^stake; t hence, *north.2d deg. 40
min. west, -150 0-12 feet to a stake; thence, south,
02 deg. 40 min. west,501 10-12 feet to a stake, thence
south, 15 deg. 45 min. cast, 200 2-12 ie« t to a granite
monument at the lioth-wost corner ot government
lot; thence,Aiorth, 00 deg. 50 min. east, by said lot,
272 2-12 feet to the poinUbegun at, together with a
right of way from said piemises to the public road
leading from Stockton village, also from said prem
ises to the wharf, being the same premises which
were mortgaged by said Hotel
Company to Charles
B. Sanford and Hugh Boss, to secure the payment
ot $15,000, on the 27th day of November, A. D. isri.
by deed of mortgage of that date, recorded in the
Waldo Registry, book lo<‘>, Pago 240.
•J. W. BLACK, Deputy Sheriir.
Belfast, Nov. 27, 1875.—2w22

instructed breathing, partial closure
both nostrils, a stopped up, “stalled up”
feeling in the head, constant blowing of the nose,
discharge- from the nose of a watery or thick yelWaldo, ss.—Taken on execution in favor of the
low or greenish mucus, frequently streaked with 1
inhabitants of Stockton against the Fort Point Hoblood. >ometimes the matter becomes encrusted in
tel Company, and will be sold at public auction to
the nasal passage-, and is removed only by pro
the highest bidder, on Saturday, the first
1 n the morning on rising the
day ot
longed effort.
sympA. 1>. 1.870, at eleven o’clock, A M., at thit.iin- are the worst.
Violent blowing, hawking and .January,
man sit.amlh
st ore of C. S. Fletcher, in said Stockton, all the right
“pitting until the crusts are removed, at least par- j in equity which
said Hotel Company had on the
: iaily.aud ihe throat is freed from the matter that has
seventeenth
of September, A. D. 1875, at Id ::u
MAY
FIELD,
a •eatnalaP'd during the night.
Finally the poison- A. M., when day
the same was attached on the original
0,1,-enetious attack the throat, bronchial tubes,
(.'API'. MAMMOTH.
writ of r* deeming a certain lot of land .-ituate in
in
lungs, terminating
pulmonary consumption, ac- said Stockton, at the place known as Fort Uoint.aud
companied b\ a most offensive breath and impaired
adjoining to government land of tin- United states, NVill leave Sanford NYharl, Belfast, every Monday,
ev e-iglit and
hearing.
oil which is erected a light house,
being tin- lot on
fuesday, Wednesday and Saturday at _■ o'cJ .i-k i‘.
which the hotel stands, and bounded as lollows, viz
Al., tor Mrook-viile, touching at 1 !«•• boro -in.I < a-at
the
north-east
corner
of said govern
beginning
tine.
ment lot at a granite monument; thence south 2.2
It K T t Bl \ I 1¥ U
deg. 20 mill, east by said lot 271 2-52 feet to a granite Leave Mrooksville
Monday. Wednesday and
monument; thence north 02 deg. lOmin.east 111 feet j Saturday at *.» o’clockevery
A. M.
toachinc at Oa-tineaud
to a stake; thence north 20 deg. 40 min. west 45"
D!e-boro.
0 12 feet to a stake; thence south 15
deg. 15 min.
FARE:
501
10-12
l'eet
west
to a stake; thence south 15 deg.
45 min. east 200 2-12 feet to a granite monument at
To Islesboro and Castine, pi Cents.
the northwest corner of government lot; them-*
'm
Brooksvillo, $1.00.
fin- i- ib« destructive and terrible stage of the
north 00 deg. 50 min. east by said lot 272 2-12 1'eei t<
T'he whole nasal passages, including the
di“ea>e.
the point begun at, together with a right of wav
• •yes and ears,
t.he tonsils, throat, bronchial tubes
from said premises Di the public road leading froiii
and lungs become one after another, affected, inStockton village,also from said premises to the wharf,
tlammed. ulcerated, and succumb rapidly to this
being the same premises which were mortgaged hv
frightful ne.nster. A peculiar acid is generated and said Hotel Company to Charles B. Sanford and Hugh
“i t at liberty
by thi“ disease, which, permeating the Boss, to secure the payment of S 15,000, on the 27-ih
!■; yaclit P. M. Moimev. < apt 1 11->
blo:>d. Wt-akeu-and destroys its renovating power,
./• j*
day of November, A. D. 1 >71, by its deed of mortm no
JL Muruess, will make weekly t rip- be
ami aii<>\\“ tin*
opportunity to throw otf gage of that date recorded in tlie Waldo BVgi-try.
er’s 11 arbor, on
this
until
the mala i
poison is neutralized and ex- boon 150, page 240.
£/m1 Id' city and Tar\
and after Thursday, n pt. loth. W..
pelled. 1; i- In r. that constitutional treatment beL W. BLACK, Deputv Sheri If.
]
ofai!
k •«. I will Ik
rime
of tie.- m»“t vital consequence, “because tinCountry produce
Belfast, Nov. 27, l.v ».— 2w22
U'" arreste » at this stage the disease will make
benight at market price-. People \\ ho wi-h to di-do
well
to
u-’
a call.
give
jio-e of the same will
May
rapid pr.'M'e-- towards pulmonary consumption.”—
ill swell at tile store of Woods, Matin u-, X Lake
11'.rr<n‘s Il'iiiscfinl,/ Physician.
Meanwhile a
or on hoard t he schooner, at H araden’- NV hart', where
“•ending, h.-aling, ami astringent medicine must be
she may be found when in port.
applied directly to the nasal passages, this forming
\V ai.im>, ss.—Taken on execution in favor of B.C.
J ne mo-: jierfect 1 reutment of the disease
possible.
Fare for Passengers, $1.00.
.Jordan against Henry 3IcOilvery. and will be sold at
public auction to the highest bidder, on Saturday,
Cut. i’HOMA> MCL'CI ><.
tin* first day of .January, A. 1). Ix7*i, at eleven o'clock
!!11
Belfast, Sept, ‘.ith,
A. 31., at the office of .Joseph Williamson, in Belfast,
in said County, all tin- right in equity which said !
had
on
the
sixth
of
A.
1*.
3Ic(Jilvery
day
February,
1x75, at 10 h. 5 in., A. 31., of redeeming the follow
ing described real estate situated in lielfast aforesaid, to wit a certain Lot of Land in Belfast aforeCommencing Oct. 25, 1875,
said with the buildings thereon, and bounded as lb!- !
Trains lea\ <• Belfast at 8:00 a. xu. «' n.m eting diviz.
on tlu South by land of the heirs of the
lows,
>
>■'! •Kadi. Aid ni:
<»i: C \ pakum is a
rect to Bangor, Dexter, >ko\vhegau, l-'anninci "
late Rufus U. Allyn, West by land formerly conveyed
safe. <',Tiain. ami permanent cure for ( atarrh of evto W. II. Simpson, Northwestwardly by the vtreet
Lewiston, Danville Junction and «>r:tn* 1 Trunk
*!>»nn, and i> the mo-t perfect remedy ever deMaim Kailleading from High Street to tin- 3Ic<,il\ery Ship- Kailway, and via Eastern and Boston
It is p'ln lv a vegetable distillation, and is
so
and
Kastwardiv
bv
l
;
roads,
arriving in Boston at
called,
ide-Water
of
yard,
i-ii-aih ;■ insnfllat ion and constitutionally by
app!
Belfast 1 iay, with the shore flats in front of said
I.e;r, e Belfast 3:00
C<»n ne»*t L; g to lie X ter
in'1
ad adtniai-tration.
1U
is
relief
Locally applied
p.
Street ami Lot. The above described property being and
n-i a a; aie-o'.i-.
It -ootlies, heals and cleanses the
Bangor, and with nicTt Pullman I'rain, for
subject to a mortgage recorded in the Waldo Count) Portland and Boston, arriving at 8:15 a. in.
u
a "a. a
of every feeling of heaviness, obof
Vol.
Heeds.
tin
Hi',
Page :kM, given by
-trn.-b.m, dnl.ne-«. or dizziness, Constitutionally Registry
PAYSGN TUCKER,
said lb nry McGilvery to .James i‘. White, et. al., id
it l.-n.vatfs tile blood purities it of the
is;.,.
if.'.!
said Belfast, to secure the payment of certain prom
Portland, June
a-id pois.-n w *'i which it i- always charged in Cuissory notes for seven thousand six hundred and
.m
>tiu i:i:
the -tomacli, liver and kidneys,
dollars
and
ninety-nine
ninety-three cents, dated
p ■!•<■!- dice ion, makes new blood, and permits
Nov. Is, A. 1). lxii'.l, with interest pavable annuallv.
(!.'• to'-ma: mi nt >ound, healthy tissues, ami tinally
SA3II LL NOR K >\, Sherill.'
oi taiii> ce:,i|d-te control over the disease.
The reBelfast, Nov. J7, 1x75.-— :tw^»
a.
n.ci'kai-!"
when all other remedieN\

—

“What is that dog harking at t" askcl a hip.
whose hoots were more polished than hi- Men-.
"Why." said a bystander, “he -tvs anothei
puppy in vour hoots."

j

]

G.

STEAMBOAT

Waldo, ss. Taken on execution in favor of the
inhabitants of Stockton against the Fort l’oint Ho-

building through a rear \\ indow soon alter
midnight, and overpowered, gagged and

■

one

Sheriff's Sale.

SNEEZING

part

They entered the bank

mysteriously disappeared thirty-lve

i v.i/ed on my critic.
Enamel
il d m ip ;hat complexion. 1 swear:
...

particulars ol' the

robbery in Monroe,
traordinary amount

Agent for Belfast, and vicinity.
augGtlo

German

Canaries.

MORE HAIM/ Mill MAIN (ANA

HI F.Son hum),and sidling rapidly at $d.50eue!i.
VFKW
tf io

H. M. THURLOW,
POST OFFICE.

